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Preface

The Committee on the Youth Population and Military Recruitment
was established by the National Research Council (NRC) in 1999 in
response to a request from the U.S. Department of Defense. The

impetus for the study was the recruiting problems encountered by the
Services in the late 1990s. The central question is how to attract qualified
youth to serve their country and, if necessary, be willing to put them-
selves in harm’s way. Although military missions have diversified since
the end of the cold war, the primary function of the Services remains the
provision of the nation’s warriors and protectors.

The charge to the committee was to provide information about the
demographic characteristics, skill levels, attitudes, and values of the youth
population; to examine options available to youth following high school
graduation; and to recommend various recruiting and advertising strate-
gies and incentive programs to encourage enlistment. In the first phase of
its work, the committee confirmed that propensity for military service
was declining. In 2002, the committee published Attitudes, Aptitudes, and
Aspirations of American Youth: Implications for Military Recruitment.

One outcome of the first phase was the recognition that current mili-
tary research on advertising and recruiting often lacked long-term objec-
tives and coordination across relevant research topics and methodologies.
As a result, the committee embarked on a second phase: to develop an
evaluation framework to assist the Defense Department and the Services
in making informed decisions on the effectiveness of various recruiting
policies and mixes of recruiting resources. This report is the product of
the committee’s second phase of study.
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We would also like to extend our gratitude to Heather LeFevre and Jan
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In the course of preparing this report, each member of the committee
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and commenting on successive drafts. We are deeply indebted to all for
their broad scholarship and their cooperation and spirit.
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Corporation, who served as a consultant to the committee. He drafted the
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This report has been reviewed in draft form by individuals chosen for
their diverse perspectives and technical expertise, in accordance with pro-
cedures approved by the NRC’s Report Review Committee. The purpose
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objectivity, evidence, and responsiveness to the study charge. The review
comments and draft manuscript remain confidential to protect the integ-
rity of the deliberative process. We wish to thank the following individuals
for their review of this report: Morton G. Ender, Department of Behavioral
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tive comments and suggestions, they were not asked to endorse the con-
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1

Executive Summary

In the late 1990s, the U.S. armed forces struggled to meet their recruit-
ing goals and in some cases fell short. This led to the question of how
the recruit-ing process and the recruiters’ job could be better sup-

ported in order to ensure that force strength, force quality, and the
required skill mix of personnel will be available to meet ever-changing
security and defense challenges. Military officials recognized that a fun-
damental understanding of the youth population and of the effectiveness
of various advertising and recruiting strategies used to attract them would
be extremely valuable in addressing these questions.

As a result, in 1999, the Department of Defense asked the National
Academy of Sciences, through its National Research Council, to establish
the Committee on the Youth Population and Military Recruitment. The
committee is composed of 14 experts in the areas of military manpower,
military sociology, psychology, adolescent development, survey methodol-
ogy, behavioral theory, economics, and advertising and communication.

During the first phase of its study, the committee examined long-term
trends in the youth population and evaluated policy options that could
improve the propensity for and enlistment in the Services. In our report,
Attitudes, Aptitudes, and Aspirations of American Youth, the committee con-
firmed the decline in propensity for military service among youth and
identified several correlates, especially the trend in increasing college
enrollments.

The committee observed that current military research on advertising
and recruiting often lacked long-term objectives and coordination across
relevant research topics and methodologies. In this second phase, the
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2 EVALUATING MILITARY ADVERTISING AND RECRUITING

committee has developed an evaluation framework to assist the Depart-
ment of Defense and the Services in making informed decisions on the
effectiveness of various recruiting policies and mixes of recruiting re-
sources. This report is the product of the committee’s second phase of study.

THE APPROACH

The committee has identified several areas requiring more intensive
study that might benefit from drawing on a variety of methodological
approaches:

• Monitoring trends in youth attitudes, values, and propensity using
surveys (Chapter 3);

• Planning advertising using generative and experimental approaches
(Chapter 4);

• Determining optimal levels of advertising and recruiting resources
and assessing the timing and levels of joint and Service-specific
Advertising based on data from past or current programs using
econometric methods (Chapters 5 and 6);

• Determining optimum types of incentives using a combination of
focus groups, surveys, and experimental approaches (Chapter 7);
and

• Performance management of recruiters again using a combination
of methodologies (Chapter 8).

Rather than focusing on the strengths and weakness of the various
methods with the intent of identifying some methods as per se superior to
others, the committee’s proposed evaluation framework is based on the
fundamental notion that different research designs and the associated
methodologies are suited to address different types of research questions.
Table ES-1 provides examples of common research questions that emerge
in the context of military advertising and recruiting.

The framework has two dimensions. The first dimension differenti-
ates between an existing or new incentive, program, or activity; the second
dimension differentiates between three types of assessments. One type of
assessment occurs in situations in which the outcome is not specified and
the audience is asked to indicate the attractive and unattractive features;
the second type deals with attitudes or behavioral intentions toward mili-
tary enlistment; and the third deals with actual behavior, such as signing
a contract with a recruiter. The cells in the framework list example types
of questions and identify the method most appropriate for addressing
each.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 3

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Monitoring Trends in Youth Attitudes, Values, and Propensity

In its first report, the committee concluded that propensity to enlist is
a major direct determinant of actual enlistment. Thus, increasing propen-
sity should be an important goal of the military. Monitoring surveys are
well suited to measuring trends in propensity and examining the factors
that contribute to changes over time. Implementation of useful monitor-
ing surveys requires multiyear funding commitments and large samples
of respondents. In constructing a monitoring survey to track propensity,
the questionnaire must include a complete set of salient beliefs about the
positive and negative consequences of joining the military. Other impor-
tant content areas are the values attached to various outcomes, the expec-

TABLE ES-1 Evaluation Framework

Specific Attitudes
Outcome Not or Behavioral
Specified A Priori Intentions Actual Behavior

New Question: “What does Question: “What Question: “What
programs a target audience see is the effect of a is the effect of a

as attractive or program on proposed new
unattractive features specified attitudes program on
of a program?” or behavioral enlistment?”

intentions?”
Method: focus groups; Method:
unstructured or Method: surveys; experiments;
open-ended surveys experiments; quasi-experiments
and interviews quasi-experiments (Chapters 7 and 8)
(Chapters 4 and 7) (Chapters 3, 4, 7, 8)

Existing Same as above Same as above Question: “What is
programs the effect of an

existing program
on enlistment?”

Method:
econometric
modeling
(Chapters 5 and 6)
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4 EVALUATING MILITARY ADVERTISING AND RECRUITING

tation that a particular outcome is more likely to be achieved in a military
versus a civilian job, and the barriers or facilitators for enlistment deci-
sions. In order to ensure complete coverage of these attitudes and beliefs,
good survey designs should also conduct certain types of preliminary or
exploratory studies. The committee recommends that survey research
examining propensity be designed to incorporate the key determinants of
propensity and that it be designed to permit analysis at the individual
level.

The committee proposes a program of survey research involving a
commitment of at least five years. The committee recommends that con-
sideration be given to undertaking a school-based survey, using cohort-
sequential design, in which students are sampled in the 11th and possibly
the 12th grade and regularly resurveyed until the age of 23 or 24.

Planning for Advertising

The purpose of advertising is to distribute information designed to
influence consumer activity in the marketplace. In the military the pur-
pose of advertising is twofold: to increase propensity to chose military
service and to increase the likelihood of an individual choosing to join one
Service over another. In the past, much of the research on military adver-
tising has focused on evaluating the amount and cost of advertising, rather
than on evaluating the effects of advertising content on targeted beliefs
and values. In its first book, the committee found that intrinsic factors,
such as duty to country, should be given increased weight in military
advertising.

In a strategy for developing and evaluating a range of message strat-
egies, the first step is to track the competitive environment for military
recruitment to detect factors affecting youth understanding and views of
military service. The second step is to examine the beliefs, goals, and
language of audience members using focus groups, interviews, and sur-
veys. The third step is to develop and test a range of message strategies
using experimental and quasi-experimental research designs. The fourth
step is to allocate resources to various message strategies. Decision making
during this step is informed by experiments and in-market testing.

The committee recommends a program of research that follows these
steps. Specifically, a program of research should begin with generative
techniques to understand the concepts and language used by youth in
considering alternative courses of action (e.g., higher education versus
military service) and continue with survey research that measures the full
range of beliefs, attitudes, and values that emerge as linked to these alter-
native courses of action. The committee also recommends that advertis-
ing message strategies be evaluated in terms of their effects on targeted
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 5

beliefs and values. Such evaluation should make use of experimental
designs in controlled setting and small-scale, in-market experiments.
Advertising should be evaluated in terms of thematic content in order to
determine whether its effects vary by content as well as by impressions
and expenditures.

Determining Optimal Levels of Advertising and
Recruiting Resources

Many of the most important determinants of enlistment supply, as
well as the cost and effectiveness of existing recruiting resources and the
trade-offs among them, have been addressed by a well-developed body
of econometric research. Econometric methods are most appropriate for
studying existing programs and for developing estimates based on natu-
ral variation in resources and outcomes.

There have been several studies over the past 20 years on the effects
of recruiting and advertising on enlistment. The variability among these
studies suggests that a consistent methodology has not been incorpo-
rated. Based on our review of the literature, the committee concludes that:

• Recruiter productivity varies with experience, and hence sudden
changes in the size of the recruiting force result in declines in average
experience. Failure to incorporate recruiter experience into models of
recruiter effects may bias study results.

• Recruiter incentives have been incorporated in supply models via
recruiters’ quotas, based on the assumption that increasing recruiting
quotas increases effort. A more complete and realistic model of recruiter
incentives is needed.

• Research to date has not incorporated the effects of Reserve com-
petition on active-duty recruiting.

The committee also concludes that the functional forms (i.e., the shape
of the relationship between the recruiting incentive and enlistment) of
econometric supply models have been relatively restricted. The under-
lying assumptions (e.g., that each additional advertising dollar has the
same effect regardless of the level of total expenditure) may not be correct,
and an examination of more flexible functional forms would be fruitful.
The committee therefore recommends that research on supply models
make use of flexible functional forms, rather than imposed functional forms.

A theme underlying all of the suggested areas for improvement is the
need for better data, consistently collected and retained over time. Ideally,
these data should include enlistment contract and accession data, by level
of qualification and Service, at the lowest reasonable level of aggregation
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6 EVALUATING MILITARY ADVERTISING AND RECRUITING

and time period. The data should also include information on the re-
sources and incentives that have been applied and the external factors
that were in effect during the period, as well as indications of recruiting
policies, incentives, and quotas.

Timing and Levels of Joint and Service Advertising

Econometric methods are also applicable to the questions of (1) whether
there is a minimum level of advertising necessary for a cost-effective
recruiting program even if it is not necessary to achieve current enlist-
ment contract goals and (2) what are the proper levels of joint and Service-
specific advertising. Quasi-experimental methods can also be employed
to address the second question.

We describe the conditions under which it would be cost-effective to
advertise in the interests of future enlistment supply and review research
to date on this question. While this research suggests that advertising
may have effects only for a short period of time, the data available to
previous researchers are limited as they do not permit the examination of
time-lagged and nonlinear effects within a time period. In the committee’s
view, it would be a serious mistake to view the available research as
sufficient grounds for drawing conclusions one way or another about the
effects of current advertising on future outcomes. The committee recom-
mends a focused effort to maintain advertising data in a systematic way
for purposes of estimating a supply curve that incorporates the potential
for both time-lagged and nonlinear advertising effects. The committee
also recommends a program of research, incorporating quasi-experimental
methods, to examine advertising effects over an extended period of time.

Regarding the question on the appropriate levels of joint and Service-
specific advertising, in our judgment, certain types of advertising themes,
such as generic themes designed to increase overall propensity, are best
done as a joint program, while advertising themes featuring specific ben-
efits of military service are best done in the Service program. What we do
not know is what level of advertising funding should be allocated to joint
programs. We therefore recommend a program of research aimed at ex-
amining the effects and cost-effectiveness of information-oriented versus
values-oriented advertising in joint and Service advertising programs.

Determining Optimal Types of Incentives

The Services have many types of enlistment incentive programs in
operation today, most of which are aimed at highly qualified recruits.
Current incentives include education benefits as well as enlistment
bonuses for various types of jobs. The Services are experimenting with
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 7

other incentives, particularly those that forge a closer connection between
military and college pursuits, and also those that offer differing lengths of
active-duty and Reserve tours.

We review research on various incentive programs, both old and
new, in terms of the different types of research designs that have been or
are being used for studying this topic: survey, experimental, and econo-
metric. The central message is that each of the evaluation methodologies
discussed in previous chapters can play a useful role in addressing differ-
ent questions that policy makers may ask about current or proposed
incentives. It is also important to note the value of combining approaches
in examining a particular program. For example, focus groups can be
used to explore prospective enlistment options, which are then tested
with a large survey of youth or in pilot tests employing experimental
designs.

Performance Management of Recruiters

Recruiter performance management encompasses the range of issues
and decisions that face Service recruiting managers as they organize to
meet their mission. Service recruiting managers establish systems to select
and train recruiters, to open recruiting offices in specific locations, to
establish production goals, to motivate recruiters with various incentive
programs, and to monitor and assess recruiter performance. In some of
these areas, such as developing recruiter selection programs, there is a
large body of ongoing research in both the military and civilian sectors. In
other areas, such a developing effective incentive programs, research
efforts are minimal.

In many respects, the problems of performance management faced by
the military are no different from the problems faced by private industry.
However, the environments are distinctly different, and the military faces
many restrictions that do not apply in the civilian sector. As a result, some
of the existing research from the professional literature will be of limited
use. Ideally, the military should undertake a continuous and systematic
evaluation of each aspect of performance management system individu-
ally and in combination. Specifically, the committee recommends:

• Continued research on the development of effective recruiter
selection strategies, in conjunction with a consideration of career incen-
tives for service as a recruiter.

• Expansion of the Services’ evaluation of overall training of recruiters
to include the study of other informal development opportunities. In
particular, assessment and improvement of the supervisory and coaching
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8 EVALUATING MILITARY ADVERTISING AND RECRUITING

skills (to include on-the-job training) of those who train recruiters may be
a fruitful approach.

• A program of research aimed at evaluating the effects of goals on
recruiter behavior and outcomes.

• Research to develop a complete model of recruiter performance
and to develop performance appraisal instruments and feedback pro-
cesses based on this model.
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1

Introduction

During the late 1990s, the armed forces began having difficulty
meeting recruiting targets, particularly for highly qualified
recruits—youth with high school diplomas and above-average

aptitudes who are essential for an effective fighting force. Recruiting
problems were most severe during 1998 and 1999, when most of the
Services experienced accession shortfalls. These shortfalls were especially
alarming to military planners, given the major force reductions of the
1990s and the lower accession requirements that followed (Sellman, 1999).

In 1999, at the request of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), the
National Research Council formed the Committee on the Youth Popula-
tion and Military Recruitment. During Phase I of its study, the committee
was asked to examine long-term trends in the youth population and evalu-
ate policy options that could improve the propensity for and enlistment
in the Services. In its Phase I report, Attitudes, Aptitudes, and Aspirations of
American Youth, the committee confirmed the decline in propensity for
military service among youth and identified several correlates, especially
the increasing trend in college enrollments. The report made specific
recommendations about changing advertising programs and recruiting
policies to improve propensity and enlistment.

During the earlier phase, the committee observed that military re-
search on advertising and recruiting programs is often opportunistic and
fragmented, lacking coordination and long-term objectives. In this report,
the committee aims to fill this gap by proposing a comprehensive evalua-
tion framework to assist and improve research on recruiting policies and
advertising programs. This report contains results, conclusions, and rec-
ommendations from the committee’s Phase II study.
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10 EVALUATING MILITARY ADVERTISING AND RECRUITING

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The primary objective of this study is to help DoD improve its re-
search on advertising and recruiting policies. It is anticipated that in the
coming decade DoD will field and test new advertising and recruiting
initiatives designed to improve the recruiting outlook and help avoid the
shortfalls of the past decade. In order to discover the most promising
policies, in the committee’s view the department needs a comprehensive
research and evaluation strategy based on sound research principles that
will ensure valid, reliable, and relevant results.

Good research should begin with developing a clear statement of the
problems to be studied, because the nature of the policy questions influ-
ences and shapes the most appropriate research designs. While a given
research question can be studied using a variety of approaches and tech-
niques, some research designs in our view are more promising than others
for particular research questions. For example, focus groups are most
useful when determining what a target audience finds attractive about a
program, whereas econometric methods are appropriate when studying
the effects of an existing program on enlistments.

Good research requires more than sound methodology; it must also
be grounded in solid theory and valid concepts. In the case of recruiting
and advertising policies, the most important theory concerns individual
decision-making processes, particularly the factors than influence job and
career decisions. The research program proposed here reviews and devel-
ops the most relevant theories for enlistment decisions.

Finally, advertising and recruiting research must produce results that
are useful to military planners. Research results must be available in a
timely manner to help planners make decisions among competing pro-
posals and to assist during the programming and budgeting cycles of the
department. In the committee’s view, the research and evaluation studies
proposed in the following chapters can meet these needs.

The remainder of this introduction is an overview of issues and
methods and proposes a framework for selecting the most appropriate
method to address various types of research questions.

THE EVALUATION PROBLEMS

The committee’s work during Phase I led us to conclude that there are
a number of critical problem areas or topics needing more intensive study.
Some problems arise because of the need for ongoing, up-to-date infor-
mation that can serve as early-warning indications of potential recruiting
problems or that can point to areas in which improvements are needed.
Other problem areas are important because they are central to improving
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the overall recruiting climate. We have selected six areas to be the central
focus of this report.

Monitoring Trends in Youth Attitudes, Values, and Propensity

The issue of youth attitudes has, in fact, received considerable em-
phasis from DoD. Youth attitudes, values, and propensity for military
service were monitored by the Youth Attitude Tracking Studies (YATS)
from 1975 to 1999. A new effort to survey youth attitudes on a quarterly
basis began in 2001 as part of the Defense Marketing Research program
(Sellman, 2001).

Further monitoring of youth attitudes is important for several reasons.
First, this information can be used as leading indicators of future changes
in enlistment behaviors. For example, YATS documented a downturn in
youth propensity that presaged the 1998-1999 recruiting shortfalls by at
least six years.

Second, the YATS methodology was not optimal, as was documented
in the committee’s letter report of June 2000. The once-per-year format
hampers the assessment of effects on propensity arising from specific
events, such as the Persian Gulf and the latest Iraq wars. In addition,
YATS administered different attitude and value questions to different
subsamples of youth at different times, making it very difficult to analyze
the relationship between attitudes or values and enlistment propensity.
Finally, it is not clear that YATS adequately covered the domain of values
and attitudes that influence career decisions.

DoD should continue to place a high priority on studies of short- and
long-term trends in youth attitudes, values, and propensity. The new
Defense Marketing Research program (Office of Assistant Secretary of
Defense [Force Management Policy], 2000) has improved the frequency of
administration, but issues remain regarding the collection of trend data
on key values and attitudes relevant to military service. The methodology
used in these studies should ensure timely, reliable, and relevant infor-
mation that can be used for anticipating potential problems in enlistment
supply.

Developing Effective Advertising Themes to
Increase Youth Propensity

The committee’s Phase I report concluded that current advertising
strategies and themes are not designed to maintain a base level of propen-
sity, and this may be contributing to the decline in youth propensity for
military service in light of alternatives (e.g., college, employment).
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12 EVALUATING MILITARY ADVERTISING AND RECRUITING

Accordingly, one of our most important recommendations was to develop
effective advertising themes to help increase the propensity of youth for
military service.

Solving this problem requires two types of research. The first is devel-
opment of promising advertising themes using generative research tech-
niques; the second is thoroughly and rigorously testing the market impact
of the selected themes. Again, the Services and DoD have conducted
research in this area, but many improvements can be made in the meth-
odologies applied to date, and these improvements can have a real impact
on the development of effective advertising themes and message delivery
strategies.

Optimal Levels of Recruiting Programs and Resources

The Services have many existing policies and programs designed to
maintain adequate levels of enlistment supply. These include traditional
and on-line advertising, various incentive packages (education benefits
and enlistment bonuses), and number and location of recruiters. The
policy problem is how to allocate these resources to provide effective and
efficient approaches for maintaining a given supply of highly qualified
recruits.

Results of optimal mix studies are extremely useful for allocating
resources among various existing programs during the budget planning
cycles. While the Services have conducted some research in this area,
many existing studies have not adopted the strongest research designs or
incorporated the most reliable data. Improving the quality and reliability
of this research would have significant payoff in helping to provide the
most efficient mix and level of existing recruiting resources.

Optimal Investment in Joint and Service Advertising

The timing and level of advertising are somewhat related to both
advertising planning and optimizing the levels of recruit programs and
resources, but we discuss them separately to emphasize two important
areas of research that have not been adequately studied to date.

First is the issue of level—the minimum level of advertising needed to
maintain youth propensity even during periods when enlistment supply
is good. Service enlistment goals can fluctuate from year to year for vari-
ous policy reasons, and enlistment supply is also influenced by changes
in external factors (e.g., unemployment). During good supply years, mili-
tary planners often reduce recruit advertising below levels necessary for
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maintaining the propensity base, thereby creating an advertising vacuum
that lowers propensity and supply in difficult years.

The second issue is the question of the optimal combination of joint
(DoD-wide) and Service-specific advertising. Some advertising themes,
particularly those designed to maintain or increase the base level of pro-
pensity (e.g., intrinsic values such as duty to country), may be accom-
plished more efficiently as a joint program, while other advertising themes
(e.g., specific benefits of serving in a particular Service) are more appro-
priate for Service-specific programs. What we do not know, because of a
paucity of research, is what combination of joint and Service advertising
would be optimal for meeting both types of goals.

Improving Enlistment Incentives

The Services offer a wide assortment of enlistment incentives at the
present time, including benefits for college education and enlistment
bonuses for particular military jobs. For the most part, these incentives
are similar to those introduced at the inception of the All Volunteer Force
in 1974. Given the many competing alternatives facing youth today, par-
ticularly the increasingly popular college option, there may be other types
of incentives that would enhance enlistment supply. For example, some
Services are experimenting with programs that tie military duty more
closely to college education, and other incentives being considered in-
volve changing the length of active-duty and reserve commitments with
the potential for enrollment in civilian national service. Research on new
types of incentives, or new combinations of incentives, is very important
to meet the increasing competition from college and other work oppor-
tunities.

Performance Management of Recruiters

Existing research has been very suggestive, but not definitive, about
the impact of recruiter organization and performance on enlistment sup-
ply. By recruiter organization we mean such policies and practices as the
number of recruiters, their geographic location, how they are selected
from and returned to other military units, how they are trained, their pay
and benefits, and the setting of recruiting goals or targets. While there is
some existing research on recruiter organization and performance, com-
prehensive studies do not exist. There is potential for substantial payoffs
from research that focuses on how the performance management of
recruiters can increase enlistment supply in a very cost-effective manner.
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THE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

Our evaluation framework is based on the fundamental notion that
different research designs are suited to answer different types of research
questions. What appear to be disagreements about the relative merits of
econometric models versus experiments versus survey methods tend to
diminish if the question is framed as “What research approaches are best
suited to answering the following research question?” rather than “What
is the best approach to doing research?”

We outline a number of common types of research questions that
emerge in the context of military recruiting. Note that this is not intended
as a general or complete taxonomy of research questions; other types of
questions may arise in other research contexts.

The research questions are placed in a two-dimensional framework
(Table 1-1). The first dimension indicates whether the research question
focuses on an existing incentive, program, or activity or a proposed new
incentive, program, or activity (hereafter summarized generally as “pro-
gram”). For example, an existing program might be a current advertising
campaign, while a new program might be a proposed new enlistment
incentive.

The second dimension differentiates among three types of assess-
ments of new or existing programs. The first type focuses on settings in
which the outcome variable of interest is not specified a priori. It addresses
what a target audience sees as attractive and unattractive features of a
current or proposed program. The second type of assessment focuses on
specific attitudinal or behavioral intent variables, such as one’s perceived
benefits of military service or one’s intention to enlist. It addresses the
effect of existing or proposed programs on attitudes or behavioral inten-
tions. The third type of assessment focuses on actual behavioral outcomes,
such as an enlistment decision or contact with a recruiter. It addresses the
effect of existing or proposed programs on a behavior of interest.

Each of the cells in this two-dimensional framework lends itself to
some research methods more than others. Some cells may preclude the
use of certain methods.

The framework identifies focus groups or open-ended surveys and
interviews as the most viable method when the research question seeks
opinions about and reactions to a current or proposed program. The use
of such methods makes sense when the researcher has not specified in
advance the attitudinal or behavioral variables of interest. The reactions
obtained from individuals in focus groups may be completely unantici-
pated by the researchers. Such a strategy is perhaps most generally useful
in the early stages of considering a new program, although it may be
usefully applied to existing programs, particularly those that were imple-
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TABLE 1-1 Evaluation Framework

Specific Attitudes
Outcome Not or Behavioral
Specified A Priori Intentions Actual Behavior

New Question: “What does Question: “What is Question: “What is
programs a target audience the effect of a the effect of a

see as attractive or program on proposed new
unattractive features specified attitudes program on
of a program?” or behavioral enlistment?”

intentions?”
Method: focus groups; Method:
unstructured or Method: surveys; experiments;
open-ended surveys experiments; quasi-experiments
and interviews quasi-experiments

Existing Same as above Same as above Question: “What is
programs the effect of an

existing program
on enlistment?”

Method:
econometric
modeling

mented without the use of systematic evaluation in their initial design
and implementation. Chapter 5 offers further development and illustra-
tion of the use of such qualitative research methods in the context of
developing advertising campaigns.

The framework identifies surveys as a useful method when the re-
search question deals with the effect of existing or proposed programs on
attitudinal or behavioral intent variables of interest. Survey questions can
be administered in various media, from paper-and-pencil questionnaires
to telephone interviews to administration via computer. The key distinc-
tion with the previous category is that the researcher has clearly specified
in advance the attitudinal or behavioral intent variable of interest. Thus if
a portfolio of possible new recruiting incentives is being considered, and
the researcher is interested in the effects of each on an individual’s stated
likelihood of enlistment, the use of survey methods would be particularly
appropriate. Note that experimental and quasi-experimental designs can
be usefully employed in such settings, with different groups of partici-
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16 EVALUATING MILITARY ADVERTISING AND RECRUITING

pants asked to respond via survey to different proposed incentives.
Survey methods are also useful in monitoring whether existing programs
continue to generate the same attitudinal reaction over time.

It is often the case that the attitudinal or behavioral intent variables of
interest are not of primary interest in and of themselves; they are of inter-
est because of a documented link to actual behaviors of interest, such as
enlistment. Because of this link to behavior, insight into the potential
effects of programs can be obtained prior to actual program implementa-
tion. Thus, for example, a wide array of different bundles of recruiting
incentives could be presented to research participants to obtain insight
into which is seen as most attractive. Note, though, that while informa-
tion on the relative attractiveness of different options can be quite useful
in deciding which ones to implement or to research more extensively, this
method does not result in a point estimate of the effects of the program on
enlistment (without research linking survey responses to actual enlist-
ment, as discussed in Chapter 7). Chapter 3 further develops and illus-
trates the use of survey methods.

The final two cells in the framework focus on behavior; in the military
recruitment context, enlistment is the behavior of greatest interest. It is in
research questions focusing on enlistment behavior that the distinction
between the evaluation of new programs and the evaluation of existing
programs becomes a critical issue. Econometric modeling methods are
well suited to the evaluation of ongoing programs, as they are based on
actual variations in a set of observable conditions and relating that varia-
tion to behavioral outcomes of interest. For example, the effects of adver-
tising expenditures on enlistment can be examined by relating changes in
expenditures over time to patterns of enlistment, statistically controlling
for other relevant time-varying features. Chapters 5 and 6 further develop
and illustrate econometric modeling.

In contrast, determining the effects on enlistment of a new program
prior to full-scale implementation or the differential effects of alternate
possible new programs are not amenable to examination via methods
relying on observed variation in the features of interest, because the
programs have not yet been implemented. Thus approaches involving
manipulation of features of interest are needed, namely, experimentation
(manipulation with random assignment) or quasi-experimentation
(manipulation without random assignment). For example, different
advertising content could be used in different geographic regions to
examine effects on enlistment. Chapters 4 and 7 further develop and illus-
trate experimental and quasi-experimental approaches.

While the framework presented here identifies broad types of re-
search questions for which particular research methods are well suited, it
is not our intent to draw bright-line distinctions among the methods.
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Another message of this volume is the relevance of multiple methods to
many key issues in military recruiting. Chapters 6, 7, and 8 all illustrate
areas in which multiple methods are useful. In addition, aspects of different
methods can usefully be combined. For example, quasi-experimentation
does not ensure the equivalence of conditions that are obtained via random
assignment, and some of the quantitative tools of econometric modeling
can be very useful in controlling for differences among conditions.

In the next chapter we elaborate more fully on similarities and differ-
ences between econometric and experimental approaches to research.
Again, it is the nature of the research question that should drive the
choice of research method or methods, rather than allegiance to any par-
ticular methodological orthodoxy.
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2

Theoretical Approaches

A s noted in Chapter 1, research is concept driven and shaped by the
questions being asked and the variables being investigated. It is
difficult to discuss research strategies for effectively designing and

evaluating programs to increase enlistments without also considering
theories about the core variables that impact enlistment decisions. Theo-
ries of enlistment behavior are diverse and have been influenced heavily
by the disciplines of economics, sociology, and psychology. Not surpris-
ingly, the kinds of variables emphasized and the research designs chosen
to explore these variables differ somewhat from one discipline to another.
For example, social-psychological theories of enlistment behavior tend to
emphasize micro-level variables focused on characteristics of the indi-
vidual and individual decision-making processes (relying on such con-
structs as beliefs, attitudes, perceived social pressures, and behavioral
intentions), whereas economic theories tend to emphasize macro-level
variables focused on such constructs as recruitment resources, the general
state of the economy, wages, and work opportunities in military and
civilian sectors. There is no single “correct” level of theorizing. Some
theories are better poised to answer some questions than others and the
level of theorizing is dictated, in part, by the particular question at hand.

When considering the impact of an incentive program or advertising
campaign on enlistments, it is important to understand how that program
or campaign affects key variables that govern the career choices of American
youth. A major purpose of this chapter is to identify such variables. Our
intent is not to present a comprehensive theory of enlistment behavior but
rather to delimit the kinds of variables that program designers and adver-
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tisers should be thinking about as they develop campaigns to increase
enlistments. More focused questions can be explored using the research
strategies and techniques outlined in later chapters.

In its Phase I report, Attitudes, Aptitudes, and Aspirations of American
Youth, the committee outlined a general theory of enlistment behavior
(see National Research Council, 2003, Chapter 7). We begin by briefly
reviewing this theory and then elaborate on it to incorporate additional
perspectives from economics and research on adolescent development.
We then describe how the identified variables can be incorporated into
the design and evaluation of programs and advertising campaigns aimed
at increasing enlistments, drawing on both the theoretical work reviewed
as well as facets of communication theory.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR ENLISTMENT BEHAVIOR

Perspectives from Behavioral Theory

The general theory offered by the committee in its previous report is
reproduced in Figure 2-1. This integrative framework is based on several
empirically supported theories of behavior and behavior change. These
include the health belief model (Becker, 1974, 1988; Rosenstock, Strecher
and Becker, 1994), the theory of reasoned action (Ajzen and Fishbein,
1980), social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1991, 1994), and the theory of
planned behavior (Azjen, 1985, 1991). According to the framework, whether
or not someone enlists in the military (the “behavior” variable in Figure 2-1)
is a direct function of the person’s intention to enlist: if a person does not
intend to enlist in the military, he or she probably will not do so. If the
person intends to enlist in the military, he or she probably will do so. The
concept of intention maps roughly onto the construct of “propensity to
enlist,” a variable frequently encountered in the research literature on
enlistments. The theory offered by the committee explicitly recognizes
that intentions do not always translate into behavior. Sometimes people
state a negative intention to enlist but, with time, end up enlisting in the
military. Others fully intend to enlist in the military but fail to ever do so.

Two classes of variables affect whether a person’s intention or pro-
pensity to enlist translates into enlistment behavior. One class of variables
concerns environmental factors that either facilitate or prevent the person
from carrying out his or her intention. Examples of environmental con-
straints include long distances from recruitment or enlistment centers,
factors that preclude access to such centers, lack of recruiter activity, and
lack of recruiter effort. Examples of facilitators include the presence of
recruiters, high levels of recruiter effort, and different kinds of recruiter
activities. The second class of variables that influences if intentions trans-
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FIGURE 2-1 Determinants of behavior.
SOURCE: Reproduced from Attitudes, Aptitudes, and Aspirations of American Youth.

late into behavior is whether the individual has the requisite qualifica-
tions, skills, and abilities to perform the behavior. For example, a person
may have a strong intention to enlist in the military, but if he or she
cannot graduate from high school or cannot pass the requisite physical
exam, then an enlistment will not result irrespective of the presence of a
strong intention.

Despite these moderating influences, intentions to enlist tend to be
good predictors of enlistment behavior (e.g., Bachman, Segal, Freedman-
Doan, and O’Malley, 1998). Thus, it is of key interest to understand what
factors cause some individuals to have positive intent with respect to
enlisting in the military and others to have negative intent.

Determinants of Intentions to Enlist

According to Figure 2-1, there are three immediate determinants of a
person’s intention to enlist. The first is how favorable or unfavorable the
individual feels about enlisting, that is, the individual’s personal attitude
toward enlisting. In general, the more favorable an individual feels about
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enlisting in the military, the more likely it is that he or she will intend to
do so. Although many people base their decisions exclusively on such
personal attitudes, others take into account what people important to
them are doing and their perception of what those important others think
they should do. For example, although a young man may have a highly
favorable attitude toward enlisting in the military, he may not do so
because of strong resistance and disapproval from his mother.

Thus, a second class of variables that can impact the intention to enlist
is the normative pressures that are brought to bear on the individual. In
general, the more a person sees important others as being supportive of a
decision to enlist in the military, the more likely it is that the person will
intend to enlist in the military. Such normative influences are the hall-
mark of many sociological theories of behavior (Bakken, 2002).

The third class of variables that influence intent concerns self-efficacy,
that is, whether the individual believes he or she can, in fact, perform the
behavior. Even though a person may have a positive personal attitude
toward enlisting and even though important others may support that
decision, if the person does not think he or she will be successful in
attempts to join the military, then she or he will not even bother trying.
These three variables—attitudes, norms, and self-efficacy—represent core
influences on intentions to enlist (see Chapter 3 for additional discussion).

The model in Figure 2-1 also identifies the immediate determinants of
each of these three variables. We now consider these determinants.

Determinants of Attitudes

Someone’s personal attitude toward enlisting (i.e., how favorable or
unfavorable the person feels about enlisting) is said to be a function of the
individual’s behavioral beliefs and outcome evaluations associated with
those beliefs (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). To
elaborate, individuals perceive certain advantages and disadvantages of
enlisting in the military. A given perceived advantage or disadvantage
has two components. First, there is an expectancy, which refers to how
likely the individual thinks it is that enlisting in the military will, in fact,
lead to the advantage or disadvantage in question. For example, a pos-
sible advantage of pursuing a career in the military might be that one will
acquire a useful job skill for later in life. The expectancy in this case, also
called a behavioral belief, is the subjective probability on the part of the
individual that the person, in fact, will acquire a useful job skill for later in
life if she or he enlists in the military.

The second component is an outcome evaluation. This refers to how
positive or negative the advantage or disadvantage is perceived as being.
Some advantages are thought to be more positive than others and some
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disadvantages are thought to be more negative than others. The indi-
vidual’s perception of the degree of positivity or negativity of a given
consequence is also important to take into account. These perceptions
derive from the individual’s more fundamental value system, which ulti-
mately determines the worth that he or she ascribes to the different out-
comes and consequences.

Individuals perceive multiple advantages and disadvantages of enlist-
ing. For each of m consequences potentially associated with enlisting,
there will be a behavioral belief (i.e., subjective probability or expectancy)
and an outcome evaluation. The overall attitude toward enlisting in the
military is some function of these multiple expectancies and values:

Attitude = f (b1, b2, …. bm, e1, e2,… em)

where Attitude is the overall favorability/unfavorability toward enlist-
ing, b is a subjective probability that enlisting in the military will, in fact,
lead to consequence m, and e is how positive or negative consequence m is
perceived as being. Psychologists, sociologists, and decision theorists are
in disagreement about the nature of the function relating behavioral beliefs
and outcomes to attitudes (Anderson, 1996; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975;
Hastie and Dawes, 2001), but as a general rule, individuals will have more
positive attitudes if they perceive enlisting in the military as definitely
leading to highly positively consequences and definitely not leading to
negative consequences. Individuals will have more negative attitudes if
they perceive enlisting as definitely leading to highly negative conse-
quences and definitely not leading to positive consequences.

Determinants of Normative Support

A second potentially relevant determinant of the intention to enlist is
the social and normative pressure one feels to enlist or not to enlist. Two
types of normative influence potentially contribute to this social pressure:
injunctive norms and descriptive norms (Cialdini, 2003). Injunctive norms
refer to perceptions of what important others think the individual should
do with respect to enlisting. Descriptive norms refer to perceptions of
base rates, or how many of one’s peers are performing the behavior.

Injunctive norms reflect whether important others approve or disap-
prove of the individual’s enlisting. According to Figure 2-1, perceptions
of such approval or disapproval are reflective of or determined by the
perceptions of the opinions of specific referents, such as one’s mother,
one’s father, or one’s boyfriend or girlfriend. There are multiple referents
who may have an opinion about what the individual should do, and these
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referents may have conflicting opinions. The overall normative pressure
to enlist or not enlist is some function of these differing opinions:

NP = f (NB1, NB2, …. NBk)

where NP is the overall normative pressure to enlist and NBk is the
strength of the opinion of referent k, as perceived by the individual, that
the individual should or should not enlist in the military. The various NBs
are called normative beliefs (see Figure 2-1).

Many theorists argue that it is important to take into account the
individual’s motivation to comply with a given referent (Fishbein and
Ajzen, 1975). A relevant referent may have a strong opinion about what
the individual should do, but if the individual has little motivation to
comply with or please that referent, then the overall normative pressure
felt by the individual will be lessened. Thus, we modify the above expres-
sion to reflect motivations to comply with referents, such that

NP = f (NB1, NB2, …. NBk, MC1, MC2, …. MCk),

where MCk is the motivation to comply with referent k and all other terms
are as previously defined. In general, people perceive a more supportive
normative environment for enlisting if others who are important to them
unanimously agree that they should pursue a career in the military and
the individual is highly motivated to comply with those others.

The second type of normative influence, descriptive norms, has been
identified as an important determinant of behavior in the literature on
adolescent development (e.g., Borsari and Carey, 2003). Descriptive norms
refer to perceptions of how many of one’s peers are pursuing the choice
option in question (e.g., most of my friends are enlisting, only a few of my
friends are enlisting, or none of my friends is enlisting). There are differ-
ent base rates for different referent groups. For example, the rate of enlist-
ment might be different for one’s close friends, one’s general circle of
friends, the people at one’s high school, the people in one’s community,
and the nation as a whole. The overall base rate factor, BRF, is some
function of these more specific group base rates:

BRF = f (BR1, BR2, …. BRk)

where BRF is the overall base rate factor for choosing a given career
option, and BRk is the perceived base rate of choosing the option for
group k. The social psychological literature on base rates is complex: some-
times higher base rates lead to increases in behavioral intent, and some-
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times lower base rates do. A useful theory for understanding the impact
of base rates on behavior is deviance regulation theory (Blanton and
Christie, 2003).

Determinants of Self-Efficacy

The third primary determinant of the intention to enlist is the extent
to which a person feels he or she can be successful at enlisting given that
the effort is made to do so (Ajzen, 1991). The primary determinants of
global judgment of self-efficacy are perceptions of the obstacles that im-
pede enlistment and one’s judged ability (or perceived power) to over-
come those obstacles. For example, an obstacle to enlisting might be that
of obtaining a high school diploma, and an individual may be uncertain
of his or ability to overcome this obstacle. Individuals may perceive mul-
tiple obstacles. Associated with each obstacle is a belief that the obstacle
can be overcome. The overall judged self-efficacy is some function of
these perceptions:

SE = f (O1, O2, …. On)

where SE is the overall judged efficacy for enlisting, and O is the judged
likelihood of overcoming obstacle n.

In sum, each of the three core determinants of intentions to enlist
have a set of immediate determinants themselves. The person’s attitude
toward enlisting is influenced by his or her behavioral beliefs and out-
come evaluations, the person’s overall subjective norm about enlisting is
influenced by his or her perceptions of the opinions of specific referents
and the motivation to please or comply with those referents, and the
person’s general feeling about self-efficacy is influenced by the perceived
obstacles to behavioral performance and one’s perceived ability (or
power) to overcome those obstacles.

Distal Determinants of Enlistment Behavior

Although the above classes of variables are the most immediate deter-
minants of enlistment intentions, many other variables influence enlist-
ment decisions, as shown in Figure 2-1. The influence of these other
variables is more “distal” in the sense that their effects on behavior are
mediated by or reflected in the more immediate determinants. For example,
feelings of patriotism may influence enlistment behavior, but any such
influence should be traceable through the more immediate determinants
outlined above. Perhaps those with higher levels of patriotism have more
positive behavioral beliefs about enlisting than those with lower levels of
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patriotism. Or, perhaps those with higher levels of patriotism perceive a
more supportive normative environment for enlisting than those with
lower levels of patriotism. Or perhaps those with higher levels of patriotism
are more confident in their abilities to enlist than those with lower levels
of patriotism.

Figure 2-1 identifies five general classes of distal variables that may
impact enlistment decisions and are important to take into account:
(1) demographic and cultural variables (e.g., age, education, gender, socio-
economic status, employment status, ethnicity), (2) attitudes toward
targets (e.g., stereotypes associated with members of the military, social
stigmas associated with being in the military), (3) personality, moods, and
emotions (e.g., sensation-seeking propensities, positive mood states, gut-
level emotional reactions to enlisting), (4) other individual difference vari-
ables (e.g., feelings of patriotism, risk-taking propensities), and (5) media
or intervention exposure (e.g., exposure to positive or negative portrayals
of the military in the media).

Perspectives from Economic Theories

The above theoretical framework is described using terms that derive
from sociology and psychology. There are large literatures in economics
at both the micro-economic (see for example, Asch and Warner, 2001;
Dertouzos, 1985) and macro-economic (see for example, Daula and Smith,
1985; Warner, 1990; Berner and Daula, 1993; Murray and MacDonald,
1999) levels that provide additional perspectives on enlistment behavior
over and above those elucidated in Figure 2-1. This section elaborates
theoretical orientations from economics that complement and extend the
above formulation.

Importance of Decision Options

Economic theories of enlistments often focus on individual decision
making about whether to join the military or pursue a civilian alternative.
Economic theory assumes that an individual who is considering military
service makes the decision to join by comparing the perceived utility he
or she expects to receive from military service (UM) with the utility he or
she will receive from remaining a civilian (UC). The utility is the overall
“worth” of a given career, taking into account all economic, social, and
personal considerations.

In economic theories, it is not uncommon to elucidate the role of
wages and compensation in influencing these utilities. For example, it
might be asserted that the utility for a given career choice is based on the
compensation associated with that choice (W) and other nonpecuniary
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aspects of that choice (�). The utility associated with the military choice
can be represented by the equation UM = WM + �M and the utility associ-
ated with the civilian choice by UC = WC + �C . A youth prefers to join the
military if the expected utility from military service exceeds the expected
utility from civilian life, that is, if UM >UC  or, as simple algebra shows, if
WM – WC > �C – �M.

A crucial feature of this simplified economic analysis is the idea that,
to understand enlistment decisions, one must not only study how indi-
viduals construe the option of a military career but also how they con-
strue competing career options in the civilian sector. It is only when a
theorist considers both choice options that proper perspectives on enlist-
ment behavior emerge.

The above economic theory conceptualized choice in terms of two
decision options: (1) pursuing a military career or (2) remaining a civilian.
However, classic decision theories in both economics and cognitive psy-
chology do not preclude a more refined and detailed elaboration of choice
alternatives. For example, when considering different military options, an
individual might think about (1) enlisting in the Army, (2) enlisting in the
Navy, (3) enlisting in the Air Force, (4) enlisting in the Marine Corps,
(5) enlisting in the reserve forces, or (6) joining a college-based officer
training program. Civilian alternatives might include (1) going to a two-
year college, (2) going to a trade school, (3) going to a four-year college,
(4) seeking a white-collar position in one’s home town, and so on. An
important task of decision analysis is determining what career options
individuals perceive to be available to them and how they define and
frame these options.

Optimizing and Satisficing

According to many economic choice theories, individuals associate
an overall utility with each choice option and then choose to pursue the
option that has the highest or most positive utility associated with it. This
preference for the option with the most positive overall utility is called
optimization. Consider four individuals, each of whom has the same four
career options in mind, C1, C2, C3, and C4. Let C1 represent the only
enlistment option in the set of career options, and the remaining options
represent civilian-sector options of one form or another. Suppose that the
overall utility associated with an option is scaled from 0 to 1.00 with
higher values indicating more positive overall utilities. The distribution
of utilities for each individual might appear as follows:
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Individual C1 C2 C3 C4

1 0.90 0.03 0.01 0.01
2 0.48 0.17 0.12 0.14
3 0.48 0.48 0.30 0.30
4 0.17 0.17 0.33 0.48

The choice of each individual should be the alternative with the high-
est utility and the propensity to enlist or the strength of the decision to
enlist is defined as the difference (or ratio, or some other function) between
the utility associated with C1 and the highest utility for the remaining
options:

Individual C1 Highest Option    Difference

1 0.90 0.03  0.87
2 0.48 0.17  0.31
3 0.48 0.48  0.00
4 0.17 0.48 –0.31

The highest propensity to enlist is for individual 1 because she or he has a
high overall utility associated with C1 and a low utility associated with all
remaining options. Note that even though individuals 2 and 3 have iden-
tical utilities associated with enlisting, they differ in their propensity to
enlist because individual 2 does not have as viable alternatives to C1 as
individual 3. This example shows that it is the relative positioning of C1
within the choice set that is crucial, so to understand behavior, one must
study the entire choice set, not just one component of it.

As noted, economic theories of choice typically assume that indi-
viduals strive to optimize, that is, they choose options that have the high-
est overall utility associated with them. However, several theorists have
argued that individuals sometimes use “satisficing” rather than optimiz-
ing strategies (Todd and Gigerenzer, 2003; Schwartz et al., 2002; Hastie
and Dawes, 2001). In satisficing decision strategies, individuals set a mini-
mum utility value that an option must surpass in order for that option to
be deemed acceptable. If the overall utility of an option falls below this
threshold, then it is rejected as a viable course of action. As opportunities
for pursuing different career options occur over time, the individual
chooses to pursue the first option encountered that meets or surpasses the
minimum threshold. Such a satisficing rule can result in a career choice
that is not optimal in the sense that the chosen option may not have the
highest utility from those in the entire choice set. Rather, the career was
the first “acceptable” option that came along.
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Job opportunities often occur sequentially over time, and individuals
may “satisfice” when an acceptable opportunity avails itself. This results
in some people making choices for options that are actually inferior to
later opportunities. An important contribution of economic theories of
choice is the recognition of different functions relating option utilities to
the choice of a given career.

Economic Conceptions of Utility

The concept of an overall utility for a choice option in economic
theories roughly maps onto the concept of attitude in Figure 2-1. Eco-
nomic theories also have parallels to behavioral beliefs and outcome
evaluations. This is most apparent in multiattribute models of decision
making, the classic example being that of subjective expected utility (SEU)
theory (Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947; Hastie and Dawes, 2001).
According to this theory, the different attributes associated with a career
option (e.g., how much it pays, how much travel is involved with it, its
social status) determines the overall option utility. More specifically, the
overall utility is a function of the person’s subjective probability that
choosing the option will lead to each of the attributes or consequences in
question (paralleling behavioral beliefs) and the utility or worth associ-
ated with each attribute or consequence (paralleling outcome evaluations).

Some economists argue that the other categories of influence in Fig-
ure 2-1 (norms and self-efficacy) are simply additional career attributes
(not unlike wages, travel demands, and social status) that go into the
calculus of determining the overall utility of a career option. As such,
norms and self-efficacy do not deserve special status relative to other
career attributes. By contrast, sociologists and psychologists argue that
viewing the constructs of norms and self-efficacy in this way is too narrow,
because these variables have special explanatory power and are of sub-
stantive interest in their own right. Just as economists want to build
theories in which wages and compensation take on special roles, sociolo-
gists and psychologists want to build theories in which constructs like
norms and self-efficacy take on special roles.

Economic models provide conceptual strategies for thinking about
how specific attributes associated with a career option impact choice. This
can be illustrated using the analysis of wage differentials described ear-
lier. Recall that the overall utility associated with the military choice was
defined as UM = WM + �M and the utility associated with the civilian
choice is UC = WC + �C (where W is the compensation associated with a
given option and � are nonpecuniary aspects of the option). Based on the
optimizing principle, an individual is said to prefer to join the military if
UM >UC . Simple algebra shows that an individual prefers military service
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if WM – WC  > �C – �M. Thus, in order for individuals to choose to enlist, the
military-civilian wage differential (WM – WC) must exceed the net
value the individual places on the nonpecuniary aspects of civilian life
(∆ = �C – �M). An increase in the wage differential WM – WC increases the
likelihood that a youth will prefer military service, but an increase in the
value the youth places on the net value of civilian life reduces it.

The enlistment rate in the population is the fraction of youth for whom
WM – WC > ∆. If the net preference factor ∆ is completely random, then the
enlistment rate depends only on military and civilian compensation. It is
more likely, however, that the net value that a youth places on the non-
pecuniary aspects of civilian life, ∆, depends on social and environmental
background factors. Youth no doubt acquire attitudes about military ser-
vice from parents, relatives, and friends during their formative years. To
the extent that they form better impressions about the military and the
importance of service during this formative period, the higher �M is and
the more likely it is that WM – WC > ∆.

The above example illustrates a classic economic strategy for thinking
about and conceptualizing the impact of a given attribute in a task involv-
ing choice. Economic models thus offer tools and strategies for conceptu-
alizing the impact of career attributes on career choice that are somewhat
different, yet complementary, to the approach based on Figure 2-1.

Recruiter Activity and Recruiter Effort

Economic models of enlistment behavior often emphasize the central
role of recruiter activity and recruiter effort in influencing enlistments
(see Chapter 5 for a review of this research). Such variables are either
distal variables in the model in Figure 2-1 or environmental facilitators
that help individuals translate positive intentions into behavior. Economic
models capture recruiter dynamics in ways that are not elaborated in
traditional theories using the constructs of Figure 2-1 and hence comple-
ment the framework of the figure in important ways.

Economic models recognize that recruiters are not randomly distrib-
uted across recruiting areas, but rather are concentrated in areas in which
there is naturally more fertile ground for prospects. Because of this, simple
cross-sectional estimates can provide biased effects of recruiter produc-
tivity. In addition, economic models recognize that recruiters are pro-
vided with quotas or goals. Analysis of recruiting behavior suggests that
failure to account for goals in model estimation may result in biased
estimates of recruiter productivity and biased estimates of other factors
affecting recruiting, such as enlistment bonuses. Recruiters’ preferences,
recruiting technology, and recruiter incentives also are of central concern
in economic models.
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A review of relevant economic research on recruiter effects is pre-
sented in Chapter 5. These economic modeling efforts are important be-
cause they elaborate the role of the recruiter in enlistment decisions and
enlistment behavior.

Other Distal Variables

Economic models of enlistment behavior focus on many distal variables
that are represented only abstractly on the left-hand side of Figure 2-1.
The particular variables studied in a given economic model depend on
the specific questions being addressed. Although it is not common, it is
possible to integrate the analysis of such economic variables with the more
immediate, social-psychological behavioral determinants in Figure 2-1.

Consider, for example, a variable such as the state of the economy. A
poor economy influences the range of job opportunities an individual has
available, that is, it influences the set of career options that the individual
chooses among. In a poor economy, a military career option competes
with fewer civilian alternatives, and the intention to enlist is framed in
terms of this more restricted set of options. In a poor economy, there may
be reductions in the level of funding available for recruiter activity and
outreach. This can impact whether a person’s intention to enlist is trans-
lated into behavior by removing “environmental facilitators” that reduce
the hassles and obstacles to actually enlisting (see the category in Figure 2-1
“Environmental Constraints”). A poor economy also may influence the
kinds of behavioral beliefs that an individual takes into account when
evaluating different options in the choice set. Issues of salary and benefit
packages may take on increased importance in the cognitive calculus of
the individual as he or she weighs the advantages and disadvantages of
different career options (see the category “Behavioral Beliefs and Out-
come Evaluation” in Figure 2-1). In addition, a poor economy also may
impact the kind of normative pressures that are brought to bear on the
individual. For example, a parent or spouse who may have been more
tolerant of the individual’s pursuing a military career may be less so if
that parent or spouse sees a need to generate greater and more immediate
income.

Although there are other ways in which the effects of a poor economy
can manifest itself in the theoretical system, our general point is that an
integrated analysis of economic, sociological, and psychological variables
will have substantial payoffs in providing insights into the mechanisms
by which the different variables impact enlistment behavior. The frame-
work of Figure 2-1, coupled with its elaboration based on economic models
of enlistment behavior, provides a blueprint for researchers and program
planners when pursuing such integrated efforts. This blueprint can be
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augmented by additional variables that are specific to the more immedi-
ate, practical questions being addressed.

Summary

Economic models offer additional conceptual tools and foci that com-
plement the framework in Figure 2-1 and that facilitate development and
evaluation of interventions, advertising campaigns, and general policy
setting for increasing enlistments. These foci include (1) thinking about
how an intervention or campaign affects the placement or positioning of a
military career to other career options that an individual might be con-
templating, (2) recognizing that individuals do not always optimize their
choices but instead may invoke simplifying heuristics that result in some
form of satisficing, (3) thinking about the concept of an overall utility
associated with a choice option and how individual attributes associated
with a career impact that utility, (4) recognizing the important role of
recruiters and how they impact the various components outlined in Fig-
ure 2-1, and (5) calling attention to important economic variables that are
distal determinants of enlistment behavior and whose effects can be traced
through the more immediate determinants outlined in Figure 2-1.

Perspectives from Adolescent Development

For large segments of the population, enlistment decisions are made
during late adolescence. There are research literatures in adolescent
development suggesting that program designers and advertisers should
consider at least one construct not elaborated in Figure 2-1, namely self-
concept. Adolescents tend to be concerned about the images they project
to others. Adolescence also is a time when youth are actively involved in
identity formation. Adolescents want to carve out and transition to an
adult identity that they can embrace and that is positively viewed by
others. Such self-images represent distal variables in Figure 2-1, but they
are so central to late adolescence that they should at least be considered
(even if dismissed) when thinking about career choices that adolescents
make. The choice of a career has major implications for one’s self-image
and the image that one projects. It follows that such variables will be of
potential relevance for enlistment behaviors.

Self-concept can be conceptualized usefully based on the framework
of social prototypes (Gerrard et al., 2002; Thornton, Gibbons and Gerrard,
2002). Social prototypes refer to images that individuals have of the kind
of person who pursues a given choice option (e.g., the image of the kind
of person who enlists in the military). Of interest is how positively this
image is perceived as being and the extent to which a person’s own self-
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concept maps onto the prototype of the kind of person who enlists in the
military. If there is a close match between the person’s self-concept and
the prototype of the person who chooses the career option, and if the
prototype is positive in character, then the individual will be more likely
to pursue that option, everything else being equal.

The similarity between an individual’s self-conception and the
conception of a social prototype on a given dimension can be defined as
Sk – Pk, where Sk is the extent to which the individual believes he or she is
characterized by attribute k and Pk is the extent to which the social proto-
type is characterized by attribute k. (Note: other functions than a differ-
ence function could be used to represent this discrepancy.) Uk refers to
the utility of attribute k, or the extent to which it is perceived as being
positive or negative in character. The overall social prototype factor is
some function of these discrepancies and utilities:

SPj = f (S1 – P1, S2 – P2,… , Sk – Pk, U1, U2,… ,Uk)

where SPj is the overall social prototype factor for choosing career option
j, and all other terms are as previously described. In general, individuals
will be more likely to say they will pursue an option if their image of
themselves maps onto the social prototype of the kind of individual who
pursues the career option on dimensions that are positive in character.

In sum, research on adolescent development suggests that self-image
(and the notion of prototype) should be considered when thinking about
intervention strategies to increase enlistments.

Rational, Irrational, and Emotion-Driven Decisions

A common complaint about economic and social-psychological models
of decision making is that they assume individuals are “rational” decision
makers who carefully weigh the “costs” and “benefits” of their actions
when making choices. The argument is that decisions do not always reflect
rational information-processing strategies but instead are governed by irra-
tionality, emotions, and impulsive tendencies (Steinberg, 2003). A strength
of the framework in Figure 2-1 is that it can accommodate both perspectives.

From an information-processing perspective, the framework assumes
that individuals take into account the perceived costs and benefits of the
different courses of action available to them. These perceptions may be
true or false in reality. For example, a person may think a certain civilian
career will pay more than a military career when this is not, in fact, the
case. Individuals act on their perceptions independent of their actual truth
value. Thus, what may appear as irrational behavior to an observer who
knows the true facts may be quite rational to the individual decision
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maker, who is maximizing utilities as he or she perceives them. By applying
the framework, insights can be gained into misperceptions that individual
decision makers have as they think about military career options.

The model in Figure 2-1 also recognizes that some individuals do not
even consider the personal costs and benefits that will accrue to them if
they make certain choices. Such behavioral beliefs are only one of three
major variable categories that can impact enlistment decisions, the other
two being normative pressures and self-efficacy considerations. As noted
earlier, the relative impact of each of these variable categories on enlist-
ment decisions can vary as a function of individual differences, with some
individuals completely ignoring one class of variables in favor of another
and other individuals taking into account different combinations of vari-
able categories. In this sense, the framework goes well beyond simple
rational, cost-benefit models of choice, allowing for the possibility that
costs and benefits are not considered at all.

Finally, the framework recognizes that emotion and impulse-based
variables can influence enlistment behavior. Emotions are distal variables
that can shape what behavioral beliefs, norms, and control beliefs are
taken into account when making decisions (see the box in Figure 2-1
labeled “Personality, Moods, and Emotions”). In addition, impulse and
emotional control represent a “skill and ability” that one must have in
order to ensure that a chosen course of action is translated into behavior.

In sum, the framework in Figure 2-1 allows for formal information-
processing determinants of enlistment behavior as well as irrational, emo-
tional, and impulse-based determinants.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERVENTION DESIGN

The design of programs or advertising strategies to increase enlist-
ments will be more successful if they are informed by research that iden-
tifies the core factors that are driving the career choices of a given target
population. Once these factors are known, the campaign can attempt to
directly change those factors or mitigate or enhance their influence. In
general, interventions will tend to be more effective if they target the
more immediate determinants of behavior as opposed to more distal
determinants.

Figure 2-1 and the additional perspectives derived from economics
and adolescent development suggest the following strategies for increas-
ing enlistments:

1. Help individuals translate positive intentions into behavior by
removing environmental constraints to enlisting and putting into place
environmental facilitators.
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2. Help individuals achieve the qualifications and skills necessary to
translate positive intent into behavior (e.g., through educational assis-
tance programs).

3. Change personal attitudes toward enlisting by (a) changing the
subjective probability associated with a given consequence of enlisting
(e.g., “you think you might learn an important job skill but I can assure
you that you definitely will”), (b) changing the outcome evaluation or
utility associated with a given consequence (e.g. “having this job skill is a
really desirable thing for you to have and you don’t realize just how
valuable it will be”), or (c) adding a consequence to a person’s belief
system that they had not thought about before.

4. Change the overall normative pressure to enlist by changing either
the injunctive or descriptive norms. With respect to the former, change
can be brought about by (a) changing the referents’ opinions about what
the individual should do (e.g., by targeting parents of potential recruits as
part of the campaign), (b) changing the individual’s perception of a
referent’s opinion, (c) rendering the referent irrelevant to the decision in
the eyes of the potential recruit, or (d) making the opinion of a supportive
referent more important and salient to the decision maker. With respect to
the latter, change can be brought about by (a) educating individuals about
the true base rates of enlisting for different referent groups or (b) render-
ing a referent group to be more or less important to the individual.

5. Change the overall perceived self-efficacy associated with enlist-
ing by (a) convincing the individual that a perceived obstacle is not an
obstacle after all or (b) convincing the individual that he or she has the
skills and wherewithal to overcome the obstacle.

6. Change the relevant social prototype and self-image by (a) changing
how one perceives the kind of person who enlists in the military on a given
attribute dimension (e.g., “people who enlist are patriotic”), (b) changing
the utility or evaluation of an attribute dimension associated with the
prototype (e.g., “being patriotic is a noble and highly desirable character
quality”), (c) making new attribute dimensions associated with the proto-
type salient to the individual, or (d) changing how one perceives oneself
on one or more of the attribute dimensions associated with the prototype.

7. Alter any of the above for competing options in the choice set so
that the options associated with a military career rise above those of their
civilian competitors in terms of overall utility.

8. Introduce new military-based career options to the choice set that
the individual may not have thought about and that will be relatively
attractive to the individual.

9. Alter any of the above through recruiter activities and programs
aimed at increasing the effectiveness of recruiters.
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Some of these strategies will be more effective in some target populations
than others. The committee in its previous report stressed the idea that
the impact of any single variable in Figure 2-1 can vary from population
to population. A behavioral belief that might be highly relevant to male
recruits may be irrelevant and inconsequential to female recruits. The
impact of injunctive norms for one’s parents might be stronger for some
ethnic groups than others. An important step in program design is con-
ducting the requisite research to isolate which of the many possible deter-
minants of enlistment behavior are likely to have the biggest effect if
changed. Based on this research, effective programs can be structured.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERVENTION EVALUATION,
LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS, AND DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

When a campaign or program to increase enlistments has been put in
place, the above theoretical framework can be used to help evaluate why
the program works, does not work, or ways that the program might be
improved to enhance its effectiveness. As an example, consider a pro-
gram designed to make a military career more attractive by offering a free
laptop computer to those who enlist. The idea of the program is to add a
new behavioral belief about a positive consequence that will occur if the
person enlists and this, in turn, should impact enlistment behavior. The
above theoretical framework suggests a number of strong assumptions
that such a program hinges on. First, one must assume that having a free
laptop computer is evaluated sufficiently positively by individuals to result
in a nontrivial change in personal attitudes toward enlisting. Second, one
must assume that personal attitudes toward enlisting are a significant
determinant of the intention to enlist. If normative or self-efficacy factors
are the primary determinants of intention for the target population rather
than attitudes, then the program may not be successful even if it affects
personal attitudes. Third, one must assume that the changes in personal
attitudes that result are sufficient to make those attitudes more positive
than the attitudes toward the other civilian options in the choice set. Even
if attitudes toward enlisting become more positive, if individuals still feel
more positive about a civilian alternative, the program will be ineffective
in increasing enlistments. Fourth, even if the program produces a change
in the intention to enlist, this still may not result in increased enlistments
unless those intentions translate themselves into behavior. To the extent
that environmental constraints mitigate against doing so, the program
will be ineffective in increasing enlistments.

All of the above mechanisms can be measured directly in evaluation
research, permitting analysts to pinpoint if the program has achieved its
desired effects and, if not, why not. Alterations to the program can then
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be enacted to increase its effectiveness. For example, if the problem is that
the laptop being offered does not produce a sufficient change in personal
attitude, then perhaps offering a higher quality laptop will increase its
attractiveness enough to change the attitude. If the problem is that the
change in attitude is not sufficient to produce a change in intent, then one
might add additional incentives to complement those of the free laptop,
making the attitude toward enlisting that much more positive. If the
change in attitude fails to lead to a change in intent because the intention
is primarily influenced by injunctive norms, then the program might be
augmented to ensure that parents of the recruit learn about the awarding
of a laptop, thereby reducing their resistance to their son’s or daughter’s
enlisting. Or if the program results in a change in intention but not behav-
ior, then the program might be enhanced to address the environmental
constraints that are preventing the recruit from translating his or her
positive intent into behavior.

Evaluation efforts are more informative not only if they address the
effectiveness of a program in changing the behavior of interest, but also if
they provide perspectives on why a program fails to work or how that
program might be improved. Applying the theoretical perspectives
described in this chapter to evaluation research can help achieve these
goals.

The above logic also applies to understanding the longitudinal
dynamics of enlistment behavior and how and why enlistment rates
change over time. In the committee’s earlier report, it was noted that there
was a decline in the propensity to enlist during the early 1990s and that
this decline predicted the enlistment shortfalls in the late 1990s. During
this time period, many distal variables were changing as a result of the
economic dynamics at work in the United States: military pay relative to
civilian pay declined, the economy boomed, and the investment in recruit-
ing efforts shrank. As these distal economic variables changed, their im-
pact on enlistment behavior should have been reflected in concomitant
(but perhaps lagged) changes in the mediating variables of Figure 2-1.

For example, the decreased pay for military careers might have
changed behavioral beliefs about the salary associated with the military,
which in turn would negatively impact the attitude toward enlisting.
Lower pay structures also might have impacted the kinds of normative
pressures that were brought to bear, as important referents (e.g., parents)
discouraged the individual from pursuing a career that they thought
would result in financial strains in the long run. Lower investments in
recruiting activities might have lessened the facilitating influences that
recruiters had in helping recruits translate positive intentions into behav-
ior. By carefully analyzing how the mediators of Figure 2-1 change in
conjunction with changes in broad economic and societal variables, one
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can gain insights into the mechanisms by which those changes are im-
pacting enlistment behavior.

Finally, the same logic can be applied when analyzing the effects of
any distal variable on enlistment behavior. For example, suppose that
there are differences in enlistment rates for two different ethnic groups.
To gain insights into the bases for these ethnic differences, one can com-
pare groups on any of the core mediators in Figure 2-1. Group differences
in enlistment behavior should be reflected in group differences in one or
more of these variables. For example, it might be found that members of
one group tend to perceive military careers as offering more opportunities
for advancement than members of another group (a behavioral belief). Or
it might be found that the parents of members of one group tend to be
more approving of a military career than the parents of members of the
other group (a normative belief). Integrative analyses that include both
social-psychological variables and a theoretically driven set of distal vari-
ables can be more informative than studying either group of variables
alone.

IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION THEORY

The first step in designing an effective campaign to increase enlist-
ments is to identify the factors that are most influential in determining
enlistment behavior. Once identified, the program designer must then
develop a strategy for changing, mitigating the impact of, or enhancing
the impact of those determinants. The theoretical framework presented
above can help identify relevant behavioral determinants, but it says little
about how to change the core perceptions that underlie enlistment behav-
ior. For example, how does one go about changing a specific behavioral
belief? How does one change the outcome evaluation or utility of an
attribute? How does one change the perception of an injunctive norm?
How does one increase the impact of an attitude?

There are a wide range of strategies that might be used in such efforts,
but one of the most common strategies is to provide individuals with new
information that they have not previously considered. Providing infor-
mation requires effectively communicating that information to recruits,
thus bringing to bear the importance of communication mechanisms, a
topic we now consider.

Classic conceptualizations of communication distinguish among five
components in the communication process: (1) the source of a communi-
cation, (2) the communication itself (often referred to as the message),
(3) the medium or channel through which the message is transmitted
(e.g., face-to-face, written materials, visual recordings), (4) the recipient or
audience of the communication, and (5) the context in which the commu-
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nication occurs (McGuire, 1985). Each of these components of communi-
cation has subcomponents. For example, sources of a message may differ
in their age, gender, expertise, and trustworthiness. Recipients of commu-
nications differ in terms of their motivational states, their emotional states,
their past experiences, and their expectations. The surrounding environ-
ment varies in terms of its temporal, physical, social, and cultural fea-
tures. Variations in each of these five factors represent independent
variables that ultimately may affect the behavior of the potential recruit in
response to the communication. The impact of a message about enlisting
may vary as a function of the characteristics of the person delivering the
message, characteristics of the message itself, characteristics of the chan-
nel through which the message is delivered, characteristics of the poten-
tial recruit, and characteristics of the context in which the communication
occurs. It is likely that these variables interact in complex ways to affect
responses to communications.

Communication also involves cognitive processes that can be affected
by the above independent variables. For a communication to have mean-
ingful impact on potential recruits, the recruits must first be exposed to
the communication, they must attend to the communication, they must
comprehend the communication (i.e., the meanings intended by the source
must map onto the extracted meanings of the recruits), they must accept
the extracted meanings as being valid, and they must retain these meanings
in memory. At later points in time, these meanings may need to be accessed
from memory, thereby invoking fundamental processes of retrieval.

The processes of exposure, attention, comprehension, acceptance,
retention, and accurate retrieval form the foundation for meaningful com-
munication. The processes are intertwined in the sense that each usually
must occur for nontrivial communication to result. If the probability of
exposure is 0, then meaningful communication will not result. If the prob-
ability of message comprehension is 0, then meaningful communication
will not result. Even when the probabilities associated with each process
are large, the probability of overall meaningful communication is attenu-
ated. For example, if the probability of exposure, p(Ex), is .90, the prob-
ability of attention, p(At), is .90, the probability of comprehension, p(Co) is
.90, the probability of acceptance, p(Ac) is .90, the probability of retention,
p(Re), is .90, and the probability of accurate retrieval, p(Ret), is .90, and if
these probabilities follow a simple multiplicative combinatorial rule, then
the probability of meaningful communication is p(Ex) p(At) p(Co) p(Ac)
p(Re) p(Ret), which is .906 = .53, or about 50-50.

This simplified cognitive analysis underscores the complexity and
challenges for fostering effective communication between change agents
and potential recruits. The complexity is magnified when one realizes
that the five facets of communication identified earlier (source, message,
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channel, recipient, and context) can affect each of the six cognitive pro-
cesses differently (as main effects or in complex interaction with one
another), that recruits are often exposed to multiple and sometimes con-
flicting communications, and that change agents also must accurately
interpret the communications of recruits in the context of reciprocal com-
munication. Note also that none of this bears on the effect of the commu-
nication on enlistment behavior, which is the ultimate criterion for the
intervention effort. Although a change agent may have a well-thought-
out meaning structure to communicate to a recruit and although the
change agent may believe that effectively communicating this meaning
structure will increase the likelihood of enlistment, it is possible that the
change agent may be wrong in that the ultimate acceptance, retention,
and retrieval of the meaning structure is irrelevant to enlistment behavior.

This brief review of communication theory underscores an additional
set of variables that program designers must take into account. To the
extent that a program involves the communication of information to
the recruit, program designers need to think about who the source of the
communication will be, what the message will look like, the nature of
the audience who is likely to be receiving and processing the message, the
context in which the message will be delivered and subsequently pro-
cessed, and the channel or medium over which the communication will
be conveyed. Choices concerning the above should be enacted so as to
maximize exposure to the message, attention to the message, comprehen-
sion of the message, acceptance of the message, retention of the message,
and accurate retrieval of the message from memory. There exist large
bodies of research in communications, psychology, and sociology to help
address such issues.

CONCLUSION

The role of theory is crucial to the design of interventions to increase
enlistment behavior. When such programs are developed atheoretically,
they run a great risk of being ineffective. In this chapter, we have outlined
a general framework for thinking about effective recruiting program
design. The first step is to identify the fundamental factors that impact a
target population’s enlistment behavior. The second step is to derive strat-
egies (often informationally based) to change, enhance the effect of, or
mitigate the effect of those determinants. We outlined a wide range of
variables and processes that program designers must potentially take into
account, drawing heavily on research from adolescent development, com-
munications, economics, psychology, and sociology. These perspectives
set the stage for conducting the necessary research to inform program
design and program evaluation.
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3

Monitoring Trends in Youth
Attitudes, Values, and Propensity

In our earlier report (National Research Council, 2003), we argued that
“military readiness may best be served when the first role of military
advertising is to support the overall propensity to enlist in the youth

population and to maintain a propensity level that will enable produc-
tivity in military recruiting” (p. 6). On this basis, we recommended that “a
key objective of the Office of the Secretary of Defense should be to increase
the propensity to enlist in the youth population” (p. 8).

Clearly the more one knows about the determinants of propensity,
the more it becomes possible to develop effective communications or other
types of interventions to increase propensity. In this chapter we propose a
cohort-based sequential sample survey with a longitudinal component
that we think will provide the information necessary for both tracking the
determinants of propensity and for developing more effective communi-
cations to increase and maintain the pool of youth with the propensity to
join the military. This survey design has several advantages over current
and recent survey designs that have been used by the Department of
Defense (DoD) to track youth attitudes toward military service:

1. By assessing an unchanging set of core questions annually, this
survey design provides a consistent set of data that can be used to moni-
tor and track changes in the determinants of propensity, as well as in
propensity itself, over time. Consistent measures from a constant set of
questions are obviously necessary to discern changes in propensity over
time across different cohorts. This perhaps can provide an early warning
to changes in the recruiting market and provide some indication regard-
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ing how advertising and other resources and incentives should be ad-
justed to reflect market changes.

2. One can assess the reasons for differences (cross-section) and changes
(longitudinal) in key outcome variables over time. With structured model-
ing, the Services can determine which of the underlying determinants of
propensity are driving current levels of propensity, and how they may
have differed in the past. This will affect the development of advertising
messages and the levels and types of incentives used to attract youth into
military service.

3. The longitudinal nature of the data—in particular, the follow-up of
individuals—provides the basis for assessing how critical determinants
of propensity evolve over time. Not only will this allow the assessment of
changes in the relative importance of factors influencing propensity to
enlist over time, but also the follow-up sample will permit analyses of the
relationships among initial intention, subsequent intention, and actual
status (enlistment, college attendance, or entering the civilian workforce).
These latter analyses may suggest ways to help young adults act on their
initial intentions to enlist.

In the previous chapter, we proposed a model that suggested that
propensity to join the military (or a particular Service such as the Army or
Navy) was primarily determined by attitudes, norms, and self-efficacy
(see also National Research Council, 2003). According to the model, the
relative importance of these three variables as determinants of intention
can vary as a function of both the behavior and the population being
considered. That is, some behaviors may be primarily influenced by atti-
tudes while others may be primarily influenced by norms or self-efficacy.
Similarly, a behavior that is primarily under attitudinal influence in one
population (or population segment) may be primarily under the influence
of norms or self-efficacy in another population.

In order to develop interventions to increase the proportion of the
population with a propensity to enlist at any given point in time, one
needs to assess the underlying determinants of propensity. That is, the
more one knows the values and relative importance of attitudes, norms,
and self-efficacy in a given population, and the more one knows about the
beliefs underlying these attitudes, norms, and perceptions of self-efficacy,
the more likely it is that one can design an effective message (or other
type of intervention) to increase propensity (Fishbein et al., 2001). How-
ever, this type of information (i.e., the most relevant data for guiding the
development of effective messages or other interventions to increase pro-
pensity) is currently not available. Although some of this information was
assessed by the Youth Attitude Tracking Study (YATS), a major problem
with YATS is that, rather than getting complete data from each respon-
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dent, respondents answered only small, randomly selected subsets of the
questions, making complete analyses at the individual level impossible.

It was for this reason that the committee prepared a letter report
evaluating YATS, which was included as Appendix A in the committee’s
Phase I report (National Research Council, 2003), and presenting a num-
ber of findings and recommendations. Among these was the recommen-
dation that “ongoing surveys to assess the critical determinants of
propensity should be conducted on a regular basis.” These surveys would
allow for individual-level analyses to identify the psychosocial determi-
nants of propensity. Thus, we recommended that, whenever a survey is
designed, “consideration should be given to randomly assigning inter-
related blocks of information to the same subgroups. Consideration
should be given to maintaining sufficient sample size and content within
a block of relevant questions so that multivariate analysis can be con-
ducted without serious missing data problems” (p. 294).

In addition to conducting a survey to identify the determinants of
propensity, it is important to assess changes in these underlying beliefs
over time. Thus we also recommended that “DoD consider using a con-
tinuous tracking survey methodology for such issues as propensity to
enlist, advertising awareness, awareness of direct response campaigns,
involvement in high school activities, and perceptions of the military”
(p. 295). More specifically, we recommended that “a portfolio of surveys
at different time intervals replace the current annual YATS administra-
tion” (p. 294). Moreover, we suggested that, to be maximally useful, the
formatting of the questionnaire must permit individual-level multivariate
analyses. For example, it should permit assessment of an individual’s
complete set of salient beliefs about the consequences (or costs and ben-
efits) of joining the military.

It is important to note that in response to these suggestions, DoD
funded Wirthlin Worldwide to conduct a number of youth and influ-
encer surveys (Bailey et al., 2002; Sattar et al., 2002). More specifically,
Wirthlin conducted four surveys with respondents between ages 15 and
21 (March and April 2001; July and August 2001; October and November
2001; and October and November 2002) and four surveys with adults
ages 22 to 85 (May 2001; September and October 2001; January 2002; and
September 2002). While the youth surveys provided information neces-
sary for testing some of the relations in the theoretical model, no single
survey obtained information on all of the theoretical determinants of
propensity. Thus while it was possible to examine some relationships
that could not be examined by the YATS data, a full test of the model was
not possible. Moreover, a large number of items focused on “genera-
tional” questions and in particular on variables assumed to be related to
“millennials” (e.g., on team orientation, decision making, life satisfac-
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tion). There is little evidence that variables of this type are in any way
related to the propensity to enlist or to actual enlistment behavior (Na-
tional Research Council, 2002).

Turning to the adult surveys, Wirthlin does provide some interesting
and important data concerning adult perceptions of the military and
adults’ propensity (or intentions) to “encourage [young people] to join a
military service” or to “get a job” or to “attend a four-year college.” It is
interesting to note, however, that there are no questions assessing the
determinants of these intentions to encourage youth to choose any of
these career paths.

In sum, the current set of surveys does not yet provide the data neces-
sary for identifying the critical determinants of propensity, and thus they
do not provide the data necessary for developing effective interventions
(including mass media advertising) to increase the pool of individuals
with a propensity to enlist. In order to assist and provide guidance for
mass media and other interventions to increase this pool of people, com-
plete data concerning the determinants of propensity at the individual
level are needed. Data are also needed to evaluate the effectiveness of
advertising and other interventions. Thus, in addition to assessing
whether a communication campaign has produced changes in propensity
(and its underlying determinants), it is also necessary to track the extent
to which the message is reaching its intended audiences (i.e., it is impor-
tant to assess exposure to message content). In addition, in order to evalu-
ate message (or advertising) effectiveness, it is necessary not only to
determine whether a message is having a direct effect on propensity and
its determinants, but also to look for other paths of effect—for example,
messages can influence relevant referent (such as parents) who, in turn,
influence youth; messages may increase conversations among youth vis-
à-vis joining the service; messages may increase the likelihood that youth
will talk to others (people in the military, school counselors, parents)
about joining the military. One implication of these other paths is that,
although a campaign may be effective, one may not always find differ-
ences between those who are and those who are not exposed to the adver-
tising campaign. Thus, surveys should be designed to take these other
paths of effect into account.

USE OF SURVEY RESEARCH

Survey research can be used for many purposes. A survey conducted
at a given point in time can provide important prevalence data about
propensity and its psychosocial determinants. These data also permit the
investigation of relationships among beliefs, attitudes, perceived norms,
self-efficacy, and propensity. Equally important, experimental or quasi-
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experimental designs or both can be built into a given survey. For exam-
ple, in order to investigate how changes in one or more variables (or
policies) could affect propensity, respondents taking the survey could be
randomly assigned to different forms of the survey instrument that pre-
sented different recruitment or enlistment scenarios. Given this manipu-
lation, one could then assess, for example, how different increases in pay
or different education policies influenced the likelihood that one would
join the military. Furthermore, by repeating the survey (or parts of it)
over time, either cross-sectionally or longitudinally, one can observe
changes in any of these variables or in the relationships among them.
Moreover, by repeating surveys one can develop quasi-experimental
(time series) designs to assess the efficacy of a given advertising cam-
paign or recruitment strategy as a means of producing changes in pro-
pensity and its underlying determinants (Campbell and Stanley, 1966;
Shadish, Cook, and Campbell, 2002).

Even when the major goal of conducting a survey is to provide infor-
mation to increase propensity to join the military, there are a number of
issues that must be addressed prior to developing one or more survey
instruments.

1. What is the target population? What age group (or groups) should
be targeted? That is, should one attempt to increase propensity among
youth, adolescents, or young adults? Alternatively, knowing that there
are important others who may strongly influence a person’s propensity to
join the military, one must decide whether to view these influencers as the
target audience. It is therefore important to consider whether different
surveys are needed for different populations and, if so, how often should
each be conducted.

2. With one or more target populations identified, one needs to con-
sider a number of sampling issues: size of sample(s), number of (distin-
guishable) samples, response rate, and other biases. In addition, one
should consider questions of timing (annual, quarterly, continuous).

3. What survey methodology should be used and where and how can
one maximize access to the population of interest? More specifically,
should the mode of administration be face-to-face, self-administered,
conducted by telephone (each of which can also be computer assisted),
conducted via the Internet, or should it be a mail questionnaire? Simi-
larly, should it be individually or group administered (e.g., at school)?

4. Turning to the content of the survey, one must consider such things
as question ordering, question coverage, and question wording. Other
issues relate to question types; for example, should the questions be open-
ended (with and without prompts) or closed-ended (multiple choice)?
What should be the order of presentation of the questions?
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The remainder of this chapter will discuss issues related to survey struc-
ture, implementation, and content.

SURVEY STRUCTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION DECISIONS

The issues and recommendations presented here are broadly compat-
ible with those in our 2000 letter report concerning YATS, but here we
provide a greater degree of specificity along some dimensions. What is
recommended here need not be viewed as a proposed replacement for the
current pattern of telephone surveys, except insofar as cost constraints
dictate some degree of trade-off. That said, it should be acknowledged
that if the series of monitoring surveys recommended here were to be
carried out, the overlap in coverage is such that it would eventually be
possible to phase out much of the telephone survey work now being
done.

The focus of this section is on monitoring trends in youth attitudes,
values, and propensity. Nevertheless, the survey strategies outlined here
could readily be adapted to incorporate other material. One example
would be to measure, and perhaps monitor, reactions to advertising (see
Chapter 5), although we would not propose this to the exclusion of other
survey and nonsurvey methods focusing on advertising. Another exam-
ple, as suggested above, would be to explore reactions to possible new or
modified incentives for military service (see also Chapter 7).

A number of matters will have to be resolved before undertaking a set
of surveys such as those proposed here. We outline them briefly, and in
each case state the committee’s recommendations.

Need for Long-Term Funding

Monitoring survey designs are built with the expectation that fund-
ing will be available to carry out the research over a considerable period
of time. It is not a good investment of federal funds—or of investigator
time—to initiate monitoring survey efforts only to drop funding after a
short period of time. Careful consideration needs to be given to the spon-
sor’s ability and willingness to make funding commitments for multiyear
(e.g., five-year) periods. The survey approach outlined here supposes such
funding commitments, and the committee strongly urges that monitoring
surveys not be initiated until such commitments are in place.

Selecting Target Samples

Earlier work summarized in the committee’s Phase I report showed
that, among many young people, enlistment propensity tends to firm up
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by or before the end of high school. Although students provide answers
to propensity questions as early as 8th grade in the Monitoring the Future
(MTF) surveys, the proportions providing “definite” answers are much
higher among 12th grade students. Senior year propensity measures, how-
ever, can be complicated by the likelihood that many seniors who eventu-
ally enlist make their decisions and commitments before leaving high
school; accordingly, their “propensity” answers might better be described
as reports of decisions already taken. This is clearly consistent with the
often reported finding (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen and Fishbein,
1980; Albarracin, Johnson, Fishbein, and Muellerleile, 2001) that the
shorter the time interval between the assessment of intention (or propen-
sity) and the observation of behavior, the better the prediction (i.e., the
higher the correlation).1

Taking into account these factors, the committee recommends that
the lower age boundary for target samples be about age 16-17. If there is
an interest in propensity or related factors at lower ages, they could be the
subject of limited special studies rather than monitoring surveys. By age
16-17 young men and women have had to confront questions about their
next steps after high school (college, military service, civilian employ-
ment), so this seems a good lower age bound for target samples. Specifi-
cally, for reasons spelled out below, we recommend the 11th grade of
high school as an optimal start point for the target sample age range.

The end point for the target sample is less easy to specify; however,
given the increased recruiting attention to college students, the committee
recommends that inclusion extend to at least age 23—the point by which
most young adults either have completed college or are relatively unlikely
to do so. We leave open the possibility that it may prove useful to extend
the age span a bit farther; however, we think it unlikely that it would be
cost-effective to extend it much beyond age 25.

Use of Self-Completed Questionnaires

There are very large potential cost advantages in surveys employing
self-completed questionnaires. There are also constraints and limitations.
The committee considered several important constraints and judged them
acceptable for the proposed monitoring surveys.

1The fact that YATS excluded respondents who had already committed to the military,
while Monitoring the Future included all high school seniors, helps to explain why,
although both surveys found strong evidence that propensity does predict enlistment, MTF
found stronger intention-behavior relationships than did YATS (see, e.g., Bachman, Segal,
Freedman-Doan, and O’Malley, 1998).
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Self-completed questionnaires, particularly when carried out on a
large scale, tend to be limited to closed-ended multiple-choice question
items. In spite of these restrictions in question-and-answer format, self-
completed questionnaires have been used successfully in monitoring sur-
veys (e.g., the Youth Risk Behavior Survey, Monitoring the Future). In
contrast, YATS used telephone personal interview methods, which allow
for open-ended questions and for potentially complex question branching
strategies. Interestingly, even in the YATS telephone interviews, the sur-
vey data that tended to be most useful for monitoring purposes involved
closed-ended items. Accordingly, the committee would find it acceptable
to use self-completed questionnaires for monitoring purposes, even
though that may constrain the survey questions to closed-ended items.
(Open-ended items can be included in self-completed surveys, although
they add costs, complexities, and time delays.) The committee recom-
mends that other approaches (focus groups, smaller scale interview and
elicitation studies, etc.) be used to develop and evaluate the closed-ended
items.

Another extremely important limitation of self-completed question-
naires is that the target respondents must be able to read and understand
the questions. Limiting the target population to literate respondents could
be a serious bias in many studies, and even in the surveys proposed here
this constraint needs to be kept in mind. Nevertheless, given a primary
focus on potential military recruits, and given current and future military
requirements for literacy among all Service members, the committee con-
siders the literacy constraint tolerable.

One other dimension of self-completed questionnaires to be noted
involves respondent motivation. All survey methods require some degree
of motivation on the part of respondents, but arguably there are some
methods that are more inherently motivating than others. Face-to-face
personal interviews can be particularly motivating, because some degree
of personal relationship is established between interviewer and inter-
viewee. Telephone interviews may develop such a relationship to some
extent; however, in a period in which telemarketing has imposed greatly
on the good will of those still willing to answer their phones in person
(rather than use an answering machine), the motivational value of phone
interviewing may be debatable. In any case, one of the factors to be con-
sidered in developing any survey strategy is respondent motivation, and
that will be particularly important for the surveys proposed here. The
committee thinks that topics related to career choice are of great interest
and importance to most of those in the target survey population and that,
with sufficient care, self-administered questionnaires can be developed
that will maintain respondent motivation.
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Use of School-Based Administrations

Why survey in schools? To paraphrase Willie Sutton’s bank robber
comment: because that’s where the students are. School-based survey
administrations are wonderfully cost-effective—at least from the stand-
point of survey researchers. Teachers and administrators, however, are
becoming increasingly dubious about school-based surveys, partly
because they seem to be proliferating, and also because the increased
demands for student performance and school accountability have made
classroom time a more precious commodity. The result is that obtaining
cooperation for school-based surveys is increasingly difficult.

Nevertheless, in spite of the difficulties, there is much to recommend
school-based group-administered self-completed questionnaire surveys:
the sampling is fairly straightforward and can be quite accurately repre-
sentative; response rates can be quite high among students; and, once
again, it can be very cost-effective. Moreover, school-based surveys can
also be treated as a baseline or starting point for panel surveys (repeated
surveys of the same respondents over time). Panel surveys involve some
respondent attrition, to be sure, but the base-year data can provide con-
siderable information about the lost respondents (and how to make statis-
tical adjustments to compensate for the loss).

Matters of Entry, Motivation, and Acceptability

A Pentagon-sponsored survey focused on military propensity, asking
only questions about military jobs and missions, is likely to be acceptable
to some school administrators and less so to others. Moreover, in most
schools there is likely to be a range of parent and student reactions to a
“military survey.” Pentagon sponsorship should, of course, be acknowl-
edged; but if the survey were a joint undertaking sponsored by the DoD
and others, and if the content reflected that joint sponsorship, the survey
might be more attractive to all concerned. Moreover, in order to do a good
job, as well as to be broadly acceptable to school personnel, parents, and
students, the military portion of the questionnaire content should be bal-
anced in its items about military service, military working conditions,
duty to country, and the like. If the survey comes across as promilitary
rather than balanced in its approach, it is likely to generate considerable
controversy and resistance in some communities and school districts. An
emphasis on national service might aid in making the survey more
broadly attractive.

A closely related point is that if personal identification of respondents
is requested in order to permit follow-up surveys of some respondents,
great care must be taken to ensure, and communicate, that no identifying
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information or individual survey responses will be available to anyone
other than those conducting the survey. In particular, it must be clear to
everyone that survey responses and the names of participants will not be
made available to recruiters. This is not the sort of thing that can be
mentioned once with the expectation that everyone will take note and
remember. Rather, it is something that will need to be repeated often, to a
number of relevant audiences.

Proposed Features of a Monitoring Survey Series

The committee considered a number of survey designs and options in
its deliberations. None of the options was ruled out; to the contrary, it was
considered important that multiple methods be employed at various
points. In particular, the use of focus groups and individual personal
interviews with open-ended questions was recommended as means of
forming and improving questionnaire items. Nevertheless, consistent with
the discussion of broad issues outlined above, the committee developed a
design that it recommends for a monitoring survey series. We outline
some key features below.

A Cohort-Sequential Design Using Self-Completed Questionnaires

The monitoring design proposed here would obtain new and rela-
tively large samples of high school students annually and then track sub-
sets of those students on a regular schedule during subsequent years. This
is a cost-effective research strategy for generating descriptive data on
youth and young adults, and it can permit disentangling changes over
time that reflect age differences, cohort differences, and secular (historic)
trends. (See, e.g., Johnston, O’Malley, and Bachman, 2003a, 2003b, 2003c,
for illustrations of all three kinds of changes in substance use.) The design
has a bonus feature: because it tracks the same individuals across time, it
can be the basis for panel analyses exploring individual changes and
growth trajectories, and it can distinguish chronological (and possibly
causal) ordering of events.

Base-Year Surveys of High School Students

The committee recommends that the starting point in the cohort-
sequential design consist of school-based group-administered self-
completed questionnaire surveys of 11th grade students throughout (and
representative of) the United States. As noted earlier, 11th grade is a point
by which many students have confronted choices about their next steps
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after high school but before very many have made firm commitments to
further education or to military service.

Most students in 11th grade are age 16 or 17, thus the choice of 11th
grade as the starting point sets a fairly narrow age boundary. The choice
of 11th grade rather than a particular age is governed, in part, by practical
considerations involved in school-based surveys; however, the choice of a
grade-based rather than age-based starting point also takes account of the
fact that decisions about next career or education steps tend to be firmed
up during 11th grade. In any case, we judge that grouping students by
grade rather than by age is well suited to the purposes of the research.

For the reasons outlined above, the committee recommends 11th
grade as the earliest point for the school-based monitoring surveys.
Although surveys at earlier grades (and ages) could reveal things about
the developmental progression of propensity, such could be the subject of
special studies rather than an ongoing monitoring effort. The committee
did not, however, reach a firm conclusion about whether 11th grade was
the only grade worth including in school-based surveys. An obvious
alternative would be to include both 11th and 12th grades, and we can see
advantages as well as disadvantages of such a strategy. Later in this chap-
ter we outline in greater detail two alternative strategies and consider
some of the costs and benefits of each. One strategy involves sampling
only 11th grade students and then tracking them with follow-up surveys,
perhaps as often as once a year. The other strategy involves sampling
both 11th and 12th grade students, with follow-up surveys every two
years. It is important to note that either strategy will take time to develop
the full range of respondents.

Periodic Tracking of Subsamples

Monitoring the Future tracks its panel respondents by mail every two
years, with half of them resurveyed 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 years after high
school and the other half resurveyed 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 years after high
school. (Later follow-ups take place at modal ages 35, 40, and 45.) This
every-other-year schedule works reasonably well for monitoring shifts in
substance use, as well as for most other purposes; however, the commit-
tee notes that follow-up surveys conducted on an annual basis would
provide greater detail in tracking changes in propensity, time of enlist-
ment, and other related factors.

Anything more frequent than annual surveys would probably be
burdensome to many respondents, and in any case seems unnecessary for
monitoring purposes. Mailed self-completed questionnaires, accompanied
by a modest “honorarium” check and coupled with phone follow-up
prompts when necessary, can produce reasonably high response rates
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(even among those on active military duty). Some panel attrition occurs;2
however, taking account of the initial base-year information obtained from
all respondents often permits satisfactory statistical adjustments.3

Scheduling of Surveys Throughout the Year

The committee sees advantages in spreading surveys throughout the
year in order to monitor more sensitively those military-related events
that occur at unpredictable times during the year. As examples, surveys
spread across the year might have provided some indications of short-
term (versus longer term) impacts of events such as the World Trade
Center attacks on September 11, 2001, and the initiation of the Iraq war in
March 2003. Survey data spread across the years could be pooled across
one-year intervals, or longer or shorter intervals, for various analysis pur-
poses. Also, some analyses might need to take account of seasonal fluc-
tuations in key indicators. It should be noted that some cost saving could
result from spreading data collection across the year, particularly with
respect to the follow-up surveys, simply because there would be fewer
peaks and valleys in staff activities involved in carrying out the surveys.

Although spreading surveys throughout the year is judged to be de-
sirable and quite attainable with the follow-up surveys, that objective
cannot be met with high school surveys. In-school surveys cannot be
carried out during summer vacation, nor are the first and last few weeks
of school likely to be acceptable for surveys. Spreading the in-school
surveys across about a six-month interval (October or November through
March or April) is probably most feasible. Another approach would be to
concentrate in-school data collections (to the extent possible) in two
periods approximately six months apart (e.g., October and April). Com-
plex sampling decisions would be needed in order to determine whether

2For example, MTF mail follow-up surveys one or two years after the 12th grade in-
school survey have yielded returns of about 65 percent in recent years. Longer term response
rates in that study (ages 30-40) have been 50 percent or higher. Response rates to mail
follow-up surveys can vary markedly, depending on a number of survey parameters. These
include length and interest level for the questionnaire, incentives (i.e., payments) used, and
extent of tracking efforts to persuade delinquent respondents to return questionnaires. Thus
it is not possible to predict in advance what response rates would be possible in the absence
of knowing a great deal about such parameters. The MTF experiences noted here are merely
suggestive; a DoD survey could perhaps do better, and it certainly also could do worse.

3As one example, Bachman, Freedman-Doan, Segal, and O’Malley (2000) made use of
imputation techniques to adjust for the fact that panel attrition was greater than average
among young men with high military propensity. Another approach is poststratification, in
which differential weights are used to “reconstitute,” in effect, the initial distribution on
important variables.
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schools could be offered much choice about when during the year they
would be surveyed. Obviously, the greater the choice permitted, the
greater the likelihood of obtaining a school’s participation. It might prove
possible to develop adjustments in seasonal data (taking account of char-
acteristics of schools that fall into each of the intervals being analyzed) so
that flexibility in school survey scheduling could be tolerated while still
taking advantage of some spread of survey administration times through-
out the school year.

Follow-up surveys can be scheduled throughout the year, and that
scheduling could (and probably should) be independent of (orthogonal
to) the timing of an individual respondent’s base-year survey date. Thus,
for purposes of exploring short-term impacts of various events during the
year, the follow-up surveys spaced evenly throughout the year would be
the better source of data.

Sampling Strategies for In-School Samples

A multistage stratified random sampling approach is proposed in
which the first stage is the geographical area, the second stage is the
school, and the third stage is the student. Schools are selected with prob-
ability proportionate to (estimated or reported) size. In smaller schools,
all students in the relevant grade are targeted; in larger schools, a sample
of students is selected (by sampling classrooms, not individual students).
These procedures have worked reasonably well in Monitoring the Future
across several decades; however, various other approaches are available
for drawing school-based samples. Such sampling details can be devel-
oped by the relevant contractor, should the decision be made to conduct
such surveys.

Sample-related issues to be kept in mind are that school refusal is a
source of potentially important biases in survey results, as are respondent
refusals; accordingly, efforts should be made to avoid such losses. It is
also important to keep in mind that once a school is recruited and admin-
istration arrangements made, the marginal costs of additional students
included in the sample are very low; consequently, it is not at all
costly to have a fairly large number of respondents in school-based group-
administered surveys. The primary factor influencing costs is the number
of schools; that is also a key factor in determining how accurately the
survey represents the target population. In Monitoring the Future, sur-
veys of larger than 100 schools have always been judged necessary in
order to have adequate levels of accuracy (the range for samples of 12th
grade students has been from 124 to 146 schools). Other school-based
surveys, such as those conducted by the Department of Education, have
often used larger numbers of schools (with correspondingly higher costs).
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Once the sample of schools has been obtained, it is relatively cost-effective
to sample at least 100 students per school.

The committee recommends samples of 10,000-15,000 students per
year (per grade). Among the key advantages of large sample sizes is the
improved ability to provide estimates for relatively rare subgroups; race-
ethnic subgroups are an obvious example, but another example is students
with high military propensity—particularly women with high propensity
Another advantage of large sample sizes is that it permits the use of
multiple questionnaire forms; such an approach would include key “core”
information (including demographics, propensity, etc.) in all forms but
could cover a wider range of topics (or a wider variety of questions about
the same topics) without appearing repetitious to respondents.

Additional Options for School Surveys

Once a school has been recruited to participate in the data collection,
additional opportunities arise for collecting relevant data. This tempta-
tion must be resisted, or at least considered carefully, because the risk is
that attempting to exploit the additional possibilities may have the very
undesirable consequence of causing the school to withdraw (or refuse to
grant in the first place) its agreement to participate in the survey. With
that caution clearly in mind, we note that participating schools offer an
opportunity to survey counselors. Although collecting data about specific
students would almost surely be inappropriate, counselor data could be
used to characterize the school as a whole, including the school atmo-
sphere as it pertains to military service, recruitment, etc. Counselors could
be surveyed about their own views, but also about their perceptions of
school climate and perhaps certain relevant school practices. Counselor
surveys might be Internet-based, if that seemed preferable. A modest
payment (honorarium) for participation, as well as clear specification that
participation is voluntary, would go a long way toward securing school
agreement for such an additional option, as well as ensuring high levels
of counselor participation.

Sampling Strategies for Follow-up Monitoring Surveys

The surveys of students should include respondents’ names and mail-
ing addresses (on separate computer-matched numbered pages), and
respondents must be persuaded of the security of this information and
thus be willing to provide it.4  The listing of names and addresses, along

4A valuable additional piece of information would be Social Security number, because
this could be used for military record checks (to include enlistment, separation, and per-
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with the demographic and other data that can be matched with the names,
becomes an exceedingly valuable base from which to develop target follow-
up samples.

The follow-up sampling strategy is different from the base-year strat-
egy in a number of respects—most notably because the marginal cost of
follow-up respondent surveys is far greater than the marginal cost of the
base-year surveys. As a result, it is more important to be efficient in draw-
ing the follow-up target samples. Because of the information available,
such efficiencies are readily attainable.

The base-year surveys might involve fairly wide ranges of weights
because of the variations in school size, numbers of students selected
(which can be adjusted up or down to make administrations more conve-
nient for the schools, thus facilitating school agreement to participate),
and a variety of other (lesser) factors involved in sample selection. In
follow-up samples, however, selection ordinarily should be inversely pro-
portionate to base-year sample weights; the result would be an equally
weighted and highly efficient follow-up target sample.

Specifically, school-to-school differences in sampling weights should be
taken into account and eliminated. Thus, schools that happened to contribute
relatively large numbers of respondents (each having correspondingly
small base-year sample weights), would have relatively small propor-
tions of their survey participants selected for follow-up compared with
other schools. An important departure from equally weighted follow-
up target samples is that respondents of particular interest to the Services
should be oversampled.

In particular, respondents with high military propensity should be
oversampled. These are relatively rare individuals, and that might be
reason enough to overselect them; more to the point, they are particularly
important to the Services and thus should constitute a sufficiently large
proportion of the follow-up target samples to permit analyses. In con-
trast, individuals who expect to enter college should be undersampled,
primarily because they represent such a large proportion of 11th grade
students that it is unnecessary for analysis purposes to have them consti-
tute an equally large proportion of the follow-up target sample. These
and other adjustments in likelihood of inclusion in the follow-up target
samples can be corrected through appropriate weights in analyses. Other
possible adjustments include oversampling of minority group members

haps other useful data). However, requesting such information without a clear explanation
is likely to alarm some respondents, as well as some parents and school officials. Even if an
accurate explanation is provided (i.e., to permit a link to later military records, if any), that
also would be likely to raise alarms. The committee recommends careful pilot testing before
attempting to include Social Security numbers as part of identifying information.
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or individuals with occupational or educational interest profiles that are
of particular importance to the Services.

Additional Follow-Up Options

Because the follow-up monitoring samples discussed above would
not exhaust the numbers of base-year respondents who provide names
and addresses, a variety of other special studies could be undertaken
using some of these individuals. One sort of special study could target
some individuals for Internet-based follow-up surveys. If that approach
worked for a substantial portion of those sampled, and if it proved cost-
effective and otherwise equivalent or preferable to the mail follow-up
approach, then it might be possible to collect a significant portion of
follow-ups via the Internet. This approach could be explored carefully
and then, if successful, gradually phased in as an alternative to mailed
surveys. (Under present conditions, it could not entirely supplant mailed
surveys without missing a significant subset of respondents who would
not be able or motivated to use Internet-based survey approaches.)

Trade-Offs Among Various Cohort-Sequential Designs

A great many designs are possible within the parameters suggested
above. For purposes of illustrating the issues involved, we contrast just
two design possibilities. The simpler design, which we will call Plan A,
involves annual surveys of 11th grade students with a subset selected for
annual follow-ups for a period of six years. This would (eventually) gen-
erate data for the age range from 16-17 to 22-23, permitting analysts to
make distinctions among differences interpretable as age effects, cohort
differences, and period effects (i.e., secular trends or historic changes). It
would also permit relatively fine-grained tracking of individual changes
in attitudes, plans, and behaviors.

The second design, Plan B, involves annual surveys of both 11th and
12th grade students with subsets from each grade selected for three
follow-ups on a two-year cycle. This design would track the 11th grade
respondents from ages 16-17 to ages 22-23 (like Plan A) and would track
the 12th grade respondents from ages 17-18 to ages 23-24. This design
(again, like Plan A) would permit distinctions among age, period, and
cohort effects, and it would permit tracking of individual changes
(although the two-year intervals would be less fine-grained than the one-
year intervals in Plan A).

Many variations are possible within each of these two designs. As one
example, Plan A could be extended to seven years of follow-up so as to
match the overall age span in Plan B. As another example, Plan A could
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involve a two-year cycle of follow-up (like Plan B), or Plan B could involve
a one-year cycle (like Plan A). Moreover, additional designs could be
explored; for example, in-school surveys could be conducted with both
grades, but follow-ups (on either a one-year or two-year cycle) could be
carried out using subsets from only the 11th grade samples (so as to have
all panel data begin with propensity measured earlier than the senior
year).

It is not our intention here to arrive at a final ideal design; such deci-
sions can better be made when more is known about the overall funding
commitments, the nature of sponsorship (i.e., DoD only or shared), the
likely success of obtaining school participation, and a variety of other
crucial details (in which, as we know, the devil resides). For present pur-
poses, it is sufficient to use Plans A and B as aids in illustrating some of
the many trade-offs that will have to be considered to arrive at a final set
of design specifications. In the remainder of this section, we focus on
several key issues that should be considered in making decisions about
design; these include school recruitment, the logistics of survey adminis-
tration, follow-up participation and response rates, numbers of cases and
amounts of data per case, and—cross-cutting all the others—consider-
ations of costs.

School recruitment. Recruiting schools to participate in school-based
surveys involves considerable effort and costs. If schools were willing to
have both 11th and 12th grade students surveyed, the 12th grade survey
(i.e., using Plan B rather than Plan A) would be a relatively low-cost
addition. One of the costs, however, would be that schools could be
recruited to participate for only one year rather than multiple years. If a
school were to participate for more than one year, then many students
would be surveyed once in 11th grade and again, a year later, in 12th
grade; such an approach would add to student burden and could compli-
cate analyses in various ways. Another cost might involve lower school
participation rates, if the greater burden of surveying two grades
prompted some schools to decline. (We suspect such declines would be
relatively infrequent, but it is a risk that must be taken into account.)

Survey administration. There are advantages to completing all survey
administrations in any one school during a single day. Not only does that
tend to hold down survey administration costs (we recommend that
administration be handled by a professional survey staff rather than
school personnel), but it also reduces opportunities for students to dis-
cuss the survey with each other and thereby potentially contaminate
responses. The logistics of managing both an 11th grade survey and a
12th grade survey in the same school at the same time (Plan B) would be
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somewhat more demanding than an 11th grade survey only (Plan A); per-
school costs would thus be higher for Plan B than for Plan A, but certainly
much less than double. One consideration affecting logistics and costs is
whether identical questionnaire forms would be used for the 11th and
12th grade surveys (in Plan B). We see little need for separate forms
(given that a single question can be used to identify respondents’ grade
level, and such a question is a necessary control in any case). The cost and
logistical advantages of limiting to one set of forms are evident.

Response rates. Plan B would produce a better sampling of young
people age 17-18 (i.e., 12th graders) than would Plan A. Under Plan A, the
data from those ages 17-18 would be obtained from mail follow-up sur-
veys of those surveyed as 11th graders a year earlier; even with the best
efforts at tracking target respondents and securing their participation,
roughly one-quarter to one-third of those targeted are likely to be lost. In
contrast, under Plan B data from those ages 17-18 would be obtained by
in-school surveys of 12th graders; losses in student participation would
be much smaller. (The MTF experience in recent years is that 12 percent in
the 12th grade sample was lost, primarily due to absence; the resulting
biases can be corrected, at least in part, by using special weights that take
account of the rates of recent absenteeism reported by students who did
participate in the survey.)

Follow-up participation rates. We noted above that substantial portions
of target samples are lost in mail follow-up surveys. That would occur for
the follow-ups in both Plan A and Plan B; however, there is room for
subtle differences between the two plans. On one hand, the two-year
intervals between surveys in Plan B would presumably result in lower
respondent burden than the one-year intervals in Plan A, and that might
contribute to higher response rates in Plan B. On the other hand, the two-
year intervals permit more time for respondents to become lost to the
researchers and perhaps also to lose interest, and that might contribute to
lower response rates in Plan B. We are not sure how these countervailing
tendencies would play out; they might simply cancel each other. In any
case, we believe that with careful efforts to track panel respondents
(including some form of “keep in touch” mailing no less frequently than
once a year), coupled with some modest financial incentive and an effort
to keep the questionnaire content interesting and not overly burdensome,
the differences in follow-up participation between Plan A and Plan B are
not likely to be large.

Numbers of cases versus amounts of data per case. Let us for the moment
make the simple assumptions that Plan A would involve surveying 10,000
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11th grade students each year and then follow a subset (say, a target
sample of 3,000) of each such sample for five or six annual follow-up
surveys, whereas Plan B would survey 10,000 11th grade students plus
10,000 12th grade students each year and then follow a subset (again,
3,000) of each for three biennial follow-up surveys. Under these assump-
tions, Plan A would yield roughly half as many total respondents as
Plan B, but it would involve nearly twice as many data collections for
each. Once fully under way, each plan would provide appreciable num-
bers of cases for any given year and any age within the range specified—
that is, roughly age 16 to age 23; moreover, except for the 12th grade data,
the numbers of cases at any particular age or year would be roughly
equal. But this would be accomplished differently, with Plan B providing
about twice the total number of individuals but Plan A providing more
fine-grained detail for each.

For panel analyses, the two-year intervals would probably provide
sufficient detail for most purposes. Moreover, key questions, such as those
about entering and leaving military service, could be asked with specific
dates (to the nearest month, etc.) and thus provide nearly as much useable
detail with a biennial follow-up sequence as with an annual sequence.
Accordingly, the committee judges that the loss of fine-grained detail in
the panel data under Plan B is not a severe handicap.

The advantage of having twice as many total cases under Plan B than
Plan A is, however, considerable. The opportunities for cross-validation,
exploration of rare subgroups, and other analytic improvements are
potentially quite valuable, given that sufficient resources are provided for
extensive analyses of the data.

Cost considerations. We have mentioned some of the cost consider-
ations above, but here we focus on them specifically. The first point to be
made is that costs will be determined by a great many factors, most of
which we cannot (and should not) try to specify here. What we can do is
focus on a few of the trade-offs and make some broad observations about
cost considerations. Perhaps the broadest observation to be made is that
we cannot with confidence estimate which plan would cost more than the
other. Clearly, as noted earlier, if 11th and 12th grade students were sur-
veyed in the same schools at the same times, there would be considerable
cost savings—quite possibly the Plan B school surveys would cost only
half again what the Plan A surveys cost (i.e., the 12th grade survey might
be added at half price).

One could consider that 12th grade in-school survey cost as being
weighed against the cost of a mail follow-up of the 11th grade sample (in
Plan A) one year later. It is hard to know which would be more expensive;
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much would depend on those devilish details. Depending on how many
follow-ups were used in each, the follow-up costs might be fairly similar
under the two plans. If Plan A involved six annual follow-ups and Plan B
involved three biennial follow-ups of approximately twice as many people
(e.g., targeting 3,000 each from the 11th and 12th grade in-school survey
samples), the total numbers of targeted follow-ups would be identical
and the costs would be quite similar. The Plan B follow-ups would be a bit
more expensive because of the extra mailings needed to keep track of
respondents in the off years. It should be noted that in the illustration
above there is an extra year of data under Plan B; specifically, the 12th
graders followed up a third time would have modal ages of 23-24, whereas
the 11th graders followed up a sixth time (under Plan A) would be age 22-23.
If the third follow-up of 12th graders were eliminated in Plan B, the over-
all cost comparisons would be more similar; however, there would be less
complete data available on college completion (and possible enlistment
afterward) if only two biennial follow-ups were used for 12th graders.

SURVEY CONTENT

If a major purpose of the survey is to identify the determinants of
propensity or to track changes in propensity and its determinants over
time, then, at a minimum, it will be necessary to assess propensity, atti-
tudes, perceived norms, self-efficacy, and the behavioral, normative, and
control beliefs underlying attitudes, norms, and self-efficacy. These clearly
should comprise the core questions in any survey design.

There are now fairly standardized instruments for assessing these
variables (see e.g., Fishbein et al., 2001; Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). How-
ever, as we shall see below, although it’s possible to develop measures of
propensity (or intention), attitude, perceived norms, and self-efficacy
without going directly to the population of interest, one must go to that
population to identify the salient behavioral, normative, and control
beliefs underlying these variables. Thus, formative research is necessary
prior to developing a fixed-item survey instrument designed to assess
underlying beliefs.

Propensity, Attitudes, Perceived Norms, and Self-Efficacy

Propensity/Intention: Propensity (or intention) is typically measured
by asking a person how likely it is that he or she will (or will not) engage
in the behavior in question. For example, the respondent could be asked
to indicate the extent to which it is likely or unlikely that:
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I will join the military (Army/Navy/Air Force/Marine Corps) sometime in the
next N (months, years)
extremely unlikely ___:___:___:___:___ extremely likely

Alternatively, they could be asked whether they “strongly agree,” “agree,”
“neither agree nor disagree,” “disagree,” or “strongly disagree” with the
statement.

Attitude: Attitude refers to a person’s overall feeling of favorable-
ness or unfavorableness toward performing the behavior in question.
Although there are many ways to assess attitude, the most commonly
used instrument to assess attitude is the semantic differential (Osgood,
Suci, and Tannenbaum, 1975). For example, respondents could be asked
to indicate whether:

My joining the military (Army/Navy/Air Force/Marine Corps) sometime in the
next N months would be:

good ____:____:____:____:____ bad
wise ____:____:____:____:____ foolish
pleasant ____:____:____:____:____ unpleasant
enjoyable ____:____:____:____:____ unenjoyable

Perceived Injunctive Norm: The perceived injunctive (or subjective)
norm refers to a person’s belief that their important others think they
should or should not engage in the behavior in question. Thus, for exam-
ple, respondents could be asked to indicate the degree to which they
agree or disagree (or think it’s likely or unlikely) that:

Most people who are important to me think I should join the military (Army/
Navy/Air Force/Marine Corps) sometime in the next N months.

_____ strongly agree
_____ agree
_____ neither agree nor disagree
_____ disagree
_____ strongly disagree

Perceived Descriptive Norm: The perceived descriptive norm is one’s
perception of what important others are actually doing vis-à-vis the behavior
in question. Thus it would be important to ask questions such as:

How many people like you will join the military (Army/Navy/Air Force/Marine
Corps) in the next N months?

_____ none
_____ very few
_____ some
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_____ almost all
_____ all

or:

Out of 100 people like you, how many will join the military (Army/Navy/Air
Force/Marine Corps) in the next N months?

and:

How many people do you personally know who have been in or are now in
the military?

Self-Efficacy/Perceived Control: Self-efficacy and perceived behav-
ioral control refer to one’s belief that he or she has the necessary skills and
abilities to perform the behavior in question, even under a number of
difficult circumstances. That is, it refers to the perception that one could
perform the behavior if one “really wanted to.” Items to measure this
either could use the semantic differential format. For example:

My joining the military (Army/Navy/Air Force/Marine Corps) in the next N
months is:

up to me ____:____:____:____:____ not up to me
under my control ____:____:____:____:____ not under my control

or they could be put in terms of a certainty question, such as:

How certain are you that, if you really wanted to, you could join the military
(Army/Navy/Air Force/Marine Corps) in the next N months?

certain I cannot ____:____:____:____:____ certain I can

Underlying Behavioral, Normative, and Control Beliefs

Generally speaking, there are also standardized items that can be
used for assessing behavioral, normative, and control beliefs. For example,
behavioral beliefs are usually measured with items using the following
format.

My performing (Behavior X) will lead to/prevent (Outcome Y).
extremely unlikely ____:____:____:____:____ extremely likely

Injunctive normative beliefs are usually measured with items using the
following format:
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(Referent A) thinks I should perform (Behavior X).
extremely unlikely ____:____:____:____:____ extremely likely

Descriptive normative beliefs are usually measured with items like:

 (Referent A) performed or is currently performing (Behavior X).
 ____yes ____no

Efficacy beliefs are usually measured with items using the following for-
mat:

How certain are you that, if you really wanted to, you could perform
(Behavior X), even if (Barrier A) were present?

certain I cannot ____:____:____:____:____ certain I can

What the above illustrations should make clear is that, prior to devel-
oping a fixed-item instrument to assess the beliefs that underlie attitudes,
norms, and self-efficacy, one must first conduct formative research to
identify the outcomes, referents, and barriers that are salient for the popu-
lation in question.

Thus one could go to a small sample of the population in question
and ask the following open-ended questions:

To Identify Salient Outcomes:
- What do you see as the advantages of your joining the military (or a

particular Service) in the next N months? That is, what are the good things that
would happen if you joined the military in the next N months?

- What do you see as the disadvantages of your joining the military (or a
particular Service) in the next N months? That is, what are the bad things that
would happen if you joined the military in the next N months?

- What else comes to mind when you think about joining the military (or a
particular Service) in the next N months?

To Identify Relevant Referents (and Important Others):
- Please list those people who would approve of your joining the military in

the next N months.

- Please list those people who would disapprove of your joining the military
in the next N months.

- Please list any other people you would talk to or whose opinions you would
consider if you were trying to decide whether or not to join the military in the next
N months.
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To Identify Salient Barriers and Facilitators:
- Please list those things that would facilitate or make it easy for you to join

the military in the next N months.

- Please list those things that would prevent or make it hard for you to join
the military in the next N months.

Responses to the above questions can be content analyzed and the
most frequently mentioned (i.e., the most salient) outcomes, referents,
barriers, and facilitators can be identified. This information can then be
used to develop fixed-item survey questions to assess underlying behav-
ioral, normative, and control or self-efficacy beliefs. This type of formative
research is also critical as a first step in developing advertising strategy.

Outcome Evaluation

In addition to assessing behavioral beliefs (or outcome expectancies),
it is also necessary to assess the evaluation of the salient outcomes. Most
often this is done as follows:

(Outcome A) is:
good ____:____:____:____:____ bad

However, with YATS, rather than evaluating outcomes, respondents
were asked to indicate the extent to which a given outcome was impor-
tant to them. Thus it’s necessary to consider whether to assess impor-
tance, or value, or both.5

Similarly, in assessing behavioral beliefs, should one simply ask if
joining the military (or specific Service) will lead to each of the outcomes,
or should a YATS-type question be retained that asks whether a given
outcome is more likely to be obtained from the military or from a civilian
job? Moreover, if one takes this comparative approach, is the appropriate
comparison military versus civilian or military versus college? Irrespec-
tive of the answer to this question, we would recommend that the core set
of questions includes assessment of both propensity (or intentions) to
continue one’s education (e.g., go to college) and to join the civilian work-
force (e.g., get a job).

Finally, YATS assessed beliefs about each Service as well as the mili-
tary in general. Thus another question that must be addressed is whether

5Because there were very few changes in ratings of importance over time, and because,
with few exceptions, judgments of importance were not related to propensity, we recom-
mended dropping importance in our earlier letter report (National Research Council, 2000).
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a survey should ask about the military or about each Service separately,
or both? Similarly, should it include the reserve forces?

Distal Variables

Distal variables may be related to propensity, but theoretically they
are assumed to exert their influence indirectly by influencing underlying
behavioral, normative, and control beliefs. For example, gender differ-
ences in propensity should be explained by finding that men and women
hold different behavioral, normative, or control beliefs about joining the
military. Similarly, the finding that young adults from the South are more
inclined to join the military than those from the North should be related
to differences in the beliefs held by young adults in these two geographic
areas. Thus an important question to consider is what distal variables
should be assessed. First, it seems reasonable to consider demographic
variables that are known to be related to enlistment. These would include
such variables as age, gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, education,
geographic location (region/urban-rural/state) and employment status.

Second, as pointed out earlier, particularly with respect to youth, a
very important potential influence on propensity is the image (or proto-
type) that one has of the kind of person who pursues a given choice
option (e.g., the image of the kind of person who enlists in the military).
Not only is it important to assess the prototype per se, but of equal inter-
est is the extent to which a person’s own self-concept maps onto (i.e., is
consistent or inconsistent with) the prototype. As a result, we recommend
that assessments of both prototype and self-concept be included in the set
of core items comprising the survey instrument. Specifically, participants
could be asked to rate “a person who enlists in the military” as well as
one’s self on a series of semantic differential scales, such as: “wise/foolish,”
“aggressive/timid,” “works well with others/works best alone,” “strong/
weak,” etc. Formative research would be necessary to identify the scales
most appropriate for assessing a military prototype. Finally, it may also
be useful consider other distal variables, such as attitudes (e.g., toward
the military, education, or war), as well as personality or individual dif-
ference variables, such as intelligence and sensation seeking (Zuckerman,
1979; Palmgreen et al., 1995)

The above considerations are focused on survey content. We have
tried to identify the types of questions that are needed to identify and
monitor changes in propensity and its determinants. The data obtained
from these questions provide the kinds of information necessary for devel-
oping effective media campaigns as well as for evaluating the effective-
ness of advertising (or other types of interventions) designed to increase
propensity. However, as indicated above, there are many other issues
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that need to be addressed in designing survey research. For example, in
order to evaluate the effectiveness of various advertising campaigns or
changes in recruitment policy, it is necessary to obtain data at regular
intervals over time.

We have recommended the use of a cohort-based sequential sample
survey with a longitudinal component that in our view will provide the
information necessary for both tracking propensity and its determinants
and for developing more effective communications to increase and main-
tain the pool of youth with the propensity to join the military. Moreover,
by following the cohort on a regular basis, it will be possible, at least in
part, to evaluate the effects of current events, as well as changes in adver-
tising and recruitment policies. At the same time, however, we recognize
that other data need to be obtained in order to fully evaluate advertising
effectiveness and other recruitment initiatives. For this reason, in our
earlier letter report on YATS, we recommended that “a portfolio of sur-
veys at different time intervals replace the current annual YATS adminis-
tration” (National Research Council, 2000). Let us thus briefly consider
two other possible surveys.

Influencer Surveys

As noted earlier, there is considerable evidence that the decision to
join the military is strongly influenced by other people. While much of
this influence should be assessed through measures of injunctive and
descriptive norms, it is important to recognize that these normative beliefs
are usually quite consistent with reality. One usually is quite accurate in
one’s beliefs about the normative proscriptions and behaviors of relevant
others. Thus, it may sometimes be necessary to change the beliefs and
attitudes of influencers. In order to do this, however, one must first under-
stand why influencers (parents, teachers, friends, etc.) support or oppose
joining the military, as well as why they are (or are not) inclined to recom-
mend military service. Since this is a totally different target audience, a
separate influencer survey is recommended.

It is important, however, to distinguish between two roles of an influ-
encer. On one hand, an influencer can encourage/discourage or support/
oppose enlistment (i.e., as injunctive normative influences—see e.g.,
National Research Council, 2003; Rutter, 1980). On the other hand,
influencers may be viewed as transmitters or evaluators of advertising or
other types of interventions. They may influence and shape the way a
person evaluates a given advertisement, advertising campaign, or recruit-
ment policy (Hornik, 1997). Considerations such as these suggest a sepa-
rate survey to more precisely track exposure to, and to evaluate the
effectiveness of, advertising campaigns or other policy changes.
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Exposure to Media and/or Recruiters

Although there are many ways to monitor exposure, the committee
recommends that, if at all possible, respondents be presented with current
TV/print/radio/Internet ads (plus one or more dummy ads) and be asked
whether they saw or read it and, if so, how many times? This can easily be
done if the survey instrument is computer assisted or presented on the
Internet.6  In addition to these subjective estimates of exposure, we would
also recommend that gross rating points, as well as other indices of time
or space purchased, be tracked.

Ad evaluation: For each of the ads to which the respondent reports
exposure, a series of questions such as the following could be asked:

Did you believe the ad? yes _____ no _____
Did the ad tell you something you didn’t already know?

yes _____ no _____
Was the ad appropriate for you (or people like you)? yes _____ no _____
Was the ad interesting? yes _____ no _____
Did you like or dislike the ad? like _____ dislike _____

To assess indirect paths of effect: For each ad (whether or not the
respondent reported exposure), a series of questions such as the follow-
ing could be asked:

Which of the following people have you talked to about this ad?

Provide respondents with a list of influencers (based on open-ended
surveys) as well as “none” and “other (please specify)” alternatives and
ask them to check all that apply.

For each influencer checked:

Did (Referent A) like or dislike the ad?

To assess interpersonal contacts:  In addition to asking whether the
respondent discussed ads (or policies) with various influencers, it would
also be important to know if they discussed joining the military with
these others. Thus respondents’ could also be asked such things as:

6As indicated above, because of changing technology, it is possible that follow-ups of the
cohort sample could eventually be done using the Internet. If this were the case, tracking
could also be accomplished as part of a cohort-based sequential sample survey design.
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Who have you talked to about joining the military? Check all that apply.

Provide respondents with a list of influencers (based on open-ended
surveys).

For each influencer checked:

Did Referent A support or oppose your joining? support ___ oppose ___

INTERACTION OF PURPOSE, CONTENT, AND DESIGN

In this chapter, we have recommended a survey design and a set of
core questions to assess and monitor changes in propensity and its deter-
minants. We have also recognized that influencer and advertising track-
ing surveys are also necessary to gain a more complete understanding of
advertising effectiveness and the role that advertising, recruiters, and
other influencers play in the recruitment process. We recommend that
there should be at least two types of surveys: an annual or semiannual
cohort-based sequential sample survey with a longitudinal component to
monitor changes in, and provide an in-depth understanding of, the deter-
minants of propensity. In addition, this survey should include a more
general set of questions about exposure to media and interactions with
recruiters and other influencers. In different years (or at different times),
questions about more distal attitudes and values could be assessed.

While such an annual or semiannual survey should address most of
the key questions concerning propensity and recruitment, assessments of
whether one has been exposed to a current advertising campaign, whether
one has talked to others about that campaign, or whether one has talked
to a recruiter will clearly vary as a function of advertising expenditure
and military policies concerning incentives as well as the number and
placement of recruiters. Thus, we recommend a brief, continuous track-
ing survey to assess exposure to specific events, advertisements (or other
recruitment policy changes), and the extent to which the respondent
engaged in discussions with influencers about the campaign or about
joining the military. This survey should also monitor respondents’ evalua-
tions of the ads they were exposed to, as well as provide data to allow one
to track changes in propensity, attitudes, norms, and self-efficacy over
time. We recommend that separate studies (or surveys) be conducted to
address specific populations, such as influencers and younger populations.
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4

Advertising Planning:
Generative and

Evaluative Approaches

Following the theory of core variables explained in Chapter 2 and
the survey approaches presented in Chapter 3, this chapter reviews
critical trends in behavioral beliefs and outcome evaluations that point

to research strategies and methods to support planning and evaluation of
advertising for military recruiting. As explained in Chapter 2, positive
attitudes and intentions toward enlisting in the military are supported by
perceptions that enlistment definitely leads to valued consequences or
outcomes. Hence, it is useful to understand how the range of relevant
outcomes and their associated behavioral beliefs relate to the decision to
enlist in the military as a foundation for successful development and
selection of advertising message strategies.

A key fact for the planning of advertising in support of military
recruiting is that “in the late 1990s, the Services struggled to meet their
recruiting goals and in some cases fell short” (National Research Council,
2003, p. 1). This period of difficulty in meeting recruiting goals arose from
a combination of factors. A strong national economy during the 1990s
gave youth access to plentiful employment alternatives. At the same time,
there was a dramatic increase in college enrollment and a continuing
decline in youth interest in military service (National Research Council,
2003, p. 256 and 271). However, in addition to the availability of civilian
job opportunities and youth interests in higher education, the increasing
difficulty in meeting recruiting goals in the late 1990s can also be viewed
in light of the direction of youth attitudes toward military service and
corresponding trends in youth behavioral beliefs and outcome evaluations
related to military service.
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YOUTH BELIEFS AS A BASE FOR ADVERTISING PLANNING

Overall youth attitudes toward enlistment have often been studied
with structured survey questions designed to track year-to-year changes
in the propensity to enlist. Figure 4-1 shows that propensity to enlist
among high school males declined between the mid-1980s and 2001. The
proportion saying “definitely will” enlist declined from 12 to 8 percent
between 1980 and 2001. At the same time, the percent saying “probably
will not” or “definitely will not” increased from about 40 to about 60
percent. Figure 4-2 shows a similar trend for women. The downward
trend in the highest propensity group coupled with the accumulation of a
very substantial segment in the most negative group (the group at the top
of Figures 4-1 and 4-2) indicates the importance of discovering whether
changes in youth perceptions of specific outcomes and belief expectancies
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FIGURE 4-1 Trends in high school seniors’ propensity to enter the military:
males, 1976-2001.
NOTE:  The spaces between the lines show the percentages in each of the three
propensity categories.
SOURCE:  Data from Monitoring the Future surveys.
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FIGURE 4-2 Trends in high school seniors’ propensity to enter the military:
females, 1976-2001.
NOTE:  The spaces between the lines show the percentages in each of the three
propensity categories.
SOURCE:  Data from Monitoring the Future surveys.

offer potential explanations. Such findings could give rise to message
strategies specifically addressed to the relevant outcomes and behavioral
beliefs.

The potential for specific youth outcome evaluations and behavioral
beliefs to relate to the continuing decline in the propensity to enlist was
shown in a Defense Manpower Data Center report contrasting year-to-
year results from the Youth Attitude Tracking Studies (YATS) (Lehnus,
Srokowski, and Daniels, 2000). For example, between 1992 and 1999 the
percentage of males ages 16 to 24 who evaluated the outcome of duty to
country as “extremely important” or “very important” dropped from
about 70 to about 57 percent (Lehnus et al., 2000, Figure 12A). During the
same time period, the percentage of males ages 16 to 24 reporting the
behavioral belief that duty to country could be more likely to be fulfilled
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in the military also declined from about 43 to 28 percent, while the percent-
age saying that this outcome could be better fulfilled in a civilian context
increased from about 7 to 33 percent (Lehnus et al., 2000, Figure 12B). The
1992 to 1999 YATS surveys also showed a similar decline in the impor-
tance of duty to country among women ages 16 to 24. Women were also
more likely than men to associate the goal of duty to country with civilian
rather than military work.

The 1992 to 1999 time period was one of increasing economic prosper-
ity, and corresponding changes in other behavioral beliefs concerning
military versus civilian attribution are also informative. For example, for
males the percentage saying that the outcome of working in teams is
“extremely important” or “very important” increased consistently from
about 71 to 77 percent. However, the behavioral belief that working in
teams is an outcome to be realized in the military decreased from about 32
to 21 percent, while the civilian attribution increased from about 7 to 17
percent (Lehnus et al., 2000, Figures 10A and 10B). At the same time,
military attribution of the outcome of preparation for a future career or
job, a long-time positioning concept for military service, declined from
about 20 to 13 percent for the military, while civilian attribution increased
from about 17 to 28 percent (Lehnus et al., 2000, Figures 14A and 14B).

Since 1999, youth interest in military service has taken shape in the
context of major national and international events as well as a dramatic
deterioration of economic conditions involving major business firms, entire
industries, and the overall availability of employment opportunities in
the economy. Possible effects of these changing circumstances can be
examined by comparing the results from the 1999 YATS survey with the
Department of Defense (DoD) Youth Polls conducted in 2001 and 2002.1
These are surveys of youth who have never served in the military and
who were neither accepted for military service at the time of the survey
interviews nor enrolled in postsecondary reserve officer’s training corps
programs.

A comparison of the results for these surveys shows that the propen-
sity to enlist increased immediately following the events of September 11,
2001, for youth ages 16 to 21. The DoD Youth Poll of October-November

1The sampling frame for the YATS annual surveys was youth in the 16 to 24 age range,
while the more recent DoD Youth Polls for 2001 and 2002 have sampled youth in the 15 to
21 age group.  In this chapter, to provide for comparability of the survey results, the reported
comparisons of these three surveys are based on a reanalysis of the data for the three
surveys using only those respondents in the 16 to 21 age range.  A further consideration is
that sampling strategy as well as the time the survey is administered may be a differentiat-
ing factor.  However, the consistency in response to the 24 attributes from one administra-
tion to the next suggests that the sampling strategies are similar across the surveys.
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2001 found 15.5 percent of youth ages 16 to 21 saying they would “defi-
nitely” or “probably” be serving in the military in the next few years and
49.0 percent saying “definitely not.” These results contrast with the 1999
YATS survey, which found 14.1 percent saying “definitely” or “probably”
and 52.8 percent saying “definitely not.”

The 2001 DoD Youth Poll also included questions concerning a range
of 24 job-attribute-related outcome expectancies linking service in the
military (or in a civilian job) to these attributes. A similar grouping of
questions had been included in the annual surveys of the former YATS
research program. Only two of the beliefs about outcome evaluations
examined in the 2001 DoD Youth Poll showed significant and indeed
substantial changes for both men and women: “doing something for your
country” and “working as part of a team.” For men, the proportion saying
that doing something for your country is “extremely important” or “very
important” increased 10.7 percentage points, from 57.1 percent in the
1999 YATS survey to 67.8 percent in the 2001 DoD Youth Poll. For women,
the same comparison increased 15.5 percentage points, from 53.6 to 69.1.
At the same time, the proportion of men saying that working as part of a
team is “extremely important” or “very important” dropped 15 percent-
age points, from 75.6 percent in 1999 to 60.6 percent in 2001. For women,
the same comparison dropped 16.4 percentage points, from 77.7 to 61.3
percent.

Turning to behavioral beliefs about the extent to which the 24 out-
comes are seen as associated primarily with work in the military, the 2001
Youth Poll revealed significant changes in youth perceptions since the
1999 YATS survey with respect only to beliefs about “doing something
for your country.” For men, the percentage saying that “doing something
for your country” was more likely to be realized through military service
(than civilian work) increased from 25.7 to 41 percent. For women, the
same comparison increased from 19.4 to 39.7 percent.

These dramatic changes with respect to reported youth beliefs con-
cerning the importance of doing something for your country and working
in teams reflect what youth ages 16 to 21 experienced and observed in the
world around them during the years 2000 and 2001. What the future
holds for these apparent changes in youth beliefs, and the possibility of
changes with respect to other beliefs, will depend on the course of events.
Clearly, the military action in Iraq during 2003 will be a significant factor
in that regard. The most recent DoD Youth Poll (fielded in October-
November 2002) found that responses to the standard question about the
propensity to enlist had returned to the historical pattern established dur-
ing the 1990s, with 14.6 percent of youth ages 16 to 21 saying they would
“definitely” or “probably” be enlisting and 52.5 percent saying they will
“definitely not” enlist (Sattar et al., 2002). The 2002 DoD Youth Poll did
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not also include questions concerning the 24 outcome evaluations and
behavioral beliefs examined in 2001 and in the previous YATS surveys.

The belief changes revealed by the 2001 DoD Youth Poll findings,
coupled with continuing national and international events of great sig-
nificance, point to the need for continuous monitoring of the propensity
to enlist with survey questions that also examine a range of youth behav-
ioral beliefs and outcome evaluations relating to the decision to enlist in
the military. The two major changes with respect to the outcome evalua-
tions (the increase in importance of doing things for the country and the
decline in the importance of working in teams) suggest the need to spe-
cifically examine the areas of duty to country and individualism as they
relate to current youth interests. Indeed, as shown by the pre-1999 YATS
surveys and the 2001 DoD Youth Poll, the direction of youth beliefs relat-
ing to doing something for your country appears to be closely associated
with the direction of the propensity to enlist. An understanding of the
current status of such beliefs is essential to effective development and
planning of advertising message strategies. The findings also indicate the
need to examine such considerations as the overall level of advertising to
support military recruiting, the additional audiences (such as youth
influencers) for recruiting related advertising, and the range of message
strategies employed in the advertising support for military recruiting.

ADVERTISING PLANNING QUESTIONS

The dollar value of overall military advertising expenditures and
recruiting bonuses has increased at least threefold since 1990 (National
Research Council, 2003, p. 221; Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense
[Force Management Policy], 2000). This recent and somewhat dramatic
increase in military advertising expenditures was preceded by a period of
substantial decline in the early 1990s, giving the recent increases the
appearance of a recovery from an era of budget cutting. Figure 4-3 shows
that advertising and recruiting bonuses declined by about 50 percent
between 1990 and 1994.2

However, this apparent recovery in overall advertising support is
compromised by a corresponding decline in the purchasing power of
advertising media budgets. A recent report by the Rand Corporation has
shown the purchasing power of the military advertising budget declined
by about 60 percent between 1986 and 1997 (Dertouzos and Garber, 2003,

2This figure appears in the committee’s Phase I report as Figure 8-1, with the addition of
the original line showing the total budget.  Note that the line for Joint Services advertising
shows a planned 2003 budget increase that was later cancelled.
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FIGURE 4-3 Enlisted advertising resources FY 1976-2003 in current dollars.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Defense, 2002.

p. 7). This finding suggests that budget increases since 1994 may have
served only to compensate for the long-term decline in the purchasing
power of the year-to-year budget for military advertising. Furthermore, it
seems likely that the declining marketplace presence associated with the
decline in purchasing power of the advertising budget would have been
exacerbated by what was an almost 50 percent reduction in the overall
advertising budget between 1990 and 1994.
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Importantly, advertising budgets are only one aspect of the deploy-
ment of advertising to support military recruiting. There are also critical
decisions concerning the selection and definition of target audiences, the
selection of the competitive frame (the choice context of competing options
available to youth) underlying the advertising messages, and the specific
strategic content of the advertising messages themselves. Indeed, in terms
of sources of variance in advertising effectiveness in the marketplace,
each of these considerations is just as important, and sometimes more
important, than the amount allocated to purchase advertising space or
time in the media.

The remainder of this chapter follows the general sequence of activi-
ties associated with the advertising planning process. The sequence begins
with problem identification to support decisions concerning the competi-
tive context, identification of the relevant audiences, development of a
productive range of alternative message approaches from which to select
the most promising approaches, and decisions concerning the amount of
advertising.

Accordingly, the remainder of this chapter is organized as follows:

1. The competitive frame and audiences for military advertising.
2. Examination of audience member beliefs and goals.
3. Development of message strategies for military recruitment.
4. Allocation of resources to advertising message strategies.
5. Conclusions.

Youth Beliefs and Audience Definition

The competitive frame for military advertising can be viewed on two
levels. The first-level competitive frame involves youth in the comparison
of three broad areas of choice following completion of high school: (1) to
pursue higher education, (2) to seek civilian employment, or (3) to seek
military employment. This information-gathering and choice process
involves comparison of three substantially different directions, each of
which may include a variety of possible options. The second-level com-
petitive frame involves the selection of a specific Service, and it applies to
youth whose behavioral beliefs and outcome evaluations support the pos-
sibility of military service. This kind of more specific level of “brand
choice” can involve already interested youth in the comparison or differ-
entiation of the specific opportunities presented by essentially directly
competing options from among the Services.

Military advertising message strategies have generally focused on the
second-level competitive frame (or brand choice) that assumes the exist-
ence of some level of propensity to enlist. For example, the recent Army
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advertising claim that “there are 212 ways to be a soldier” differentiates
the Army from the other Services in terms of the wide range of career or
skill options available to youth, while the Marine Corps send their own
differentiating attitudinal signal with their long-standing claim “The Few.
The Proud. The Marines.” However, the previously discussed trends
shown by the YATS studies and the results of the recent DoD Youth Polls
point to the value of focusing additional advertising message attention on
the broad competitive frame in which youth view and contrast civilian
employment, higher education, and military service.

The fact that over half of the youth ages 16 to 21 say “definitely not”
with respect to the possibility of military service, and that this percentage
continues to grow, indicates the need to develop an appropriate informa-
tion campaign for the purpose of market development as opposed to the
brand selection approach typically employed in military advertising. That
is, the continuing low levels of propensity and high levels of negative
propensity indicate the importance of exploring the role for advertising
message strategies focused on the broad competitive frame of how youth
of enlistment age contrast the options of civilian employment, continuing
higher education, and military service. Beliefs relating to “doing some-
thing for your country” are particularly germane, and the recent increase
in the outcome expectancy for this belief indicates that there is important
potential for message strategies developed to specifically support youth
beliefs in this area.

In addition to the role of advertising directed to the youth population,
it is also important to examine the role of interpersonal communication
and the extent to which it supports youth interest in military service. The
2002 DoD Youth Poll found that 53 percent of youth ages 15 to 21 said that
the majority of their impressions about the military were based on infor-
mation from friends and acquaintances, and 33 percent reported that a
family member was the source of the majority of such information. When
asked about whether they were influenced by these sources, 37 percent of
the youth said the source had a positive effect on their likelihood of join-
ing the military, 53 reported no effect, and 9 percent said the effect was
negative.3

These results help demonstrate the role played by interpersonal com-
munication sources (such as family members, friends, teachers, and
others) whereby youth receive information and social support. The sur-
vey results suggest that the majority of these information sources are not

3Data analysis from October 2002, DoD Youth Polls of 2,000 youth ages 15 to 21 who have
not enlisted and are not currently serving in the military (U.S. Department of Defense,
2002).
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conveying a positive effect. This indicates there is a need to invest in
information campaigns directed to audiences with whom youth commu-
nicate and consult when considering military service. Although there has
been some recent development and testing of such advertising, the long-
term practice has been to concentrate on advertising by individual
Services designed to influence youth selection of those branches. While
this approach may continue to play a leading role in the budgeting of
military advertising, significant supplemental and continuing resources
may be required to influence other critical and influential audiences in
order to successfully address the continuing decline in the propensity to
enlist and related trends in related youth behavioral beliefs and outcome
evaluations.

The survey results from the former annual YATS surveys and the
recent DoD Youth Polls have shown that significant recent events, such as
on September 11, 2001, and recent war fighting actions can have impor-
tant effects on youth beliefs and interest concerning service in the military.
As previously discussed, youth interest in military service (as measured
by the propensity to enlist) increased slightly and temporarily in 2001. A
similar pattern in the propensity to enlist was observed during the time of
the 1991 Persian Gulf war. Both the annual YATS survey program and the
Monitoring the Future Survey showed the period of increased interest to
be brief in the early 1990s, followed by a return to the ongoing trend of
declining interest. These observed long-term patterns in propensity,
coupled with what appears to be the possibility of rapid changes in related
underlying outcome evaluations and behavioral beliefs, point to the need
for ongoing surveys in the fashion set forth in Chapter 3. These observa-
tions also point to the possibility that these outcome evaluations are sub-
ject to reinforcement by specifically developed message strategies that
could be conveyed in advertising directed to the youth population.

Behavioral Beliefs and Goals

The previous section identified two possible problems in the environ-
ment for military recruiting that might be successfully addressed by
advertising. The first problem involves the downward trend in the pro-
pensity to enlist observed prior to 2001 and the possibility that the trend is
driven to a significant degree by changes in the importance to youth of
certain goals or outcomes and the attribution of these beliefs to military
service (behavioral beliefs). The second problem involves the need for
more supportive interpersonal communication from such groups as peers,
parents, and other parties. These groups communicate with potential
applicants and have the capacity to influence youth decisions concerning
the decision to enlist in the military.
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The range of behavioral outcomes examined in the former YATS sur-
vey program and the more recent DoD 2001 Youth Poll is one that devel-
oped in an ad hoc manner over a period of more than 20 years. There is a
need for research to provide a more complete picture of the range of
relevant beliefs held by the youth population. In particular, such research
should include close examination of the entire range of beliefs relating to
public service, duty to country, and the virtues associated with military
service, such as personal sacrifice and concern for others. The perceived
attractions of the possible outcomes or actions to be taken (such as enlist-
ing in the military) are shaped by personal goals and value structures
(Gutman, 1982). It is therefore important to more completely understand
the entire structure of youth beliefs associated with public service, duty to
country, and other virtues associated with military service. It can also be
helpful to study the current language or word choice used by youth as
they think and speak about these issues. Incorporation of language used
by the audience facilitates the productivity of both the research process
and provides helpful information for effective design of messages directed
the audience of interest (see McQuarrie and Mick, 1999).

The questionnaires used in the 1999 YATS survey program and the
2001 DoD Youth Poll provide useful starting points for further research
concerning youth values and beliefs. In addition to the standard measures
of propensity, the YATS survey included questions about the importance
of 26 behavioral outcomes and their related behavioral beliefs concerning
the likelihood of successful pursuit of the values in civilian or military
contexts. The 2001 DoD Youth Poll included 24 items based on the YATS
approach.

Only one of the 26 items in the original YATS survey questionnaire
examined the value of duty to country and the virtues associated with
military service. Similarly, issues such as the importance of higher educa-
tion and the importance of working in teams were examined by only one
questionnaire item. For example, rather than pursuing the value of fur-
ther education itself as a key outcome evaluation, the YATS questionnaire
item focused only on the importance of obtaining money for education.
Moreover, to manage the time burden of the surveys, the questionnaire
items concerning outcome evaluations and their related behavioral beliefs
were asked of randomly assigned subgroups of the total samples, thereby
making it difficult to fully examine the relationships among the beliefs as
well as their individual relationships with the measures of propensity
to enlist.

To better understand the potential directions for advertising strategy,
it would be helpful to conduct studies that more completely examine the
range of beliefs related to the decision to enlist, particularly those associ-
ated with duty to country and youth interest in continuing with higher
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education. This is particularly challenging in that both of these areas of
cognitive structure (beliefs related to the decision to enlist) ultimately
bear on the very different competing choices available to youth (civilian
employment, continuing pursuit of higher education, or military service).
Choice situations involving divergent alternatives or seemingly non-
comparable alternatives (such as military service and higher education)
can be better understood by developing a more complete picture of the
conceptual structure (beliefs) applied by the audience (Johnson, 1988).

The remainder of this section describes generative research approaches
to reveal the belief concepts and language employed by youth and other
research techniques that can be used to more completely describe and
document conceptual structures for duty to country, interest in higher
education, and related youth values relevant to the decision to enlist.

One approach is to conduct in-depth interviews with a relatively small
sample of participants from the target audience. Study participants can be
asked to contrast choice alternatives in their own words and to explain
their thinking with increasing levels of probing. For example, one such
generative technique is to employ pairwise or triadic comparisons of
alternatives asking individual study participants to describe their percep-
tions of the similarities and differences of the alternatives presented to
them. This approach is based on the repertory grid method, which orga-
nizes the concepts and language used by study participants to describe
similarities and differences among groupings of stimuli (Kelly, 1955). The
information provided by individual study participants can be contrasted
and condensed as a way to identify the field of value or goal constructs
used by study participants (Spiggle, 1994). The values or goals may vary
in specificity from higher levels (more abstract), such as personal comfort,
adventure, and prestige to lower levels (more product or choice specific),
such as opportunity to learn job skills, compensation potential, and per-
ceived difficulty of tasks (Howard and Sheth, 1969). In this case, the
choices (or objects) for comparison involve civilian employment, higher
education, and military service.

Once identified in generative research, the concepts and language
used by the study participants can be used to develop a questionnaire for
use in a field study of a representative survey sample of audience mem-
bers. Following the approach used in YATS and the 2001 DoD Youth Poll,
ratings for importance (or outcome evaluations) and attribution (behav-
ioral beliefs) could be obtained for the various values or outcomes. Beliefs
could be measured concerning the likelihood of each value or outcome
being delivered or provided by each of a selection of alternative choices,
such as civilian employment, higher education, and military service. Con-
ventional analytical techniques such as factor analysis could be used to
examine relationships among the values or outcomes, thus depicting the
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belief structure of the youth audience as it relates to the choices. The
extent to which the values relate singly and in combination to such vari-
ables as propensity to enlist could also be examined.

The results of studies of this kind, including the approaches detailed
in Chapter 3, would provide a more comprehensive and reliable view of
the belief context (both outcome evaluations and behavioral beliefs) for
youth decision making about military enlistment and would provide a
basis for the development of alternative message strategies to inform
youth concerning the possibility of military service. The results of such
studies could also be used in the development of a revitalized annual
tracking survey of youth values and propensity in the fashion of the
approaches described in Chapter 3.

Message Strategies for Military Recruitment

Message strategies comprise four elements that identify (1) the audi-
ence of interest, (2) the desired response (such as switching one’s brand
choice or increasing the rate of use of a product category or specific brand),
(3) the alternative actions or the competitive frame, and (4) the basic
message argument (or promise) that may lead audience members to take
the desired action (Overholser and Kline, 1975). Message arguments are
also referred to as concept statements or benefit statements. Such a statement
is written as a condensation of the core benefit so that effective com-
parisons can be made of the virtues of individual and specific alternative
approaches to presenting and selling a product, service, idea, or orga-
nization.

For example, the following message argument “The Army gives you
more choices” is one that may lead potential applicants to view the Army
in a more favorable light in contrast to civilian alternatives or the other
Services. All four elements of a message strategy are implied in that
example: (1) an audience of youth making career choices, (2) strengthening
of interest in or preferences for the Army, (3) a broad comparison to
civilian or military alternatives, and (4) the idea that the Army has a
greater selection of jobs from which to choose. The plausibility of such a
message argument might also be viewed from the perspective of the
Army, an organization that has a wide range of job descriptions to fill.

Another hypothetical message argument could be “The Army makes
it easier to choose,” which might speak to members of the youth audience
with concerns about selection of a specific career direction. The role of
such a statement is to provide a succinct promise that can guide the devel-
opment of advertising messages. More effective advertising generally fol-
lows from message arguments that set forth an identity between a product
strength and specific audience member beliefs. Such message arguments
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could apply to relevant youth outcome evaluations and behavioral beliefs
and, at the same time, connect them directly to an appealing strength of
military service.

A variety of message arguments can be developed for any product,
service, or organization. The most useful arguments are generally those
that bear most directly on values or beliefs that are associated with audi-
ence member decision making. Earlier in this chapter youth beliefs relat-
ing to the importance of duty to country and the association of this belief
with military service were shown to be related to the propensity to enlist.
Beliefs about public service and duty to country could be connected to
military service with a message argument to the effect that the military, or
a specific Service, is comprised of people of widely different job interests
who are learning and fulfilling a wide range of assignments. Simply
stated, such a message argument would be that “Military service offers
the widest range of ways to serve one’s country,” thereby directly con-
necting a competitive advantage of the military (a wide range of work
assignments providing opportunities for everyone) with a potentially
important area of youth beliefs (duty to country). This is just one of many
alternative message arguments that could connect the unique opportuni-
ties of military service. Many alternative message strategies could be
developed and evaluated for their potential to reinforce relevant youth
beliefs in such areas as duty to country, public service, career preparation,
pride and accomplishment, and self worth, among others.

There are numerous approaches to testing the possible effectiveness
of message strategies and message arguments. Moreover, it is important
to adopt the policy of actively and continuously developing and evaluat-
ing alternative approaches that directly challenge existing message strat-
egies and message arguments. The development and testing of challenge
strategies can be incorporated in the ongoing work of research suppliers
and advertising agencies. Armed with this information, organizations are
better prepared to update existing message strategies, to appropriately
change message strategies to respond to the competitive context, or to
utilize a productive combination of mutually supporting message strate-
gies to better inform relevant audiences.

To effectively select message strategies, communicators should
develop a range of possible message strategies that are based on what is
known about problems in the competitive context and an understanding
of the relevant beliefs of the audience as they relate to youth choices in the
competitive frame (or the available alternative actions, such as continuing
in education, civilian employment, or military service). For military advertis-
ing, the message strategies of greatest interest will be those bearing most
directly on the propensity to enlist and supportiveness of the audiences of
friends, family members, and other influential people.
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Message strategies for further consideration will be those that directly
reflect what is known about the belief structure of the audience and the
specific beliefs that are most relevant to propensity. The relationship
between the belief structure and intentions to take the desired action
(propensity to enlist in this case) provides important support for the
selection of the message arguments with greatest potential.

It is also helpful to adopt the policy or practice of regularly (or continu-
ously) challenging the existing communication strategies by developing
and testing viable alternative message strategies. The potential attractive-
ness of alternative message arguments can be contrasted by presenting
study participants (potential members of the intended audience) with
simple written statements in what is called a “concept test” (Davis, 1997:
Ch. 5). Or prototype examples of advertising messages (known as
“comps” of print advertising and “animatics” for television commercials)
can be tested in laboratory settings or by means of test-marketing selected
market areas or media.

There are many approaches to testing prototype executions of pos-
sible communication strategies (Davis, 1997: Ch. 22). In-market tests can
vary from small-scale use of print ads or television commercials to the use
of selected market areas over extended periods to test message approaches
and advertising budgeting levels. No single approach is ideal, and it is
generally good practice to use multiple methods that effectively examine
audience comprehension of the prototype advertising and the extent to
which the advertising demonstrates the capacity to influence interest in
military service.

In an experimental design context, this kind of research approach
performs the role of a treatment check. The results can demonstrate
whether the message argument, in the form that it is produced and tested,
has the capacity to deliver the desired message to the intended audience.
In this connection, it would also be important to adopt a consistent mea-
sure of propensity that reflects the approach most widely used in market
surveys of propensity. Reliance on unstructured approaches based on
group interviews with convenience samples (such as the commonly used
focus group approach) is generally not an effective approach or method
for purposes other than idea generation. Indeed, it is important that all
research for advertising planning be placed in the context of a theory or
model that focuses attention on the most relevant audience member beliefs
in a valid and reliable manner. Such a theory was developed in Chapter 2
and is reflected in the analysis developed in this chapter.
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Allocation of Resources to Advertising Message Strategies

The allocation of resources to advertising, whether to an organiza-
tion’s overall advertising budget or to specific communication objectives,
products, or brands, is among the most important and challenging realms
of organizational decision making. Well-chosen communication strate-
gies, when carried out with effective message execution and media selec-
tion, can build information relationships with clients and organizational
stakeholders that are necessary to year-to-year goal attainment.

Although scientific methods are regularly applied in support of adver-
tising decision making, the area nevertheless remains an inexact science
(see Dertouzos and Garber, 2003, for a recent review relating to military
advertising). Presumably, all communication managers would like to
make optimal decisions about the allocation of resources to advertising;
however, the complexity of variables involved leads to the selection of
generally “better” decision alternatives rather than proven identification
of the “best” alternatives.4 It is generally a year-to-year trial and adjust-
ment process that includes a balancing of considerations of competitive
communication activity, the direction of consumer interest, organization
strategic objectives, and available resources. Historical perspectives on
advertising spending, the availability of resources that might be allocated
to advertising, and pragmatic judgment continue to play central roles in
decision making about advertising budgets.

In this connection, one widely regarded approach to improving adver-
tising decision making is to promote specificity in stating goals for adver-
tising. Specific goals can focus decision making about the deployment of
advertising resources and lead to the design of evaluation approaches
that are more likely to provide for the possibility of valid and reliable
results. This approach has been codified in the classic and still widely
employed approach known as the DAGMAR (defining advertising results
for measured advertising results) model (Colley, 1961, 1963). The premise
of this model is that advertising is a communication process, and there-
fore advertising should be assigned specifically stated communication
goals and then evaluated according to measured attainment of those
stated goals. With respect to the planning of military advertising, such
goals can be stated in terms of desired effects on measurable variables,
such as specifically targeted outcome evaluations and behavioral beliefs
as well as the propensity to enlist.

4For reviews of the scientific status of advertising allocation decisions see Ramond (1974)
and Mantrala (2002).
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It follows from this approach that military advertising should be allo-
cated on the basis of the year-to-year measured information needs of the
youth population (and other relevant audiences) and that evaluation of
advertising performance in terms of the extent to which these information
needs were met, as demonstrated by significant changes in such factors as
audience awareness, beliefs relating to the decision to enlist, and inten-
tions such as the propensity to enlist. Reliance on traditional economic
analysis, with recruiting contracts as the dependent variable, would not
be seen as necessarily productive in this regard because the communica-
tion effects of the advertising exposures would be embedded in a broad
context subject to many other potential causes. In particular, the practice
of keying the annual military advertising investment to year-to-year
recruiting goal attainment, as measured by the number of enlistments, is
to allow the process to be driven by such factors as the direction of the
overall national economy, recruiter deployment decisions, and enlistment
incentives and to ignore the ongoing information needs of youth as
revealed by the continuous tracking of measures of youth beliefs relevant
to the decision to enlist and measures of the propensity to enlist.

The current status of survey measures of youth beliefs and the pro-
pensity to enlist, discussed earlier in this chapter, provide an assessment
of the orientation (or readiness) of the youth population to enlistment. As
the events of the past 10 years have amply demonstrated, the Services can
encounter difficulty meeting enlistment goals when key youth beliefs and
the propensity to enlist decline to some recently observed levels. The
reinforcement and maintenance of these beliefs and an agreed-on level of
propensity should be central to advertising planning decisions, particu-
larly decisions concerning the annual investment in advertising.

Earlier we posed specific questions about youth beliefs related to the
propensity to enlist that could lead to the development of possible adver-
tising message strategies. Once developed and tested at the message
argument level, such concepts could be further evaluated in laboratory
and in-market situations. The assessment could focus on the specific
attainment of desired changes in such measures as changes in awareness
of the desired strategic message elements, the levels of specified beliefs,
and the propensity to enlist.

Three broad question areas can be summarized as follows:

1. Is there an erosion in youth beliefs or values that bear importantly
on the propensity to enlist? If so, are there message strategies to effec-
tively inform youth beliefs related to the propensity to enlist?

2. Is the overall budget level for military advertising sufficient, given
the ongoing pattern of erosion in the propensity to enlist since 1980? The
recent developments in the economy (declining civilian employment
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opportunities) and in national and international events appear to result in
temporary boosts to propensity. Although the favorability of the ongoing
environment for military recruiting appears to be somewhat cyclical, the
underlying downward trend in youth propensity to enlist will continue
to periodically emerge as a barrier to reaching military enlistment goals.

3. Can messages strategies used for youth recruiting also sufficiently
inform youth influencers, or are specialized message strategies needed to
inform parents, teachers, counselors, community leaders, and other youth
influencers?

The possible in-market potential of alternative message strategies
could be tested in a variety of ways. Indeed, given the research design
and measurement challenges, triangulation of the results of several evalu-
ation approaches would be a good practice. These approaches could
include studies conducted in laboratory settings, smaller scale in-market
applications, and multimarket area test marketing of possible advertising
campaigns. It would also be useful to revisit selected aspects of the former
YATS survey approach that would provide for tracking of awareness,
beliefs, and propensity both to diagnose potential communication issues
and to track year-to-year effects of communication programs designed to
influence awareness, beliefs, and the propensity to enlist.

Laboratory Testing

Copy testing techniques, such as provided by commercially available
services or specially designed studies, can be applied in experimental
design settings to contrast the potential effectiveness of alternative mes-
sage strategies. Some of these approaches involve theater-style testing of
mock-up commercials, others involve specially designed tests of port-
folios of prototype print ads, or tests could be based on exposure to alter-
native strategic approaches produced on prototype web pages. In this
approach, exposure to message strategies can be controlled and the capaci-
ties of the strategic directions to inform and influence various audiences
can be evaluated and contrasted. For example, a conventional “2 by 2”
factorial design could be employed to contrast the potential effects of two
different message strategies on a sample of research participants selected
to represent two audience groups of interest (a positive propensity group
and a negative propensity group). Clearly, more complex designs could
be developed depending on the alternative message issues to be con-
trasted and the types of audience groupings of interest. The value of
employing an experimental design outlook is that such studies call for a
research design to test specific alternatives, effective sampling techniques
to represent desired audiences, and the use of valid and reliable measures
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of effects. Importantly, the exact features of the design should be based on
a theory or model (such as the one developed in Chapter 2 and employed
in this chapter) and be utilized to inform specific alternative choices relat-
ing to the selection of message strategies or other advertising planning
questions. This is a more attractive approach for planning advertising
than the qualitative research studies that are sometimes employed for
advertising message evaluation, especially the highly subjective approach
of focus group interviews.

Smaller Scale In-Market Experiments

Another approach is presented by the possibility of utilizing web
sites in tandem with the selective use of conventional advertising media,
such as newspapers, magazines, and television. Web sites (or controlled
partitions within web sites) could be used to represent differing message
arguments. Alternative message approaches could be presented on a
random basis to web site visitors, or selected media vehicles (individual
ad placements in newspapers, magazines, or television commercial place-
ments) could be used to test the capacities of alternative message approaches
conventional to interest youth in visiting specific web site locations. The
web site technology would enable specific tracking to measure whether
“information relationships” can be developed with individual youth and
whether these relationships lead to applicant status, completed contracts,
and successful completion of basic training and the first term.5  In this
approach, message arguments could be tested in terms of their capacities
to attract interest and to guide audience members to further information
available on web sites. The flexibility and specificity of media use in the
approach would also allow for the testing of messages designed to reach
specialized groups of youths or other audiences of interest. In this way,
the message argument effects could be traced in terms of their capacities
to influence individual youth to visit with military recruiters, to become
successful applicants, and even to complete basic training.

In-Market Testing

In-market testing of alternative advertising messages, media selection
plans, or budget levels is a challenging endeavor. There are difficulties in
selecting (effectively matching) test market cities or regions, managing
specific media vehicles to control spillover or contamination, controlling

5For a discussion of web sites and the concept of information as a relationship, see
Eighmey (1997).
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related factors such as recruiting efforts, and developing outcome mea-
sures that apply specifically to the objectives of the market test (Bogart,
1986; Dertouzos, 1989).

Nevertheless, test market approaches could be particularly useful
with respect to the issues such the direction of specified youth beliefs and
the continuing decline in the propensity to enlist. One approach to this
problem is to invest in new and additional specific advertising directed to
the youth population and to youth influencers. New campaign message
approaches and new product introductions present opportunities for
more effective use of test markets (Bogart, 1986, p. 368). Advertising to
inform youth propensity and addressed to youth influencers would be
new approaches in the marketplace and, in the fashion of a new product
introduction, could present opportunities for test marketing and effective
tracking of outcomes in test market areas.

This approach would be useful for deciding whether there is under-
spending on the overall level of the military advertising effort and whether
specific campaigns directed to youth beliefs supporting propensity and to
youth influencers could improve the productivity of the military recruit-
ing process. Decision making with respect to these issues could be sup-
ported by in-market experiments or market tests that are of sufficient
duration and that employ noticeable levels of advertising in the selected
test areas. Survey methods could be used to track and compare awareness
of the test advertising, key beliefs, and the propensity to enlist.

Annual Survey of Propensity and Related Youth Beliefs

As demonstrated by the recent changes in youth beliefs and propen-
sity, there is a need for an annual survey research to update the previous
tracking of propensity to enlist and to measure the wider range of related
youth beliefs or values related to propensity. With respect to erosion of
certain youth beliefs related to the propensity to enlist, we have identified
the need to explore the potential impact of new message strategies con-
cerning topics such as duty to country and other youth beliefs. An annual
survey of propensity and related youth beliefs would assist in decision
making concerning the need for additional advertising efforts to inform
youth and the success of any such informative advertising campaigns in
influencing the overall level of propensity and youth beliefs that might be
the subject of such advertising.

CONCLUSIONS

The decade of the 1990s was a period of increasing challenge for
military recruiting. A strong economy presented increasing work oppor-
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tunities for civilian employment, youth interest in higher education
increased, and certain youth beliefs became less associated with military
service. These developments led to the point that annual recruiting goals
were not met in 1999. Since that time, employment opportunities in the
civilian workforce have become less plentiful, there have been highly
visible events involving national security, and some new advertising
approaches for military advertising have been introduced.

However, recent surveys of youth interest in the military have indi-
cated a short-term increased interest in military service followed by what
appears to be a return to the levels observed prior to September 11, 2001.
Such a direction would be consistent with the pattern in the propensity to
enlist shown by the YATS survey data for the period before and after the
1991 Persian Gulf war. These developments indicate the need to base
advertising planning on a model of youth beliefs relating to the propen-
sity to enlist and for continuous and consistent monitoring of those beliefs
and the propensity to enlist.

Once the relevant youth beliefs (outcome evaluations and behavioral
beliefs) are examined to an improved extent, it is recommended that alter-
native advertising message strategies be developed and tested on a regu-
lar basis to identify a range of possible message strategies beyond those
that have been traditionally employed to support military recruiting. The
possible effects of these message approaches should be tested using a
theory-based approach and a variety of testing methods to assess the
potential to use advertising to inform both the youth population and the
audience of adult youth influencers. Some questions that might be
addressed include:

• Will messages of duty, honor, and country result in a larger increase
in propensity than other messages, such as those invoking per-
sonal challenge, camaraderie, training, and adventure?

• Will propensity increase more substantially if messages are directed
at influencers rather than at young men and women?

• Over what range of expenditures is advertising cost-effective?

Finally, we recommend that military advertising be allocated and
assessed on the basis of the year-to-year measured information needs of
the youth population (and other relevant audiences) and that evaluation
of advertising performance focus on the extent to which these informa-
tion needs were met, as demonstrated by significant changes in such
factors as audience awareness, beliefs relating to the decision to enlist,
and intentions such as the propensity to enlist. This approach focuses on
marketplace factors that can be directly influenced by advertising. The
practice of keying the annual military advertising investment to year-to-
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year recruiting goal attainment, as measured by the number of enlist-
ments, inherently focuses on such factors as the direction of the overall
national economy, recruiter deployment decisions, and enlistment incen-
tives and ignores the ongoing information needs of youth as revealed by
the continuous tracking of measures of youth beliefs relevant to the deci-
sion to enlist and measures of the propensity to enlist. The variable nature
(up and down year-to-year) of advertising budgeting encouraged by focus-
ing primarily on enlistment goals seriously undercuts the capacity of
military recruitment advertising to help maintain the year-to-year readi-
ness of the youth population with respect to the possibility of military
service.
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5

Determining Optimal Levels of
Advertising and

Recruiting Resources

G enerally, econometric approaches are the most suitable research
designs for assessing the optimal levels of recruiting programs
and resources. They can be applied to both natural and experi-

mental data. Because they often can be applied successfully to natural
data, they can save the often significant costs associated with a formal
experiment. This can occur, however, only for resources and programs
that have been implemented and for which there is variation cross-
sectionally, over time, or preferably both.

Econometric methods can be used to isolate and identify the effects of
existing resources, policies, and external factors affecting recruiting out-
comes as well as their costs. There is by now a relatively well-developed
body of econometric research that has identified some of the most important
determinants of enlistment supply as well as the cost and effectiveness of
various recruiting resources and the trade-offs among them. Estimates
are based on the natural variation in key recruiting resources and out-
comes (usually aggregated) that occur over time and across geographic
locations.

In this chapter we first review current approaches as described in the
recent literature and then suggest practical areas in which the research
design can be improved (with best data sources) and that promise to
produce the most reliable results. An implicit theme is that one cannot
approach design issues in isolation. That is, to obtain better estimates of
the effect of advertising, for example, improvements must be made in
models that already account for other factors affecting supply in a solid
way, and vice versa. Hence, it is probably a mistake to think in terms of
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the best model for estimating recruiter effects, the best model for estimat-
ing advertising effects, and so forth. In this multivariate framework of the
actual recruiting market, one must adequately control for all factors to
isolate the effect of a single factor.1

ECONOMETRIC APPROACH TO ENLISTMENT SUPPLY

From the beginning of the All-Volunteer Force, enlistment supply has
been an ongoing topic of research.2  Econometric studies of enlistment
supply have used either aggregate national time-series data or panel
data—that is, data over time disaggregated by some geographic level
(e.g., state, county, Service-specific recruiting area). Early studies typi-
cally focused on highly qualified enlistments (H) and modeled H as a
function of exogenous economic factors (X) and recruiting resources (R):
H = h(X, R).3  These studies implicitly assumed that the supply of recruits
with low qualification levels (L) was unlimited and that these recruits are
costless to recruit.

Dertouzos (1985) and Polich, Dertouzos, and Press (1986) introduced
the current generation of recruiting supply models. These models are
distinguished by accounting formally for the role of recruiters’ prefer-
ences, the recruiting technology, and recruiter incentives. Dertouzos
(1985) argued that because it takes time and effort on the part of the
recruiter to attract and process even walk-in recruits, a more appropriate
formulation of the supply of highly qualified recruits adds L to the high-
quality enlistment supply function: H = f(X,R,L). L should have a negative
effect on H in this formulation.

Recruits do not simply appear off of the street. Recruiters must seek
them out and provide information about military service opportunities
that may convince them to join. This activity requires recruiters to expend
effort. The high-quality enlistment function is thus further modified to
include recruiter effort: H = f(X,R,L,E). Recruiter effort is unobservable to
researchers. But Polich, Dertouzos, and Press assume that it depends on
how high H and L are relative to the quotas that recruiters are given for
these two qualification categories of recruits (QH and QL, respectively).

1This can be tempered somewhat by noting that a particular specification designed to
measure advertising effects, for example, may control for other factors in a way that is not
designed to produce structural estimates of their effects, but simply control for variation
from that source. The point here is that this other variation must be accounted for.

2Nelson (1986) provides a useful survey of the voluminous studies conducted prior to the
mid-1980s.

3High-quality enlistments are enlistments of high-school diploma graduates who score 50
or above on the Armed Forces Qualification Test.
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When H (L) is low relative to QH (QL), recruiting is more difficult and
recruiters must work harder. Therefore, E = g(QH,QL). Substituting this
expression into the function above for H gives H = f(X,R,L,QH,QL). Most
enlistment supply studies operationalize this general function by assum-
ing that the natural logarithm of H, log(H), is a log-linear function of the
other variables:

log(H) = ηLlogL + ηXlogX + ηRlogR + ηQHlogQH + ηQLlogQL + ε

The random error ε in this equation accounts for unobservable influ-
ences on log(H). The coefficients in this equation are elasticities of H with
respect to the variables in the equation. Elasticities show the percentage
change in H due to a given percentage change in a given variable. For
example, a recruiter elasticity of 0.4 indicates that a 10 percent increase in
the recruiter force would lead to a 4 percent increase in H.

Warner, Simon, and Payne (2002) provide a detailed review of 15
econometric studies of enlistment supply conducted between 1985 and
1996. Some of the elasticity estimates from these studies are summarized
below. Models are usually estimated with panel data—that is, data that
vary by time (e.g., month, quarter, year) and cross-section unit (e.g.,
Service recruiting area, state).4

The log-linear model rationalizes the inclusion of quotas as factors
affecting highly qualified enlistment. It implies that an increase in quotas
will, by stimulating recruiter effort, increase enlistments. It is possible,
however, that the effect of quotas depends on whether H is above or
below QH and L is above or below QL. Daula and Smith (1985) and Berner
and Daula (1993) pursue a different modeling strategy based on the con-
cept of “switching” regression. Their approaches break the restriction of
linear relationships between log(H) and log(QH) and log(QL) and permit
changes in quotas to have different effects depending on how high they
are relative to H. Daula and Smith (1985) allowed log(H) to switch between
“supply-constrained” regimes (H < QH) and “demand-constrained”
regimes (H > QH). Studying Army recruiting battalions, Berner and Daula
(1993) allowed H to fall into three regimes: those that were highly supply-

4 The proper estimation method with panel data depends on the form of the residual in
the model. In panel data, the residual ε may be composed of three different factors. The first
is a state effect, which is constant over time. The second is a time effect, which captures the
influences of unobservable influences that are common to all states at a point in time. The
third is an idiosyncratic factor, which varies randomly by state and time. Models with panel
data can be estimated by using one-way or two-way fixed-effects models that control for
unobservable state and time effects (Greene, 2002).
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constrained, those that were producing around the quota, and those that
were producing well above their quota.

Issues in Estimation of Advertising Effects

Two key issues in estimating the effects of advertising are (1) func-
tional form, the shape of the relationship between expenditures or impres-
sions and enlistments, and (2) dynamics, how advertising in one period
affects recruiting in subsequent periods. The simplest form of relation-
ship is a semilogarithmic relationship in which log(H) is related linearly to
current or lagged expenditures or impressions. The semilogarithmic rela-
tionship imposes the restriction that each dollar increase in advertising
gives the same percentage change in H. Another frequently assumed form
of relationship is the log-log relationship, in which log(H) is related to the
natural logarithms of current or lagged advertising. This form of relation-
ship imposes the restriction that the elasticity of enlistment with respect
to advertising is constant regardless of the level of advertising. A short-
coming of this specification is that the logarithmic transformation requires
excluding those observations for which the advertising measure has a
value of 0, often the case with military advertising.5

Dertouzos and Garber (2003) argue that the functional relationship
needs to be flexible in order to estimate the effects of advertising over a
wide range of levels of advertising. Furthermore, they argue that adver-
tising must reach a minimum critical level before it has any impact on
enlistment. Beyond this critical minimum level, increases in advertising
increase highly qualified enlistments, first at an increasing rate and later
at a decreasing rate. Finally, beyond some saturation level, advertising
ceases to have any impact on highly qualified enlistments. A form that
allows regions of both increasing and diminishing returns is the logistics
function. Figure 5-1 illustrates logistics and linear relationships between
the log of highly qualified enlistments and advertising expenditures.

The second important specification issue raised by Dertouzos and
Garber is the timing of the relationship between advertising and enlist-
ment. Advertising in a particular month is likely to affect highly qualified
enlistments in future months, and the problem is how to specify the timing
of the advertising-enlistment relationship. Some studies have imposed
specific distributed lag relationships. One popular form of distributed lag
relationship, the Koyck lag, imposes a geometrically declining relation-

5Alternatively, one can set the advertising measure equal to some small number. How-
ever, Hogan, Dali, Mackin, and Mackie (1996) reported that results were sensitive to this
choice of number. For this reason, they entered advertising linearly in levels.
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FIGURE 5-1 Hypothetical relationships between log of highly qualified enlist-
ment and advertising: Logistics and linear cases.

ship between past advertising and current enlistments. That is, advertis-
ing has a larger near-term effect than far-term effect. Specific lag forms
such as the Koyck are often assumed when time-series are short and there
are insufficient data to accurately estimate a large number of lag parameters.
Despite this virtue, they run the risk that the true relationship is not of the
assumed form. With a long enough time series, it is possible to simply
include a sufficient number of lags of advertising in the model and esti-
mate the parameters by regression.

Estimates from Econometric Studies

Table 5-1 outlines the empirical strategies of 16 enlistment studies of
male highly qualified recruits carried out between 1985 and 2001.6  Eleven
of these studies focused on a single Service. The factors that determine
high-quality enlistment supply fall into three categories: (1) recruiting
market factors (relative military pay, unemployment rate, youth popula-

6Nelson (1986) summarizes studies performed with data from the 1970s.
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tion); (2) recruiting resources (number of recruiters, advertising budgets);
and (3) recruiting policy variables (recruiting goals, enlistment bonuses,
college benefits). Table 5-2 summarizes the findings from the studies in
Table 5-1 with respect to recruiters and advertising.

Excluding Warner’s (1990) negative estimate for the Air Force, esti-
mates of the elasticity of highly qualified enlistments with respect to
recruiters range from a low of 0.090 for the Air Force (Fernandez,1982) to
1.65 for the Army (Dertouzos, 1985). The Fernandez and Dertouzos esti-
mates were obtained from data that spanned very short time periods.
Estimates from longer time periods and periods over which recruiters
exhibit more variation are more reliable. Furthermore, because the allocation
of recruiters to geographic areas is likely to be correlated with unobserv-
able factors that vary systematically across geographic areas, estimates
based on models that include fixed geographic effects are probably less
biased than are other estimates. In fact, studies with panel data employ-
ing fixed effects for geographic area or time (or both) have tended to yield
smaller recruiter elasticity estimates.7  The mean of the recruiter elasticity
estimates in Table 5-2 is 0.55, implying that a 10 percent change in the
recruiter stock changes enlistment of highly qualified recruits by about
5.5 percent.

As Table 5-2 shows, there are many fewer estimates of the effects of
advertising than of recruiters. In the only experimental study of advertis-
ing effectiveness, Dertouzos (1989) reanalyzed the Ad Mix Test data.
Unlike the original analysis by Carroll (1987), Dertouzos estimated posi-
tive but modest effects of advertising. However, flaws in the design of the
test limited the usefulness of the data produced by that experiment. The
table reveals the paucity of econometric estimates of advertising effects. A
primary reason is the lack of data. The Navy, through a contract with PEP
Research, Inc., was the only Service to systematically collect advertising
data at any geographic level of detail throughout the 1980s.8  Through a
contract with the Department of Defense (DoD), PEP collected advertis-
ing data on all four Services by month by county for the period 1988-1997.

Warner (1991) provided an early analysis of the PEP data. Using
annual data at the Navy Recruiting District level, he estimated the elasticity
of enlistments of highly qualified recruits with respect to all Navy adver-
tising to be about 0.05. That is, doubling Navy advertising would raise

7Estimation procedure may account for the different recruiter elasticities estimated by
Fernandez (1982) and Dertouzos (1985). Fernandez (1982) used a fixed-effects estimator in
his dataset of 67 Military Entrance Processing Stations (MEPS); Dertouzos (1985), who used
a 33-MEPS subset of Fernandez’s (1982) dataset, did not.

8PEP estimates military advertising expenditures and impressions at the county level for
many categories of advertising.
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TABLE 5-1 Empirical Strategies

Beginning Ending Cross-Sectional # X-
Date of Date of Frequency Unit of Sec

Study Study Study of Data Observation Units

Berner and Oct-80 Jan-90 Monthly Battalion 55
Daula
(1993)

Bohn and Oct-92 Sep-95 Monthly NRD 31
Schmitz
(1996)

Buddin Oct-86 Sep-90 Monthly Battalion 53
(1991)

Daula and Oct-80 Jun-83 Monthly Battalion 54
Smith
(1985)

Dertouzos Dec-79 Sep-81 Monthly AFEES 33
(1985)

Dertouzos Oct-83 Sep-84 Monthly ADI 210
(1989)

Fernandez Dec-79 Sep-81 Monthly AFEES 66
(1982)

Goldberg Jul-71 Dec-77 Quarterly Nation 1
(1979)
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Services
Included Study Theoretical Estimation Fixed Log or
in Study Type Framework Procedure Effects? Linear

Army Econometric Recruiter 3-regime Yes Log
utility switching
maximization regression model

Navy Navy College Reduced OLS No Linear
Fund form

Army Army’s 2+2+4 Recruiter Nonlinear No Log
Experiment utility 3SLS

maximization

Army Econometric Supply and 2-regime Some Log
demand switching models

regression
model

Army Econometric Recruiter 2SLS and No Log
utility maximum
maximization likelihood

All Advertising Reduced SUR with No Log
Mix Test form correction for

serial
correlation

Army, Educational 12-month first Yes Log
Air Force, Assistance Reduced difference using
Navy Test Program form LS with

correction for
heteroskedasticity

Navy Econometric Reduced Maximum No Linear
form likelihood

corrected for
heteroskedasticity

Continued
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TABLE 5-1 Continued

Beginning Ending Cross-Sectional # X-
Date of Date of Frequency Unit of Sec

Study Study Study of Data Observation Units

Hogan Jan-90 Dec-94 Monthly NRD 31
et al.
(1996)

Kearl
et al. Oct-80 Dec-89 Quarterly Brigade 5
(1990)

Murray and Oct-82 Sep-93 Monthly PUMA 911
McDonald
(1999)

Polich Jul-81 Jun-84 Monthly MEPS 66
et al.
(1986)

Smith Oct-80 Sep-89 Monthly Battalion 55
et al.
(1990)

Warner Oct-80 Sep-87 Quarterly NRD 41
(1990)

Warner Oct-80 Sep-90 Annual NRD 41
(1991)

Warner, Oct-89 Oct-97 Monthly State 51
Simon and
Payne
(2001)

NOTE:  ADI = areas of dominant influence; AFEES = armed forces entrance examination
station; MEPS = military entrance processing station; NRD = Navy recruiting district; PUMA
= public-use microdata areas. FIML = full information maximum likelihood; IV = instru-
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Services
Included Study Theoretical Estimation Fixed Log or
in Study Type Framework Procedure Effects? Linear

Navy Econometric Reduced LS with Yes Both
form correction for

serial correlation;
IV for advertising
in some models

Reduced GLS No Log
Army General form heteroskedasticity

All Econometric Hybrid OLS corrected for Yes Log
structural heteroskedasticity
and reduced and serial
form correlation; IV

for some variables

Army Enlistment Recruiter Two-stage No Log
Bonus utility procedure

maximization using 3SLS

Army Econometric Enlistee OLS—found that Yes Log
utility correcting for
maximization serial correlation

did not affect
estimates

All Econometric Reduced Effects Yes Log
form

Navy Econometric Recruiter OLS and Yes Log
utility fixed
maximization effects

All Econometric Recruiter Fixed effects with Yes Both
utility IV for some
maximization variables

mental variables; LS = least squares; GLS = generalized least squares; OLS = ordinary least
squares; 2SLS = 2-stage least squares; 3SLS = 2SLS followed by SUR; SUR = seemingly
unrelated regressions.
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TABLE 5-2 Econometric Estimates of Advertising Elasticities

Study Sample

Berner and Daula (1993)

Bohn and Schmitz (1996)
OLS
NRD dummies included
NRD and month dummies included

Buddin (1991)

Daula and Smith (1985)
“Pooled”
Supply-Constrained
Demand-Constrained

Dertouzos (1985)
Reduced form, 1980—goals included
Reduced form, 1981—goals included
Structural model 1980—2SLS
Structural model 1981—2SLS
Structural model 1980—FIML
Structural model 1981—FIML

Dertouzos (1989)
Army
Navy
Air Force
Marines

Fernandez (1982)
Army
Navy
Air Force

Goldberg (1979)

Hogan et al. (1996):  Median estimates
TV
Radio
Mailings
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Elasticities

Service Joint Recruiters Advertising Measure
Advertising Advertising National Impressions

0.208 NA 0.274

NA NA 0.221
NA NA 0.346
NA NA 0.139

NA NA 0.238 Expenditures

Impressions and
0.089 NA 0.585 expenditures
0.107 NA 0.959
0.156 NA 0.826

NA NA 0.842
NA NA 0.466
NA NA 1.193
NA NA 1.086
NA NA 1.647
NA NA 1.529

Expenditures
0.028 0.016 0.227

–0.005 0.028 0.526
0.071 0.008 0.303

–0.001 0.023 0.470

0.295
0.274
0.090

0.140 1.270 Dollars

0.286
0.028 0.031 Impressions
0.021 0.009 Impressions
0.038 0.029 Impressions

Continued
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Kearl et al. (1990)
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3

Murray and McDonald (1999)
Army early (1983-87)
Army late (1990-93)
Marine Corps early (1983-87)
Marine Corps late (1990-93)
Air Force early (1983-87)
Air Force late (1990-93)
Navy early (1983-87)
Navy late (1990-93)

Polich et al. (1986)

Smith et al. (1990)

Warner (1990)
Army, time trend included
Navy, time trend included
Air Force, time trend included
Marine Corps, time trend included

Warner (1991)

Warner, Simon, and Payne (2001)
Army
Navy
Air Force
Marine Corps

SUMMARY STATISTICS
Mean
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation

TABLE 5-2 Continued

Study Sample

NOTE:  2SLS = 2-stage least squares; FIML = full information maximum likelihood; NRD =
Navy recruiting district; OLS = ordinary least squares.
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Expenditures
0.430 0.480
0.580 0.680
0.720 1.150

0.51
0.60
0.53
0.62
0.49
0.59
0.33
0.24

0.056 0.597 Expenditures

0.050 0.150 Expenditures

Expenditures
0.103 0 0.371
0.015 –0.004 0.412

–0.034 0.004 –0.045
–0.017 0.001 0.487

0.050 –0.028 0.527 Expenditures

0.136 0.008 0.410 Impressions
0.084 –0.003 0.640 Impressions

–0.013 0.015 0.480 Impressions
–0.065 0.022 0.470 Impressions

0.114 0.010 0.551
0.186 0.015 0.368
1.625 1.545 0.667

Elasticities

Service Joint Recruiters Advertising Measure
Advertising Advertising National Impressions
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enlistments of highly qualified recruits by 5 percent. Despite the appar-
ently low response, advertising was found to be cost-effective in com-
parison to recruiters because Navy advertising was a very low part of the
overall recruiting budget in the 1980s (see the cost estimates section below).

Hogan et al. (1996) examined the impact of Navy advertising with
more recent data. Furthermore, they estimated the effects of various sub-
categories of advertising. Using a fixed-effects model, they estimated a
TV elasticity of 0.03, a radio advertising estimate of 0.02, and a magazine
advertising elasticity of 0.04. Elasticities were also estimated for joint-
Service TV (0.031) and radio advertising, and mail advertising (own
Service, 0.038; joint-Service mail, 0.029).

Warner, Simon, and Payne (2001) utilized PEP data to estimate an
overall advertising elasticity for the Army of 0.13 and for the Navy of 0.08.
In models that separated advertising into TV and non-TV advertising,
they obtained TV elasticity estimates of 0.09 and 0.05 for the Army and
Navy, respectively, and non-TV estimates of 0.07 and 0.05 for those Services.
But no relationship was found between Air Force and Marine Corps
enlistments of highly qualified recruits and advertising. Those Services’
advertising programs are much smaller than the Army and Navy pro-
grams, so the insignificance of the estimates could reflect the smaller scale
of those programs. Furthermore, there was some doubt about the quality
of the data for those Services.

Because these studies all imposed log-log or semilog functional rela-
tionships between log(H) and advertising, one should not use these esti-
mates to infer the effects of advertising over a wide possible range of
advertising expenditures. Dertouzos and Garber (2003) recently reanalyzed
the Ad Mix Test data imposing the logistic relationship between log(H)
and four forms of advertising: TV, radio, magazine, and newspaper. Esti-
mates were consistent with the theory and suggested different S-shaped
curves for the different media types. Newspaper spending did not appear
to have an impact on log(H) at any level of advertising. Magazine adver-
tising had an effect at a very low level but reached the saturation level at
a very low level of spending. Radio advertising had larger minimum
effectiveness and larger saturation levels than magazine advertising. TV
advertising had the largest minimum effectiveness and the largest satura-
tion levels.

Dertouzos and Garber report extreme difficulty in estimating their
models with more recent (fiscal year 1993-1997) data.9  Service-specific
estimates were not, in their opinion, very reliable. They therefore aggre-

9In particular, the logistic advertising model must be estimated with nonlinear regres-
sion, and they had difficulty getting nonlinear regression procedures to converge. And
when they did, estimates did not seem to be very plausible.
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gated their data to the DoD level and estimated models of total DoD
enlistments as a function of advertising and other control variables. Some
models contained total advertising, while others contained TV and non-
TV advertising. These models yielded significant positive effects of total
advertising and of TV advertising, but not of non-TV advertising.

Recruiting Cost Function

The concept of recruiting cost functions (RCF) is taken from the eco-
nomic theory of production. The RCF provides an estimate of the optimal
(i.e., cost minimizing) resource levels to achieve a given set of recruiting
goals. They can be derived directly from the enlistment supply models,
which may be interpreted as recruiting production functions.

The RCF is derived as the outcome of the following cost-minimization
problem:

choose  to  subject to X C p X f H L X Z Ei ii
nmin ( *, *, , *, ) .= ==∑ 01

where the p’s are the prices or unit costs of n resources over which there is
choice, the X’s, and H* and L* are particular values for highly qualified
and less-well-qualified recruits, respectively. The vector Z consists of
factors over which the Services do not have control but that affect recruit-
ing. It includes the civilian unemployment rate and civilian wages as well
as, arguably, the aggregate military pay raise. The vector X includes
recruiters, bonuses, advertising, and college benefits, among other things.

As a result of solving the minimization problem and solving the first
order equations for a minimum, we obtain the recruiting cost function:

C = C(p,H,L,Z)

where C is the minimum total cost of recruiting H highly qualified recruits
and L recruits with low qualification levels, and p is a vector of resource
prices and Z are factors affecting cost that are beyond the control or choice
of the Service. In addition to providing an estimate of the minimum total
cost, the RCF also provides an estimate of the optimal levels of resources
that constitute the cost. That is, a product of the cost function is an esti-
mate of the optimal amount of each resource, given the overall goals,
where “optimal” is the cost-minimizing amounts. Moreover, by differen-
tiating with respect to H or to L, one obtains an estimate of the marginal
cost of highly qualified and less-well-qualified recruits.

A RCF was developed for each Service by Hogan and Smith (1994). A
version of the RCF is currently in use by the Office of the Secretary of
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Defense and the Chief of the Naval Recruiting Command. In these appli-
cations, the RCF uses a log-log specification of the underlying enlistment
supply model. The model provides the cost and levels of resources for a
given set of recruiting goals and for a given economic environment.

Marginal Resource Cost Estimates10

Once the responsiveness of enlistment to recruiting resources has been
estimated, estimates can be used to calculate the marginal cost of enlist-
ment. A greater responsiveness of enlistment to recruiting resources im-
plies lower marginal cost. Consider the marginal cost of highly qualified
enlistments brought about by an expansion of the recruiter force. The
marginal cost of highly qualified enlistment via recruiters can be calcu-
lated as C*(R/H)/ηR where C is the cost of a recruiter, R is the ratio of
recruiters to highly qualified enlistments, and ηR is the elasticity of H with
respect to R. If C = $45,000 (DoD recruiter cost factor), R/H = 0.1 (late 1990s
ratio for the Army, the Navy, and the Marine Corps), and ηR = 0.5, then
the marginal cost of H via additional recruiters would be $9,000. Since ηR
is 0.5, the marginal cost is twice the average cost ($4,500). The most plau-
sible estimates of ηR range from 0.3 to 0.6 (Table 5-2). This range of esti-
mates implies marginal recruiter costs for the Army, the Navy, and the
Marine Corps in the range of $7,500 to $15,000. Because Air Force recruit-
ers average about 25 highly qualified contracts per recruiter, marginal
recruiter cost for the Air Force is much lower (about $3,400).

The marginal cost of highly qualified enlistments brought about by
an expansion in advertising can be calculated similarly. At 1997 budget
levels, Warner, Simon, and Payne calculated the marginal cost of recruits
via an expansion of Army advertising to be about $10,700. Because they

10Marginal cost estimates reported here are inclusive of “rents.” Rents are the amounts
over and above that amount necessary to obtain the recruits. They are more important for
some ways of obtaining additional recruits than others. For example, additional recruits
will be attracted to enlist if there is an increase in first-term pay. But because all recruits,
even those who would have enlisted without the increase in first-term pay, would receive
the pay increase, rents from this method of increasing recruits supplied are large. In con-
trast, rents associated with increasing recruits through the efforts of additional recruiters
are negligible. From the perspective of the economy as a whole, rents are approximately a
transfer payment, neither a cost nor a benefit. They represent resources transferred from
some to others in the economy, although there may be additional costs if the resources are
taxed from some, and this taxation affects behavior. Nonrent costs are always costs to the
economy. They represent resources used up in the production of some good or service.
Hence, if two or more ways of increasing the supply of qualified recruits have the same
marginal cost when rents are included, the one with the lower marginal cost excluding
rents is preferred from the perspective of the economy as a whole.
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estimated a larger responsiveness of enlistment to advertising than those
obtained in some of the studies summarized in Table 5-2, marginal adver-
tising costs could in fact be greater.

The logistics functional form employed by Dertouzos and Garber
implies high marginal advertising costs at low levels of enlistment fol-
lowed by declining marginal costs in the midrange of advertising outlays
and then by high marginal costs as advertising reaches a saturation point
(which may depend on the target market and the advertising message
strategy). Dertouzos and Garber calculated that, at 1993-1997 advertising
budget levels, the marginal cost of a DoD highly qualified male enlist-
ment via total advertising to be about $37,000. But FY 1993-1997 was a
period of relatively low advertising; advertising outlays rose dramatically
in the FY 1998-2000 period. Dertouzos and Garber (2003) calculated that,
at an advertising spending level roughly double the average level prevail-
ing in the FY 1993-1997 period, marginal advertising costs for highly
qualified male contracts would fall to about $10,500. Furthermore, accord-
ing to their calculations, marginal costs of the recruits obtained via TV
advertising would continue to fall over a much higher range of spending
before beginning to increase.11

Estimates of the Effects of Other Resources

Econometric methods can be applied to estimate the effects of other
resources not often considered in the traditional enlistment supply model.
An example is an econometric estimate of the effect of the number and
location of recruiting stations on recruit supply (Hogan, Mehay, and
Hughes, 1998). In this analysis, an enlistment supply model was estimated
that was not dissimilar from the models described above. It consisted of a
pooled time series of cross-sections. The dependent variable was specified
as enlistments in a given zip code area. Explanatory variables included,
among other things, distance to the nearest recruiting station. This per-
mitted assessment of the effect of recruiting station location on enlistment
supply. Estimates indicated that the number and location of recruiting
stations had a significant effect on recruiting.

Econometric methods can often be applied to include additional
resources or factors that could potentially affect recruiting. The data for
the additional resource or factor must be available for the same cross-

11These cost estimates are dependent on the assumed functional (logistic) form. While
certainly the most plausible functional form found in the recruiting literature, more work
clearly needs to be done to verify that it fits the data better than other forms. Given the
difficulty of estimating the model and the probable fragility of their estimates, Dertouzos
and Garber stress the need for more work in this area.
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sectional and time-series dimensions as the other variables included in
the model. What is important is that the effect of the additional variable
be included in a model that also includes all other resources or factors
affecting recruiting. Failure to include all other variables increases the
likelihood of obtaining a biased estimate of the effect.

IMPROVEMENTS IN DOD RECRUITING RESEARCH

Effects of Recruiters

Aspects of the econometric estimates of the effects of recruiters on
enlistment supply can be improved by a relatively straightforward exten-
sion of existing models. First, an individual recruiter’s productivity varies
with experience. Newly assigned recruiters typically produce few or even
no recruits in their first six months on station. Over the next 18 months,
productivity rises and reaches a plateau. Then productivity begins to
decline as the recruiter prepares to rotate back to his or her primary skill
area.12  Hence, one can expect the productivity of recruiters to vary sys-
tematically with experience. When the recruiting force increases signifi-
cantly in a short period of time, average experience declines. Similarly,
when the recruiting force declines rapidly, it is usually by a dispropor-
tionate decline in new recruits, increasing average experience and pro-
ductivity.

Failure to account for the effect of these changes on the average expe-
rience and average productivity of recruiters as a whole may bias the
measured recruiter productivity toward zero. By measuring the average
experience or tenure of recruiters in the estimation equation, it may be
possible to improve the precision of estimates and perhaps eliminate a
bias in the estimation of recruiter effects on supply. Moreover, by estimat-
ing econometric models for which the dependent variable is a measure of
individual recruiter productivity, insights can be gleaned regarding fac-
tors affecting individual productivity.

A second issue in measuring the effects of recruiters is to expand the
analysis of recruiter incentives beyond the effects of aggregate quotas.
This would attempt to capture econometrically the more sophisticated
Service “point” systems and other complex incentive structures (see Asch,
1990, for an early analysis of the Navy recruiter point system).

Finally, a third issue that has not been addressed in the literature is to
include the effects of reserve force competition on active-duty recruiting.
While other Service competition has been included in several econometric

12 This is described for a cohort of recruiters in McCloy et al. (2001)
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specifications, no models have incorporated reserve force component
competition for nonprior service recruits. For the selected reserve force,
the proportion of nonprior-service recruits is likely to rise relative to those
who affiliate while leaving active-duty service, simply because active
strength has declined and retention has increased. This may foster greater
competition with active recruiting, in that in many instances they are
competing for recruits from the same set of high school seniors and others.
Incorporating reserve force recruiting into active-duty recruiting models
may help explain the potential interactions, while providing estimates of
the factors affecting reserve force recruiting.

Advertising Content

Econometric estimates that incorporate the effect of advertising have
measured advertising largely as homogenous counts of “impressions”—
the number in relevant populations who see or hear the advertisement—
or expenditures by period and geographic location. They have not
attempted to get inside the expenditure or impression to measure differ-
ences in effects by specific advertising content.

Data could be constructed for television advertising that distinguished
the content of the advertisement as well. That is, if there are one or two
dominant advertising themes for a campaign for a given Service in time
period 1, but this changed in time period 2 and again in time period 3, the
advertising variable itself could be constructed to allow for different
effects for the same ostensible level of advertising (impressions or expen-
ditures) over each of these three periods.

Previous econometric models have separately distinguished the
effects of various types of advertising on recruiting. Radio, magazine, or
print advertising and television advertising have been distinguished, for
example. If the time periods for major television advertising themes or
campaigns can also be distinguished in the data, it is not difficult to specify
the model to allow them to have separate effects. Distinguishing different
effects for television advertising based on the content of the advertise-
ments themselves, however, would be difficult because one would be
attributing a portion of the variation over time in recruiting to the shift
among advertising themes or specific advertisements. The model specifi-
cation and supporting data must be solid to isolate the effects.

An alternative approach to allowing separate estimates by advertis-
ing campaign would be to try and isolate essential elements of an adver-
tising theme and measure them in continuous variables. This would
undoubtedly entail some subjectivity. One could, however, classify ads
by the seconds devoted to three or four themes—training, postservice
education, compensation, adventure, and patriotism, for example. This
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would be an interesting exercise, but it would not distinguish differences
in the quality of a given message within a given theme. That is, it would
not distinguish between good advertisements that feature training as a
theme from bad advertisements that feature training as a theme.

Hence, we suggest that initial attempts in this area try to test for
differences in effects of advertising campaigns by allowing distinguish-
able campaigns to have different effects. Then, if it is established that
effects do appear to vary significantly by content and not just dollars or
expenditures, a second step would be to try to understand how content
variation affects recruiting.

More Flexible Functional Forms

A limitation of much of the empirical research is that the functional
forms of the econometric specifications have been relatively restricted.
Perhaps one way to understand some of the implications of the particular
functional forms is to consider an enlistment supply equation as analo-
gous to a production function for recruits. The log-log form of the supply
curve that has been popular forces elasticity estimates to be constant,
regardless of level of recruiting activity or of the particular recruiting
factor. Moreover, when the RCF is derived from such estimates, it is
readily seen that the factor shares of each price resource—the proportion
of total cost of production attributable to each resource—are constant
regardless of how the prices of resources change.

More flexible functional forms would provide less restrictive con-
straints on parameter estimates. In the literature reviewed, this is particu-
larly important for the measurement of the effects of advertising and for
modeling the effects on recruiter incentives. But it is also important to
obtain more precise and useful estimates of the effects of resources in
general. The more flexible functional forms, such as the trans-log formu-
lation, typically require richer data for estimation. This is in part because
these forms allow the data to determine whether the effects of factors may
vary with scale or with relative proportions of other factors, rather than
imposing them as constraints in the mathematical formulation. As panel
data become more refined and become available over longer periods,
application of more flexible functional forms can perhaps provide new
sets of insights on factors affecting recruiting.

A theme underlying all of the suggested areas for improvement is the
need for better data, consistently collected and retained over time. Sug-
gested improvements in estimates of the effects of advertising, recruiters,
and other incentives will require more sophisticated functional forms and
more detailed specification of effects. This places greater demands on
data than has historically been the case.
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Ideally, these data should include enlistment contract and accession
data, by level of qualification and Service, at the lowest reasonable level of
aggregation and time period. Data at the individual recruit level, coupled
with information regarding timing of enlistment, home (zip code) of the
recruit, and recruiting station should be maintained over time. Impor-
tantly, the data should also include information on the resources and
incentives that have been applied and the external factors that were in
effect during the period, as well as indications of recruiting policies,
incentives, quotas, and so forth. Advertising data, which we discuss in
several places, should contain information not simply on impressions or
dollar expenditures, but also include a systematic characterization of
advertising content, if these are to be evaluated. These data should, again,
be able to be tied to the recruiting data at the lowest reasonable level of
aggregation.
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6

The Timing and Levels of
Joint and Service-Specific

Advertising

In this chapter we discuss research regarding two questions. First, is
there a minimum level of advertising necessary for a cost-effective
recruiting program, even if that advertising is not necessary to achieve

contemporaneous enlistment contract goals? Historically, when the recruit-
ing climate is good and recruits are plentiful, military planners tend to cut
advertising budgets, thereby contributing to a reduction in “awareness”
capital and propensity levels. This may possibly set up a boom or bust
cycle, in which propensity falls, recruiting becomes more difficult, and
then advertising funds have to be restored—or even increased beyond
what they would have been without the initial cut—to stimulate propen-
sity and enlistment. To our knowledge, this issue has not been studied
extensively, and therefore the best research designs may not be immedi-
ately clear.1 This chapter discusses the possibility of both econometric and
experimental designs to address the question.

The second question concerns the proper levels of joint and Service-
specific advertising. Certain types of advertising themes, such as generic
themes designed to increase overall propensity, may be best done as a
joint program, while advertising themes featuring specific benefits of mili-

1Goldberg and Kimko (2003) studied aggregate enlistments into the four Services over
time and estimate larger business cycle (e.g., unemployment) effects for the Army and the
Navy than are generally estimated in the studies summarized in Chapter 5.  They recom-
mend an early warning system that will help the Department of Defense (DoD) predict
turning points in recruiting and undertake policy actions that will reduce the
cyclicality of recruiting.
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tary service are best done in the Service programs. We do not currently
know much about what levels of Service and joint advertising will most
efficiently sustain different levels of propensity and enlistment. Answer-
ing this question is most likely to require a combination of research designs,
both econometric and experimental.

MINIMUM LEVEL OF ADVERTISING

In the discussion in Chapter 5 of the optimal levels of recruiting
resources to achieve a given set of recruiting goals, the optimal amount of
advertising, like the optimal amount of any other recruiting resource, was
the amount that permits goal achievement at lowest cost. Is there some
minimum level of advertising that is above the level of advertising that
minimizes the total cost of achieving current recruiting goals, but may be
optimal in a longer term perspective? For example, consider a case in
which, because of a poor economy and high unemployment rates, or a
significant reduction in the current demand for new recruits, or both,
current recruiting goals can be achieved even if recruiting resources,
including advertising, are drastically reduced. Is there a reason to main-
tain resources, particularly advertising, above the minimum level to achieve
current goals?

If the answer is yes, it must be because greater advertising expendi-
tures in one period will make recruiting goals in a future period less
costly to achieve. That is, there must be dynamic aspects to some types of
recruiting resources such that current expenditures on those resources
affect both current and future recruiting. As we discussed in Chapter 5
and as reported in the literature (Hogan, Dali, Mackin, and Mackie, 1996;
Dertouzos and Garber, 2003), current advertising expenditures contribute
to a stock of information and awareness capital. This stock changes over
time, as the existing stock of information decays but is replenished by
new advertising expenditures.

Hence, under this basic concept of a flow of advertising contributing
to a stock of awareness or information capital, one can anticipate that the
effect of reducing the flow of new advertising on recruiting will, at first,
be small. But as the stock continues to decay without replenishment, the
adverse effect on recruiting can grow. This is illustrated in Figure 6-1,
which assumes a depreciation rate of 10 percent. The stock of information
and awareness capital has been built up to a notional value of 100 units in
month 1. However, from that month forward, new advertising, which
contributes to the stock, is cut to zero. Some level of new advertising is
necessary simply to compensate for the depreciation of the existing stock.
The effect on the ability to recruit is, at first, modest, because the stock of
capital by month 3 is about 80 percent of the original stock. However,
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FIGURE 6-1 Stock of information and awareness capital at 10 percent monthly
depreciation (notional).

with no new advertising and continued depreciation, the stock would
quickly be depleted to less than 30 percent of its original value.

Now, assume that new advertising, equivalent to a contribution to
the stock of 15 units per month, is provided. In this case, the stock of
information, initially at 100, rises eventually to a new equilibrium of 150,
where depreciation (10 percent of 150) equals new advertising of 15 units.
At this point, new advertising exactly offsets the depreciation, maintain-
ing a stock of information and awareness capital of about 150. When new
advertising exceeds depreciation, the stock grows. This is shown in Fig-
ure 6-2.

This simple example suggests how one may reduce advertising
resources and in the short term experience no significant reduction in
recruits. Moreover, assume that, initially, the optimal level (i.e., cost-
minimizing level) of the stock of advertising is 100. Then, because the
economy sours and the demand for recruits declines, the new optimal
level of the stock is 50. That is, significantly less awareness is necessary to
recruit the desired numbers. In this case, it would make sense to reduce
new advertising until the new equilibrium stock is approached, then
increase it again.

However, if there is reason to believe that external economic condi-
tions are likely to improve significantly, or that the demand for new
recruits is to increase, it may be imprudent to permit the stock of aware-
ness capital decline to this level. This would be of greater concern if the
marginal cost of increasing awareness capital in a particular period was
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FIGURE 6-2 Stock of information and awareness capital (notional).

increasing. That is, let A be the augmentation to the stock of awareness
capital in a given time period. Then, let C(A) be the cost of increasing
awareness capital by A in a given period (month). We have:
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If the marginal cost of increasing the stock of awareness capital
increases with the magnitude of the desired increase in capital, then it
may be less costly to begin increasing the stock of information capital in
periods earlier than is needed for current recruiting.

To abstract from uncertainty over the demand for recruits, let us
assume that the time path of recruit quotas for both highly qualified
recruits (QH) and less-well-qualified recruits (QL) is known and that it
fluctuates over time. One way to express the issue is whether there is a
case for which
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where C(….) is the cost function for producing highly qualified and less
qualified recruits, respectively, in period t, and r is the discount rate. The
variable P is the vector of recruiting resource prices in the period and E is
a vector representing the state of the economy. The notation min repre-
sents the cost-minimizing levels of inputs to exactly produce the supply
of recruits to meet goals in period t, while opt is the level of resources that
minimizes, not the costs in a specific period, but the present value of costs
over periods 1 through T, when discounted at interest rate r. In the second
case, potential supply may be greater than necessary to meet current
goals. If so, it is optimal because it lowers the costs of meeting subsequent
goals. If the above inequality holds as a general case, then there is a level
of resources above the level necessary to meet current goals that mini-
mizes the present value of costs over the longer term.

How can we test the hypothesis that the inequality, defined above,
may hold? We are likely to be able to do so only indirectly. If advertising
is the reason the inequality holds, it is necessary that: (1) advertising
expenditures have effects over time and (2) the marginal cost of increas-
ing the stock of information or awareness capital in a given time period is
increasing.

If advertising affects the stock of information capital only in the period
in which it is produced, then the stock of capital and the flow of advertis-
ing in a given period are equal, except for any external factors affecting
the stock. In a sense, the depreciation rate of the inherited stock is 100
percent. The only reason to increase advertising in a given period would
be to affect current enlistment supply, and there would be no reason not
to reduce advertising if not needed in the current period. Furthermore, if
advertising adds to the effective stock of information at a constant mar-
ginal cost, it would be less costly, in a present value sense, to wait until
the advertising is needed before increasing it, and to do it all in one
period. Only if marginal costs are rising, and advertising effects are dynamic,
would it be optimal (i.e., cost minimizing) to incur advertising costs cur-
rently, not because they are needed currently but because they affect
future recruits.

To determine if there is a minimal level of advertising expenditure
that is above that necessary to meet current goals, an econometric model
must be able to capture the effects of advertising over time and allow for
nonlinear effects of advertising on recruiting in a given time period.2

2Earlier we presented the notion that advertising contributed to a stock of information or
awareness capital, and that this stock then affected recruiting. This is a useful concept for
exposition purposes. However, the nonlinear effect, in practice, is between advertising in a
given period and enlistments in that and subsequent periods. There is no necessity for the
concept of the stock.
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Dertouzos and Garber (2003) estimate a supply curve that includes advertis-
ing. As discussed in Chapter 5, this specification permitted both dynamic
effects of advertising—that is, it allowed advertising in one period to
affect recruiting not only in the same period but in subsequent periods—
and nonlinear effects within a given time period. Advertising in each
period, both current and lagged, enters as a nonlinear S-shaped or logistic
function. The functional form provides ranges for small marginal effects
of advertising, then increasingly larger marginal effects, followed again
by increasingly small marginal effects, as if there were a saturation level
for advertising. If the unit price of advertising is constant, this would
correspond to areas of high but decreasing marginal costs, followed by an
inflection point and increasing marginal costs. Hence, this specification
has the ability to capture the two features of advertising that would be
required if there is a minimum level of advertising that is above the cost-
minimizing level when only current recruiting goals are considered.

The findings reported in Dertouzos and Garber (2003) and those from
the literature reviewed briefly in Chapter 4 are that although advertising
has dynamic effects, the lag structure suggests that most effects are real-
ized within about two to three months of the advertising expenditure.
These data suggest that current advertising may affect recruiting one,
two, or three months in the future, but it does not affect recruiting six
months or a year in the future. If the data on which these findings are
based are strong and compelling, it would mean that a compelling case
could not be made for maintaining advertising expenditures in a given
period, if they are not needed to achieve current goals, solely because it is
desirable to increase recruit supply six months or a year in the future.
However, there is not a large body of evidence on the issue, and most
authors who do provide some evidence also note that the data from which
the estimates are derived are weak, and that more research is necessary.
Hence, because of the paucity and limitations of evidence available to
date, we conclude that the issue remains open and subject to further
research. In our view it would be a serious mistake to view the available
research as sufficient grounds for drawing conclusions one way or another
about the effects of current advertising on future outcomes.

Furthermore, the functional form used by Dertouzos and Garber
(2003), while allowing for nonlinear effects of advertising—a necessary
feature for establishing some minimal level of advertising—constrains
the nonlinearity to follow a particular form. Because of this, it imposes the
nature of the nonlinearity, rather than having a very flexible functional
form that would allow the data to determine the nature of the nonlinearity.
Hence, while the S-shaped functional form for advertising is plausible, it
cannot be used by itself to test the hypothesis that advertising has non-
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linear effects on recruiting.3  Instead, a more flexible functional form, one
that permits lagged effects of advertising but also nonlinear effects of
advertising within a period and does not constrain the precise nonlinear
relationship, should be applied.

The data necessary to estimate more flexible functional forms are
typically quite demanding. Because the functional form itself places fewer
constraints on the nature of the relationship between the supply of recruits,
recruiting resources, and other factors affecting recruiting, the variation
in the data must be sufficient to support distinguishing among alternative
relationships. It is probably not the case that the most recent data over the
1990s and early 2000s are sufficient to estimate these more demanding
relationships. Dertouzos and Garber (2003), for example, were not able to
estimate a Service-specific enlistment supply function from data over the
1990s, even though they placed constraints on the nature of the functional
relationships.

A controlled experiment using a quasi-experimental design to gener-
ate the data necessary to estimate supply relationships that incorporate
the potential for both dynamic effects of advertising and nonlinear rela-
tionships is likely to be impractical. The reason is that the effects to be
estimated are not simple impact effects of an intervention, but a more
complicated set of relationships regarding the dynamic, nonlinear struc-
ture of advertising effects. To generate sufficient data to estimate such
relationships would require that the experiment be continued over an
extended period of time—at least three or four years. In an operational
environment in which there are changing supply conditions and real
recruiting demands to be met, this is unlikely.

Instead, we propose a focused effort to maintain data, especially
advertising data, in a systematic and careful way, for the purposes of
estimating a supply curve that incorporates the potential both for dynamic
and nonlinear advertising effects. This is consistent with our recommen-
dation in Chapter 5 for better and more thorough data collection and
estimation using more flexible functional forms.

Finally, it is important to note that most recruiting advertising has
been targeted directly on recruit-age youth. Advertising designed to influ-
ence parents, others who counsel youth, and youth who are not yet old
enough to enlist may have effects that extend over time. Tests for the
dynamic effects of advertising should attempt to distinguish between

3It could be used in conjunction with other constrained forms to test the hypothesis. In
that case, one would specify several alternative forms, including a linear form, and deter-
mine which form explained the observed data the best, and which could provide the best
out-of-sample prediction.
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advertising targeted at recruit-age cohorts and advertising targeted at
influencers or those who are not yet of recruiting age, if possible.

ADVERTISING TARGETED AT THE LONGER TERM

Historically, advertising for recruiting has focused almost exclusively
on recruit-age cohorts of youth. That is, it has been focused on providing
17-21-year-olds with information about opportunities in the Services and
on convincing recruit-age youth that enlisting is an option that they should
seriously consider. This being the case, it is perhaps not surprising that
the literature finds that current advertising expenditures affect recruiting
only in the near term—two or three months in the future—and do not
have effects on the market in the longer term—six months or a year or
more in the future. An alternative type of advertising would target audi-
ences that have, perhaps, a longer time horizon for affecting the recruiting
market. This would include targeting youth earlier in the career decision
process—before they can actually enlist, say at ages 14 through 16—and
targeting parents and other adult authority figures who may influence
the decisions of youth both immediately and in the future.4

This type of advertising has not been systematically employed by the
Services or the Department of Defense. Arguably, it is a possible role for
joint advertising. There is a solid logical argument for this type of adver-
tising, based on analyses of survey and other data (see National Research
Council, 2002, for further discussion). However, because it has not been
tested in the recruiting market, little is known about its effects.

The first step toward understanding its potential effectiveness and
how it may influence the recruiting market over time would be to develop
advertising of this nature and test it in the recruiting market. Because we
anticipate that this type of advertising has the potential for affecting the
market over longer periods of time, the experiment should be designed to
devote advertising expenditures of this nature in the recruiting market
for an extended period of time—at least two years.

Ideally, the quasi-experimental design should attempt to include
variation over time and cross-sectionally in the advertising test. However,
in an operational environment, a simple pre-post design may be both

4Warner, Simon, and Payne (2002) provide evidence that military advertising affects pro-
pensity to enlist. In an analysis of the Youth Attitude Tracking Study propensity over the
1988-2000 time period, they found a youth’s propensity to enlist to be positively related to
total military advertising expenditures per youth in the youth’s state of residence in the 12
months prior to the survey. But data limitations prevented determining whether the impact
of advertising on propensity varies by media or by whether it is joint or Service-specific
advertising.
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more workable and may serve to deliver the advertising in a more effi-
cient way.5  If the experimental period is of sufficient duration, it would
be useful to vary the level of advertising over time, rather than keeping it
at a single level “dose.” In addition to econometric analyses of effects, one
would also include more qualitative methods of evaluation, including
surveys and focus groups.

THE LEVELS OF SERVICE-SPECIFIC AND JOINT ADVERTISING

In fiscal year (FY) 1989, the last large recruiting year before the draw-
down, the Services spent $100 million on enlisted advertising compared
with a joint level of $20 million. In that year, almost the entire joint budget
was for TV advertising. By FY 2000, joint advertising had dwindled to less
than $5 million despite Service advertising of $250 million (Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense [Force Management Policy], 2000). The
scaled-back joint program has been either direct mail or magazine adver-
tising. The joint program raises four fundamental questions:

• What should be the content of joint advertising, and should it differ
from the content of Service-specific advertising?

• To whom should it be targeted?
• What media should the joint program use?
• Do the efficient levels of joint and Service-specific advertising depend

on the scale of the recruiting effort?

As discussed below, the answers to these questions are interrelated.
Past research is of little use in answering them. The first two questions
have barely been addressed in previous research (Carroll, 1987). Several
econometric studies have tried to answer the latter two questions. Here
the research strategy has been to estimate the responsiveness of enlist-
ments to Service-specific and joint advertising in different media and then
infer the cost-effectiveness of the various forms of advertising in generat-
ing enlistments. Evidence from such studies about the relative effective-
ness of joint advertising is, at best, mixed (see Table 5-2). Hogan et al.
(1996) found that joint TV and joint direct mailing were as effective as
Navy advertising in the same media. But estimates by Dertouzos (1989),
Warner (1991), and Warner, Simon, and Payne (2001) are less kind to the
joint program.

5Excluding geographic areas to induce cross-sectional variation in advertising is difficult
and likely to be cumbersome to recruiting operations. Moreover, it may preclude some
efficient ways of delivering advertising, such as national magazines and network television.
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Dertouzos and Garber (2003) question the validity of past estimates of
the effects of advertising (summarized in Chapter 5). They argue that
enlistments follow an S-shaped relationship with advertising and that the
form of the relationship varies by media. If their analysis is correct, then
we actually know very little about the effectiveness of joint advertising
(and therefore the answers to the above questions). In fact, the insignifi-
cance of the joint program in past econometric studies may have resulted
from its being below the minimum efficient scale (MES) in Figure 5-1.

Despite criticizing past studies on theoretical grounds, estimates pro-
vided in Dertouzos and Garber (2003) do not help answer the above ques-
tions. Their updated analysis of the Ad Mix Test data does not distinguish
joint advertising from Army advertising, their analysis of the 1993-1997
recruiting experience is conducted at the DoD level, and the joint pro-
gram is added to Service-specific advertising to derive measures of total
DoD advertising. Since past work is of little use in answering the four
fundamental questions above, this section now explores a series of ques-
tions that need to be addressed in order to adequately answer these fun-
damental questions. It is apparent from this discussion that an experiment
is needed.

Advertising Content

If the joint program advertises in the same media as the Service pro-
grams with the same message content, it is just an add-on to Service-
specific advertising. That is not necessarily bad. Joint advertising that
mirrors the Service programs essentially expands the scale of a common
program and thereby just moves enlistments up the S-shaped curve por-
trayed in Figure 5-1. If the unit cost of joint and Service-specific advertis-
ing are the same, joint advertising that mimics the message and content of
Service advertising would be a perfect substitute for Service advertising.
Such advertising would be pointless since an equivalent expansion of the
Service programs would yield the same result. In fact, due to the over-
head costs of ad development and effects of program scale on advertising
rates negotiated with ad agencies, newspapers, and other media, it is
unlikely that the joint program could perfectly replicate the Service pro-
grams at the same cost. In order to be useful, joint advertising must do
something that Service-specific advertising does not.

One way for joint advertising to distinguish itself is in the content of
its messages. The committee’s previous report (National Research Coun-
cil, 2003, p. 227-230) discussed the message strategies in current military
advertising. Service-specific advertising appears to be occupationally ori-
ented, career-oriented, or oriented toward appealing to youths’ desires
for adventure, challenge, self-development, and self-actualization. The
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report labeled these “package-oriented” advertising and went on to note
that only Marine advertising seems directed toward the more noble virtues
of patriotism, self-sacrifice, and service to country. (This seems to have
changed with recent Service advertising in the wake of September 11,
2001, and Operation Iraqi Freedom.)

Two recent DoD study groups—the Defense Science Board Task Force
on Human Resources Strategy (DSB) and the DoD Quality of Life Panel
(also called the Jeremiah panel)—expressed a belief that DoD needs to do
more to engage the American public about the importance of public
service.6  More values-oriented advertising that stresses the virtues of
patriotism, self-sacrifice, and service to country would serve that pur-
pose. Of course, the ultimate goal of advertising is to make youth more
inclined to serve (i.e., increase propensity), so that more of them walk into
recruiting offices on their own and more respond positively when they
are contacted by military recruiters. One major research question, there-
fore, is whether the message content of military advertising in fact affects
propensity and whether a move toward more values-oriented advertising
would increase it. The other question is whether a move toward values-
oriented advertising is more efficiently accomplished in a joint program
or whether redirected Service programs would have the same impact at
the same cost.

An advantage of loading all advertising into Service advertising was
alluded to above: namely, that advertising unit costs are lower in pro-
grams of larger scale. This advantage probably disappears once programs
reach some minimal scale. In fact, Navy and Army TV advertising seem
to generate about the same impressions per dollar of spending despite the
much larger scale of the Army TV program.7  A potential advantage of
having both joint and Service-specific advertising is that there are more
competition and more innovation in the development and delivery of
advertising the more firms are involved in the program.8

6The DSB report is available in The Defense Science Board Task Force on Human Resources
Strategy, Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics,
Washington DC 20301-3140, February 2000. The Quality of Life panel was commissioned by
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and was chaired by Admiral David Jeremiah (Ret).
It did not publish a formal report, but an informal report and briefing of its findings and
recommendations are available from the Undersecretary of Defense for Personnel and
Research.

7Unpublished calculations using the data supplied by PEP Research.
8In fact, there is some evidence from weapons programs that the cost-reducing competi-

tion from a second supplier outweighs the economies of scale that are lost when procure-
ment is split between two firms.
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The Target Audience

Current Service advertising is directed at youth themselves. The
committee’s previous report expressed the belief that some advertising
needs to be directed toward civilian influencers of youth: parents, school
teachers and counselors, and others (for the role of family in influencing
behavior, see, for example, Sewell and Hauser, 1972; Otto, 2000; Mortimer
and Finch, 1996). Such advertising, if effective, would build up the sup-
port base from which youth make early career decisions upon leaving
high school. Changing the attitudes of adult influencers would not happen
overnight and would require a sustained effort over time. One purpose of
targeting adult influencers would be to counteract the decline in the adult
veteran population, which one study (Warner et al., 2001) found to be
related to the decline in enlistment in the 1990s.

An advertising campaign aimed at adult influencers would be consis-
tent with the DSB recommendation to engage the American public about
the value of public service.9  It is an empirical question whether such
advertising, if done properly, would have more impact on youth propen-
sity—and the ultimate goal, enlistment—than advertising directed at the
youth themselves.

Advertising aimed at adult influencers is likely to be more effectively
accomplished in the context of a generic (joint) program than via Service-
specific advertising whose purpose is to channel recruits to particular
services. But that is an empirically testable hypothesis.

The Media

The Services advertise in a number of media: TV, radio, magazines,
newspapers, direct mail, billboards, etc. In recent years about 60 percent
of Army and Navy advertising expenditures have been for TV. Until
recently, most Marine Corps advertising was TV and most Air Force
advertising was non-TV. According to the Dertouzos-Garber model, an
organization with a low advertising budget should spend the bulk of its
budget on non-TV media. Non-TV advertising generates many more im-
pressions per dollar than TV advertising (according to PEP data) and
(theoretically) has a lower MES. But, theoretically, such advertising
reaches its saturation point at a relatively low level of expenditure. TV
advertising becomes cost-effective only at higher budget levels due to its
higher MES, but it remains cost-effective much longer due to the fact that
the saturation point is not reached until a fairly high level of expenditure.

9 The committee’s previous report also expressed the belief that more advertising should
be values-oriented (National Research Council, 2003, p. 233-234).
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These considerations suggest that the decision to eliminate joint TV adver-
tising during the latter half of the 1990s as the joint program was scaled
back made sense. However, devoting almost the whole 1989 joint budget
of $20 million to TV advertising probably did not make sense.

Factors that would have to be considered upon any rebuilding of the
joint program, or during experiments with advertising, are the message
content and the target audience. Ads that appeal to patriotism, for exam-
ple, hope to evoke a strong emotional response from viewers. TV or radio
ads may be more likely to evoke such responses than magazine or news-
paper ads. Messages that are targeted to youth in one medium may be
more productively targeted to adults via other media. For example, if
adults are more likely to read newspapers and less likely to watch MTV,
ads aimed at adult influencers might be more effective in newspapers
than on MTV.

Overall Scale of Recruiting

For several reasons alluded to above, the optimal levels of joint and
Service-specific advertising are likely to depend on the overall scale of the
advertising effort. In particular, joint advertising is likely to be more cost-
effective in the context of a large recruiting effort than a small recruiting
effort. This section discusses another reason why this might be the case.

Studies find a strong link between propensity to enlist, as measured
from surveys such as the Youth Attitude Tracking Study, and actual enlist-
ment (e.g., Warner et al., 2002). Given the youth propensity to enlist, the
lower the military’s demand for recruits, the greater the fraction of enlist-
ments that will come from youth who are already positively inclined to
enlist without military advertising to attract them. In such an environ-
ment, advertising can be targeted at those with a propensity and can be
largely informational and aimed at informing them about career opportu-
nities in particular Services and the like. It need not attempt to persuade
youth that military service is a good thing; they are already so inclined.

But the larger the demand for recruits, the more effort the military
must make to attract youth with no propensity to enlist. The issue is not
“high” versus “low” demand on some absolute scale, but demand rela-
tive to propensity. Holding constant the recruiting goal, any change in
propensity arising from factors other than military advertising (e.g., a
lower unemployment rate) can influence the degree to which advertising
needs to build propensity in the youth population rather than channel
those who have already decided to join to a specific Service.

How a change in the scale of the overall recruiting effort affects the
levels of joint and Service advertising depends in part on whether the two
sources of advertising differ in the degrees to which they build propen-
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sity. Much Service advertising is aimed at inducing youth already with a
propensity to enlist to join a particular Service and may not affect overall
propensity in the youth population. To the extent that joint advertising
can affect the propensity base, it should play a larger role in the overall
advertising program when the larger the recruiting mission is compared
with the base of youth with a propensity to enlist. As an example, joint
advertising might not have been very productive in 1992, a very easy
recruiting year, but it could have been very productive in the late 1990s,
when propensity was lower and recruiting was much more difficult.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We have addressed the question of whether there is a minimum level
of advertising necessary for a cost-effective recruiting program, even if
that advertising is not necessary to achieve current enlistment contract
goals. Historically, when the recruiting climate is good and recruits are
plentiful, military planners tend to cut advertising budgets, thereby con-
tributing to a reduction in awareness capital and propensity levels. This
may possibly set up a boom or bust cycle, in which propensity falls,
recruiting becomes more difficult, and advertising funds have to be
restored. We presented a model that describes the conditions under which
it would be cost-effective to advertise in the interests of future enlistment
supply, and we reviewed research to date that speaks to the issue. While
extant research suggests that advertising may have effects only for a short
period of time, the data available to previous researchers are limited for
several reasons. First, they do not permit examining both lagged effects
and nonlinear effects within a time period. Second, they focus on adver-
tising aimed at youth at the point of the enlistment decision and do not
permit examining possible supplemental advertising approaches, such as
those aimed a youth several years prior to an enlistment decision or those
aimed at adult influencers, such as parents.

As a result, research to date does not permit a definitive answer to the
question of the cost-effectiveness of advertising above and beyond that
which is necessary to achieve current recruiting goals. We recommend a
focused effort to maintain advertising data in a systematic way for pur-
poses of estimating a supply curve that incorporates the potential for both
time-lagged and nonlinear advertising effects. We further recommend a
program of research, incorporating quasi-experimental methods, to
examine advertising effects over an extended period of time.

We then turn to the optimal levels of joint and Service advertising. It
is our opinion that certain types of advertising themes, such as generic
themes designed to increase overall propensity, are best done as a joint
program, while advertising themes featuring specific benefits of military
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service are best done in the Service programs. What we do not know is
whether there is an optimal level of joint and Service advertising or, more
specifically, what advertising fund level should be allocated to joint pro-
grams. We note that issues of scale play a role in addressing this question,
as certain types of advertising (e.g., television) do not appear to have a
constant effect across levels of expenditure. The larger the recruiting effort
and the larger the budget, the greater the potential value of a multifaceted
campaign, with some resources targeted toward providing information
about specific Services to those already with a propensity to enlist and
others targeted toward increasing propensity among those currently with-
out it.

We recommend a program of research aimed at examining the effects
and cost-effectiveness of information-oriented versus values-oriented
advertising in joint and Service advertising programs.
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7

Determining Optimal
Types of Incentives

Over the years of the All-Volunteer Force, various incentives have
been developed and offered to help strengthen and shape mili-
tary enlistments. The effectiveness of these incentives has been

addressed and demonstrated, using a variety of evaluation approaches.
This chapter considers methodological issues in determining the optimal
types of enlistment incentives for specific recruiting goals. We begin by
reviewing different types of enlistment options. Next, we consider the
various types of effects the incentives may produce, both intended and
unintended, and the related methodological issues in assessing their im-
pact. We continue with a brief review of the analysis and methods dis-
cussed in the earlier chapters, which is followed by a longer consideration
of analytical issues applicable to each of the evaluation approaches. Last,
drawing on each of these areas, we conclude with a discussion of match-
ing potential incentives and their effects to the appropriate assessment
goals and evaluation methods.

TYPES OF ENLISTMENT INCENTIVES

Enlistment options may be grouped in various ways. For example,
they can be distinguished in economic terms by whether they provide a
cash incentive, cash in kind, or some other feature valued by potential
enlistees, such as conditions of service. An alternative is to group incen-
tives according to the segment of the recruiting market they are intended
to attract, such as youth interested in attending college or those looking
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for job training. In the discussion that follows we use a mix of these two
approaches. We do so because that classification scheme lends itself directly
to our discussion of the possible effects of these incentives, appropriate
assessment goals, and evaluation methods.

Youth also enlist for intrinsic reasons, such as patriotism. Matching
recruiting messages and strategies to such motivations was discussed
earlier. In developing or assessing the effectiveness of such strategies,
considerations analogous to those discussed for the options considered in
this chapter apply. More generally, enlistment options can be categorized
based on social-psychological or economic theory according to their intended
effects on the determinants of enlistment behavior, and their success in
achieving these effects can be assessed as part of the evaluation process
for the options.

One group of incentives consists of cash enlistment bonuses. These
bonuses are offered for various purposes: increasing enlistments; channel-
ing recruits into hard-to-fill occupational specialties; encouraging recruits
to report for active duty quickly; encouraging enlistments or accessions
during the seasons of the year, such as late winter and early spring, that
pose chronic challenges; encouraging enlistments among persons who
served previously but left the military; and so forth.

Military pay increases also are used to increase enlistments. Such
increases are less targeted or flexible than bonuses and are intended to
provide an overall enlistment stimulus. Compensation increases also can
be provided through changes in other benefits, such as housing or sub-
sistence allowances.

Another group of options consists of incentives provided to encour-
age youth interested in postsecondary education to see military service as
a facilitator of their educational aspirations, rather than as an alternative
career option. (As discussed in Chapter 2, this amounts to changing their
beliefs about the consequences of enlisting compared with options in the
civilian sector, and it can also change the analogous views of their key
influencers.) Such education incentives include credit for college courses
completed prior to accession (such as credit toward meeting military
training requirements); near-term financial incentives, such as entry at an
advanced pay grade, student loan repayment, or a bonus; funding for
college after service, for example, through the Montgomery GI Bill or the
Service’s college fund; money for attending college before service, through
options such as the Army’s College First program (currently being pilot
tested); or in-service continuing education programs, in which classes are
provided on site or through distance learning.

A fourth type of incentive is directed specifically at improving the
recruit’s job opportunities. Included in this group are such options as the
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Army’s Partnership for Youth Success (PaYS) program and the GED Plus
pilot program.1

Another group of incentives involves choices concerning the condi-
tions of one’s military service. Included in this group are such options as
the term of enlistment, location of assignment, and combination of active
and reserve forces duty, among others.

Of course, the Services can and do use specific enlistment options in
combination with others. One example is the combination of enlistment
bonuses with postservice educational benefits. Another is the combina-
tion of assistance for attending college classes with financial compensa-
tion or training credit for having done so.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF INCENTIVE

To structure the analysis of the effects of a current or prospective
enlistment option, it is important to first address several key issues. These
issues include, but are not limited to, the types of questions highlighted
below.

• Who is the target of the option? For example, is the option intended
to increase overall enlistments or specifically those among highly qualified
youth (high-aptitude high school graduates)? Similarly, are there key sub-
groups of interest in the target population? If the incentive is intended to
attract college-bound youth into the military (by encouraging them to see
military service as a facilitator of their educational aspirations, rather than
as an alternative career option), is it aimed at college graduates, current
students, college stopouts (those who attended some college, have not yet
graduated, but are not currently enrolled), high school graduates who
have not yet attended college, high school seniors interested in college, or
some combination of these subgroups?

• What are the desired effects of the option? These can include such
outcomes as increased supply through increased enlistments or market
expansion (or improved recruit performance through increased supply
among high-aptitude youth), skill channeling into hard-to-fill or new spe-

1As is true for postsecondary educational incentives, the PaYS program is intended to
change youths’ beliefs about the consequences of enlisting compared with options in the
civilian sector—in this case by providing job training that can be applied to the civilian
sector and helping the youth to be considered for employment in a related job after service—
and it can also change the analogous views of their key influencers. Among its other goals,
such as increasing training opportunities, GED Plus is designed to facilitate enlistment
among high school dropouts with positive propensity while they achieve the qualifications
needed to serve on active duty.
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cialties, increased man-years, increased affiliation with the reserve forces
following active duty, cost savings, and so forth, singly or in combination.

• What are possible unintended or undesirable effects of the option
(for example, on such matters as the quality of enlistments, term of service
distribution, attrition, or retention)?

• What are the potential timing and magnitudes of the desired and
unintended effects?

• What are the option’s potential costs? This includes such consider-
ations as the direct cost for new recruits, overall cost including economic
rent, (discounted) future costs, training costs, costs or savings to the
reserve forces?

• How much do we know about the types and specific features of
incentives that might generate effects analogous to those desired from the
option? Does the option differ in important ways from past incentives for
which we have enlistment data?

We consider each of these issues in turn.

Who is the target of the option? Enlistment incentives are typically
targeted according to the qualifications of the recruit and the occupa-
tional specialty in which he or she enlists. Qualifications often refer to
whether or not the recruit has a traditional high school diploma and the
level of his or her (written) aptitude score on the Armed Forces Qualifica-
tion Test (AFQT). Youth with diplomas who score in the upper 50 percen-
tile on the AFQT are considered to be highly qualified and are eligible for
the largest incentives (subject to meeting the incentives’ other require-
ments). Alternatively, an option such as GED Plus may be targeted to the
non-high school graduate market.

Within the target population as a whole, there may be subgroups of
special interest. This heightened interest may reflect a Service’s desire to
improve its recruiting performance for a particular youth subgroup. For
example, in the case of GED Plus, one such subgroup consists of Hispanic
youth. Alternatively, there may be heightened interest in specific sub-
groups because the subgroups require different marketing or recruiting
activities to effectively employ the option. In the case of incentives designed
to appeal to college-bound youth, as noted, such subgroups may consist
of high school seniors, high school graduates without college, college
stopouts, youth currently enrolled in college, and college degree holders.
Another relevant consideration concerns the option’s potential appeal to
the targeted youths’ key influencers or referents (see Chapter 2).

What are the desired effects of the option? The incentive can be
intended to affect a number of domains. These include, but are not limited
to, increasing the enlistment rate among subgroups of the youth popula-
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tion who currently are enlisting; expanding enlistments to other sub-
groups; channeling enlistees into specific military occupational specialties;
increasing the number of years served by the typical enlistee; increasing
affiliation with the reserve forces following active duty; or reducing
recruiting costs. Defining the desired effects of the option is central to
defining the outcome measures needed to assess its effectiveness.

What are possible unintended or undesirable effects of the option
(on such matters as the quality of enlistments, the term-of-service dis-
tribution, attrition, or retention)? In addition to its desired effects, the
option may have unintended consequences, which may be significant and
thus require assessment. For example, an incentive designed to increase
enlistments among high-aptitude GED holders should not do so at the
expense of enlistments among high-aptitude high school graduates, which
is the primary recruiting market. Alternatively, youth joining the military
under an incentive designed to expand the recruiting market by offering
shorter terms of service should not be those who would have enlisted for
longer terms under existing programs. When incentives have potentially
significant adverse outcomes, the unintended effects should be assessed
in the evaluation together with those desired. Options may also have
more subtle unintended consequences that nonetheless are very impor-
tant to address in assessing the options’ efficacy. For example, to the
extent that the incentive increases youth-propensity to enlist for a particu-
lar market or subgroup, recruiters may decrease the effort they expend
for that market or for other subgroups (increase environmental con-
straints). This is because recruiters may not need to leverage the full
potential of the incentive in order to meet their recruiting goals and thus
can target their efforts. This can lead to underestimating the option’s
actual potential to increase enlistments or expand the market, and it needs
to be addressed specifically in the analysis.

What are the potential timing and magnitudes of the desired and
unintended effects? The timing of the option’s effects has a direct bearing
on the period of the evaluation. Options designed to increase accessions
into the military in the near term may require a relatively short assess-
ment period, whereas options designed to increase man-years or reserve
forces affiliation may require that enlistees under the option be followed
up through their first term of service (or even longer). Still other options
designed to increase accessions may do so only over a longer period of
time. Incentives provided to allow youth to attend college classes follow-
ing enlistment but prior to entering active duty fall into this category and
thus require a longer evaluation period to cover the increased time between
the enlistment and accession points. A longer period between enlistment
and accession would be expected to lead to higher loss rates among
enlistees before their reporting for active duty. As a result, capturing such
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loss rates becomes an important component of the analysis. Options that
increase enlistments in the near term may also have longer term conse-
quences. Postservice educational benefits might be expected to increase
enlistments but also to increase separations if the recipients leave the
military at a higher than average rate in order to attend college.

The anticipated magnitude of the incentive’s effects has a direct bear-
ing on the statistical power of the analysis. Consequently, it affects the
number of observations required to make a reasonable assessment of the
viability of the option. This, in turn, can affect the number of persons to
whom the option is offered as well as the required duration of the
assessment.

What are the option’s potential costs (such as the direct cost for new
recruits, overall cost including rent, discounted future costs, participa-
tion rates, training costs, reserve forces costs or savings)? Enlistment
options that have relatively small elasticities in increasing enlistments can
nonetheless be very cost-effective recruiting tools depending on their cost.
Conversely, the utility of incentives with high elasticities can be limited
by their cost. To the extent that the costs of an enlistment incentive are of
interest, they need to be captured in the evaluation. This can include the
costs (and effects) of alternative values of the incentive or of variations in
the number of specialties for which it is offered. The cost of providing the
option to qualifying enlistees typically also includes costs in the form of
“economic rent.” This applies to the payment of the incentive to recruits
who would have enlisted even in its absence (a cost we seek to minimize
relative to the cost incurred to increase enlisted supply).2  A related cost
concerns the impact the option may have on enlistments under other
incentives and the resulting overall net cost increase or savings.

Incentives that are paid out only after a considerable period of time,
such as postservice educational benefits, have true costs well below their
nominal value, unlike enlistment bonuses. Thus, their cost needs to be
discounted in light of the delay in providing them, and the eventual usage
rates for the incentive need to be considered. This can include both the
proportion of eligible recipients who use any part of the incentive as well
as the proportion of their entitlement they eventually use. Enlistment
incentives can also increase or reduce other types of military costs. For
example, an enlistment option combining active and reserve forces duty
can reduce reserve forces recruiting costs by increasing affiliation rates

2The benefits considered in the rent calculation can include more general benefits to
society provided by the incentive, in addition to increased enlisted supply. An incentive
that increased college attendance or provided civilian-related job training could be expected
to improve the employment opportunities and earnings of the recipients (and the taxes
paid by them) over the longer term.
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from the active force into the reserve forces and training costs by encour-
aging affiliation in the occupational specialty the soldier held while on
active duty. Further, enlistment options can affect attrition and retention
rates, which have implications for recruiting and training costs.

How much is known about the types and specific features of incen-
tives that may generate effects analogous to those desired from the
option? Does the option differ in important ways from past incentives
for which we have enlistment data? The extent to which a prospective
option differs from current and past options has a direct bearing on the
requirements for new data collection to assess its effectiveness. At one
extreme, consider a new enlistment bonus whose value lies between the
values of enlistment bonuses already offered. In such a case, it is very
likely that existing data could be used to estimate the effects of offering
the new incentive. Alternatively, consider the case in which a prospective
enlistment option differs in important ways from those currently avail-
able in its basic features or in the portion of the youth market to which it
is targeted. An example would be a program with unique features, such
as PaYS, or a program designed to attract youth who would not otherwise
have joined the military, for example, by providing programs to help
them attend college between the enlistment and accession points.

EVALUATION METHODS AND ISSUES IN THEIR USE

Four major types of evaluation approaches are commonly used in the
development and assessment of recruiting incentives:

• Focus groups,
• Surveys,
• Econometric (regression) analyses of existing data, and
• Experimental or quasi-experimental assessments.

Each of these approaches has advantages and limitations. Focus
groups lend themselves especially well to exploring in depth the attrac-
tive and unattractive features of a limited number of prospective or cur-
rent incentives (or to helping develop new types of options), whereas
surveys can be especially useful in more general assessments of the rela-
tive attractiveness of a set of specific alternative options to the recruiting
population as a whole or among particular market segments. Regression
analyses are especially helpful in assessing enlistment rates under current
(or past) options and in understanding the possible effects of trade-offs
among the options or of limited adjustments to the options. When we
need to estimate enlistment rates under prospective options that differ
significantly in their features or market segment from current and past
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options, then experimental or quasi-experimental designs can be particu-
larly useful.

We next consider the strengths and weaknesses of each approach in
detail. We note here that each approach can have both unique advantages
and limitations and this often leads to the use of multiple assessment
methods in the evaluation of recruiting options.

Focus Groups

The use of focus groups is especially helpful for shaping prospective
recruiting programs by enabling the researcher and policy maker to
explore the appeal of a range of incentives or enlistment options to youth
or their influencers, including programs currently available to recruits as
well as prospective options. Moreover, the focus groups can provide
insight into the particular strengths and weaknesses of such programs,
including the usefulness and appeal of specific features of the options and
the extent to which that appeal varies across key subgroups of the recruit-
ing market. In so doing, the focus groups can facilitate the discovery and
exploration of new option features or effects that may be helpful in achiev-
ing military recruiting goals. A further advantage of this approach is that
the information can be gathered relatively quickly and inexpensively.

The use of focus groups is not without limitations. The groups must
be carefully constructed to represent the population of interest and to
facilitate open discussion. Groups can be too large to generate open dis-
cussion, can be affected by social desirability concerns or other response
biases, or can be dominated by a small number of especially vocal partici-
pants (or by the group leader). Even if these potential obstacles are over-
come, the groups still have only a limited ability to provide information
that is generalizable to the full population of interest, because of the
limited number of participants and the semistructured nature of the dis-
cussions. This is particularly true when the purpose of the evaluation is to
estimate effects of prospective alternative incentives or options such as
the preference rates for one option over another or actual enlistment rates.

Surveys

Surveys also can provide rapid and reasonably inexpensive assess-
ments of existing or prospective enlistment options among youth or their
influencers. Because they are administered individually and, moreover,
the questions can vary across individual respondents, they can be con-
structed to cover more ground than what can normally be addressed
using focus groups. This is particularly true for surveys administered
using computers, such as computer-assisted telephone interviews or web-
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based surveys; in such surveys, an individual respondent’s answers to
specific questions as he or she proceeds through the survey can be used to
determine which succeeding questions he or she is asked. For example,
surveys are ideal to assess potential interest of youth in military service;
can be designed to facilitate comparisons of the attractiveness and effects
(among youth or their influencers) of a substantial number of specified,
alternative recruiting options; can be designed to readily assess the varia-
tion in propensity and in the effects of such incentives for key youth
population subgroups of interest; and can be designed to explore the
covariation of enlistment interest and the appeal of various incentives (or
their specific features) with a wide variety of other factors, such as demo-
graphic factors, educational aspirations, job and career goals, reasons for
enlisting and barriers to military service, discussions with influencers,
contacts with the military, and awareness of current military benefits.
Questions dealing with such matters as media preferences, Internet use,
and recreational habits can also be included to provide insights into the
most effective ways to market enlistment incentives, both overall and to
specific subgroups.

As is true for focus groups, there are important issues and limitations
in the use of surveys to assess the effects of alternative enlistment incen-
tives on military recruiting. Drawing firm conclusions regarding the effi-
cacy of alternative enlistment options requires that the sample must be
representative of the target population, that the sample size must be ade-
quate, and that a sufficient proportion of the surveys are completed and
returned. Determining the appropriate sample size involves decisions
about the acceptable confidence intervals surrounding the key point esti-
mates and differences (in responses to specific items) to be provided by
the survey; the statistical variances of the corresponding items; the frac-
tion of respondents that will be asked to answer the key questions; the
estimated completion rate for the survey; and the acceptable level for the
statistical power of the analysis to detect true differences.

Even when the sample is adequate and representative, care still must
be taken in interpreting survey results concerning the prospective effects
of alternative enlistment options. Although statistically significant rela-
tionships between one’s stated likelihood of enlisting in such surveys as
the Youth Attitude Tracking Study (YATS) and Monitoring the Future
(MTF) and one’s actual enlistment decision have been demonstrated, it
also is true that respondents’ misestimate their true enlistment probability
(Bachman, Segal, Freedman-Doan, and O’Malley, 1998; Orvis, Gahart,
and Ludwig, 1992). Youth seeing themselves as very likely to enlist are, in
fact, less likely to actually join the military than they believe, whereas
youth seeing themselves as very unlikely to enlist are more likely to do so
than they believe. The accuracy of a respondent’s stated enlistment inten-
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tions varies with a number of factors, such as the temporal proximity of
the enlistment decision point and the underlying rate of enlistment in the
respondent’s demographic group (normative support). When there is a
considerable time period between the intention assessment and actual
enlistment decision point, for example, changes in the respondent’s life,
in world events, in the economy, or in the information obtained through
discussions with key influencers can alter the youth’s enlistment inten-
tions. This also limits the ability of surveys of the youth population to
capture the possible longer term costs and effects of alternative enlist-
ment policies, such as the incentive’s effect on attrition and retention,
even if the survey includes questions concerning such effects.

Past research also suggests that youth overestimate their true respon-
siveness to changes in enlistment options. While surveys provide an
excellent methodology to assess the relative effects of alternative enlist-
ment incentives, obtaining good estimates of the true enlistment rates
under the options is likely to require additional data. Moreover, the spe-
cific details of the information provided to respondents concerning cur-
rent or prospective enlistment options are important and can influence
their answers; this involves matters both of question wording and order,
as well as social desirability concerns and other response biases. Finally,
surveys of enlistment interest in the youth population (the supply side)
do not capture the potential behavior of recruiters and recruiting man-
agers as the recruiting market changes or new incentives are introduced
(environmental facilitators or constraints—the demand side); this again
limits the ability of survey data to provide accurate estimates of the true
enlistment rates that would be obtained under alternative options.

Econometric Models

As discussed in some detail in Chapter 5, econometric approaches
rely on existing data and thus can provide rapid and inexpensive assess-
ments and comparisons of policy alternatives. They also can provide
statistical controls for confounding factors—such as historical differences
in enlistments across recruiting areas or the effects of changes in the
economy—and can allow assessment of incentive effects for subgroups of
the youth population. Econometric models can assess the effects and costs
of enlistment options over time and in different recruiting environments.
They provide data on actual enlistment rates and can directly provide
data on the magnitudes of unintended effects; such effects can include
market substitution—the substitution of enlistees brought in under a pro-
gram for other types of enlistees or for enlistments under other options
that would have occurred in the absence of the program—and can be
used to correct for changes in demand-side behaviors (environmental
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constraints or facilitators) that may mask the true potential of an option to
increase enlistments or expand the recruiting market (Buddin, 1991;
Polich, Dertouzos, and Press, 1986).

Although their reliance on existing data offers advantages of speed
and cost in assessing the efficacy of alternative recruiting options, it limits
the usefulness of econometric models in shaping and assessing prospec-
tive options. Because the models are limited to assessment of previous or
current recruiting incentives, the possible effects of new options that differ
in important ways from such incentives—in their features or the market
segments to which they are intended to appeal—cannot readily be
assessed. Moreover, the accuracy of econometric models in forecasting
enlistment rates can be limited by a variety of other factors that merit
careful attention by the analyst. These include, but are not restricted to,
the often limited amount of enlistment variation they may explain, espe-
cially at the individual (versus cross-sectional) level or over time; the
possible misspecification of the model (for example, due to the inclusion
of an insufficient set of predictors or use of an inappropriate functional
form); failure to capture important recruiter mission-setting or manage-
ment practices that affect enlistments; failure to capture major shifts in
propensity that may occur over time; and the possible correlation between
supply- and demand-side variables in the model, such as changes in
resources in response to changes in enlistment propensity. If recruiting
resources are increased in response to a decline in youth’s propensity to
enlist and it then takes a while for the resources to improve the recruiting
environment, one could underestimate the efficacy of the resources or, in
the extreme, obtain incorrect signs for their regression coefficients. Simi-
larly, if recruiters reduce their effort in response to the efficacy of an
incentive in increasing enlistment propensity, the potential effects of the
option on increasing enlistments or creating market expansion can be
underestimated.

Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs

Use of experimental or quasi-experimental designs to evaluate the
potential effects of enlistment options offers several advantages. The
recruiting effects of prospective enlistment incentives can be quantified at
low risk compared with full implementation (e.g., by avoiding unneces-
sary costs or the difficulties of subsequently withdrawing an established,
national incentive). Moreover, the effects of alternative prospective poli-
cies or of alternative versions of a prospective policy can be directly
assessed and compared. The effects of potential confounding factors in
assessing the efficacy of recruiting programs—which need to be statisti-
cally controlled after the fact in econometric models—can be directly and
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greatly reduced through balancing of the test areas offering new pro-
grams and the control areas not offering the programs on factors that are
known to affect enlistment rates. These include, for example, geographical
location, local economic conditions, demographic characteristics, past
recruiting production, local recruiting missions, such recruiting resources
as the number of recruiters in the area, and the alternative enlistment
options that may be available locally, particularly to the extent that other
Services or reserve components offer related programs (for example, alter-
native financial assistance programs for college attendance).

By employing an experimental design that compares (1) changes in
enlistments in the test areas under the new option relative to enlistments
in the same areas during a pretest baseline period with (2) the trend in
enlistments in the control areas not offering the new program over the
analogous time periods, the approach provides a direct control for tempo-
ral and fixed differences in enlistment rates. Experimental and quasi-
experimental designs can also directly provide data on the magnitudes of
unintended effects; as noted, such effects can include market substitution
or changes in recruiter effort or time allocation in response to the change
in enlisted supply created by the new incentive (such as reduction of
effort as supply increases).

Given a test period of sufficient duration, the experiment’s interim
results, concerning both desired and unintended effects, can be used to
recommend adoption of the test program or to provide the basis for
changes in the incentive or in recruiter mission for the incentive that are
designed to enhance its efficacy. The remainder of the test period can then
be used to evaluate the performance of the modified program.

Use of experimental or quasi-experimental designs to test the poten-
tial effects of alternative options is not without potential problems. Cer-
tain recruiting incentives, such as military pay increases, simply do not
lend themselves to pilot testing; it is not practicable to limit them to cer-
tain areas of the country or to undo them if their effect is not as desired. In
cases in which legal authority is required to test prospective options,
obtaining such authority may require considerable time, and the specifics
of the enabling legislation can compromise the test’s results. Similarly, the
specific details of the incentive’s test implementation—such as the pro-
portion of occupational specialties eligible for the incentive—have a direct
bearing on the estimates of the enlistment effects of the incentive that will
be derived from the experiment.

Such issues require careful attention in the analysis, particularly if
comparisons with other incentives that differ in such characteristics are
desired (see, for example, Buddin and Roan, 1994). Additional resources
for the test programs may also be needed, particularly if the experiment is
to continue over an extended time period. A related issue concerns the
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feasibility of conducting a stable test in the operational environment, par-
ticularly if recruiting conditions improve or worsen significantly during
the test period or if the experiment suggests the usefulness of the pilot
program and other recruiting areas (or Services) decide they want it right
away.

Moreover, there are certain inherent limits when experimental or
quasi-experimental designs are used to assess the effects of prospective
enlistment options. These include the fact that the program attributes that
can be evaluated often are more aggregated or limited in number than is
the case for some of the other evaluation methods; this can occur due to
resource constraints, policy-based limits on enlistments under the pilot
program, or statistical requirements to support the reliability of the test
results, among other factors. Also, when new programs are tested in an
experiment—as compared with econometric analyses of alternative
options using existing data, for example—their overall cost-effectiveness
may be unknown for years; this is because such a determination requires
assessment not only of enlistments—which can be measured in the rela-
tive near term experimentally—but also of patterns of attrition, retention,
and job performance, which take much longer to unfold. Finally, no matter
how well balanced the test and control cells may be at the outset of an
experimental assessment, the test does not control for differing inter-
temporal changes across the cells, such as those that could occur due to
changes in local economic conditions or changes in demand-related
factors, such as recruiting behavior or resourcing.

Combinations of Evaluation Methods

Sometimes a combination of evaluation methods is used to assess the
efficacy of alternative enlistment options. One approach that has been
used in the past is to combine econometric analysis with the experimental
approach in order to help preserve the balance of the test and control cells
by adjusting statistically for unexpected, differing intertemporal changes
across the cells.

The other methodologies also can be used in combination. For exam-
ple, focus groups may be used to help explore and define prospective
enlistment options that are then tested in large youth market surveys or in
pilot tests employing experimental designs (or, conversely, focus groups
or surveys are used to explore the effects of policy experiments). Another
example is the application of econometric methods or other analytical
techniques to existing datasets in order to help interpret survey results.
The other approaches could be used to derive a metric to help translate
stated enlistment intentions in the survey into estimated enlistment rates.
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ASSESSMENT OF INCENTIVE EFFECTS

In the final section of this chapter, we provide examples of designing
appropriate research to help determine the optimum type(s) of enlistment
incentives for a given policy goal by matching the desired effects of the
potential incentive(s), the corresponding assessment goals, and evalua-
tion methods.

Consider the case in which the Office of the Secretary of Defense
(OSD) or an individual Service would like to expand its recruiting efforts
into a new or largely untapped market and is interested in developing
enlistment incentives to do so. To the extent that the market is new or
exploratory research on new options is desired, econometric modeling
using existing enlistment data will not be especially helpful in choosing
optimal incentives for recruiting this market. Experimental or quasi-
experimental approaches would limit the number of options that could be
tested, due to analytical, cost, and legislative considerations, among other
factors, and thus are premature. The policy maker also lacks sufficient
information at this point to design a survey to gather detailed information
on the areas of interest. Focus groups, however, are well suited for this
purpose.

The Army’s interest in materially improving its recruiting perfor-
mance among youth who are committed to attending college after high
school but would consider enlistment subsequently provides an example.
Over the past 20 years, the proportion of youth attending college within a
year of high school graduation has risen dramatically, from about half to
approximately two-thirds (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2000, 2002). How-
ever, the military has lagged in adjusting its recruiting strategy and still
recruits the vast majority of its enlisted force from youth who have not
attended college. In recognition of this mismatch, over the past several
years the Army has employed policies that give greater emphasis to
recruiting youth from the college market (which includes students,
stopouts, and high school seniors). As part of that effort, it has conducted
focus groups with youth in the college market to better understand their
reasons for or against enlisting and the types of enlistment options they
would find appealing. Similarly, OSD recently sponsored a study of the
college-bound youth population concerning their enlistment interest and
the types of incentives that would stimulate that interest (Kilburn and
Asch, 2003). The initial step in the research consisted of a series of focus
groups with each of the subgroups listed above; this helped OSD define
and shape incentives that appeared to be promising for further investigation.

Next, consider the case in which a policy maker wishes to understand
in some detail the relative appeal of an array of alternative recruiting
options and wants to be able to generalize the information to the youth
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population. The options may include current incentives, prospective
enlistment incentives, or both. The details of interest, for example, may
include the usefulness of the incentives for key youth subgroups, such as
high aptitude youth and college stopouts; those potentially interested in
military service for various reasons, such as job training, assistance for
attending school or taking a break from work or school; or those with
specific barriers to military service. If the policy maker wants to compare
current and prospective incentives, it may also be helpful to assess aware-
ness levels in the subgroups of interest for the significant current options.

To the extent that research on new options is desired or the youth
population characteristics of interest are not captured in the military’s
enlistment databases—for example, starting and then stopping out of col-
lege before completing a year, recruits’ reasons for enlisting, the level of
support for enlisting among their influencers, or youths’ awareness levels
of specific options—existing enlistment data will not be especially helpful
in choosing optimal incentives. Experimental or quasi-experimental
approaches would again limit the number of options that could be tested,
and they might not identify key subgroups of interest without additional
data collection procedures. Given the policy maker’s interest in system-
atic information that can be generalized to the youth population, focus
groups lack the required coverage and rigor. In such instances, youth
surveys can be used very effectively to address the issues of concern. In
the OSD study just discussed, the incentives developed using focus groups
were included in a subsequent survey of college-bound youth that pro-
vided a variety of detailed, generalizable enlistment-related information,
including the incentives’ potential effects on enlisted supply. Similar con-
siderations apply to the use of influencer focus groups and surveys.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, surveys must sample and obtain
data from a sufficient number of respondents representative of the popu-
lation and subgroups of interest. Care also must be taken in the wording
and sequencing of the questions included to represent the enlistment
options. The results will be best suited to understanding the relative effects
of the alternative incentives. Using propensity measures for which data
exist to link responses to enlistments will help to meaningfully interpret
the responses to the options in the survey by providing an enlistment
index value for each option and subgroup. Even so, past research has
shown that respondents misestimate their true enlistment probability to
some extent, and there also is the possibility of changes in demand-side
factors, such as recruiter behavior in response to new markets or options.
Thus, the index values do not equate to the actual enlistment rates that
will be obtained under the options. There are various analytical approaches
that can be used to construct the samples, survey questions, and enlist-
ment indexes (see, for example, the Youth Attitude Tracking Study, 1976-
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1999—Wilson et al., 2000; Kilburn and Asch, 2003; Orvis and McDonald,
forthcoming).3

A policy maker’s interest in determining the optimal types of enlist-
ment incentives may involve wanting to optimize the cost-effectiveness
of the mix of current options or to get the greatest return on investment
for additional recruiting resources that can be made available in the near
term. By analogy, the issue could involve wanting to reduce a particular
type of resource—for example, recruiters—and wanting to know how to
best offset that reduction with alternative resources. Answering these
types of questions quickly and with confidence requires estimates of
actual enlistment rates, costs, and elasticities, based on known past results.
Econometric modeling is ideal in such cases (see, for example, Warner,
Simon, and Payne, 2001; Buddin and Roan, 1994; Asch and Orvis, 1994).
Using econometric modeling to address such questions also has the
advantage of enabling the policy maker to examine in advance the prob-
able longer term consequences of making such allocations and trade-offs
on such factors as attrition and retention.

3The purpose of an enlistment index is to allow the prospective recruiting effects of alter-
native options to be compared more meaningfully than would be possible simply by com-
paring the distributions across an intention measure generated by the options. There are
various approaches to constructing such enlistment indexes. They all include linking enlist-
ment records to stated enlistment intention levels—normally, from earlier surveys—in order
to establish enlistment rates for the intention levels. For example, this can be done for the
individual levels (response categories) of the intention measure (e.g., definitely, probably,
probably not, definitely not or 0 to 10 likelihood of enlisting); for combinations of the
categories (e.g., positive versus negative propensity); or for composite measures that com-
bine more than one intention measure (e.g., “definitely” on any of several individual Service
measures becomes “definitely” on the composite measure, or an unaided mention of plans
to enlist forms the top category, followed by positive propensity without an unaided men-
tion, and so forth). Various follow-up periods can be used to determine the enlistment
rates—such as one year, lifetime, etc.—depending on one’s purpose (and the ages or school
year of the respondents). It is important to match the intention measures to be used in the
new survey, the sample composition (e.g., market segments, rules on inclusion of youth in
the delayed entry pool), and the enlistment period of interest to those used in the earlier
follow-up work to generate the index. The enlistment index value can simply be the enlist-
ment rate found in the enlistment records check for respondents stating the given intention
level, or it can be transformed or made conditional on other factors (e.g., through inclusion
in a regression analysis of enlistments) to help control for the effects of other factors on a
person’s enlistment decision, which may not be captured fully by the intention measure. It
may also be helpful to use the index values to compute a measure of the options’ appeal
relative to each other, by scaling the index values relative to the most (or least) appealing
option (i.e., that which most (or least) increases stated propensity to enlist in the survey).
Finally, the index values may be calculated independently or relative to that for the
respondent’s (baseline) likelihood of enlisting under current options.
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The data collected from focus groups is not sufficiently generalizable
or precise to address these types of questions. Although surveys can be
useful in comparing the relative appeal of alternative options, they do not
provide absolute enlistment (or loss) rates, and they do not directly cap-
ture the effects of changes in such factors as the number of recruiters or
advertising levels. Finally, given the focus of these questions on trade-offs
among existing incentives and resources, using an experimental approach
would not provide results in a timely manner and would be unnecessarily
restrictive.

When the types of incentives to be evaluated are reasonably well
defined but they are new in total or vary significantly in their features
from current options, assessing their effects requires new data collection.
Collecting that information with reasonable precision—beyond that
afforded by surveys or focus groups—but with lower risk than through
national implementation can be accomplished using experimental or
quasi-experimental pilot tests of the programs. The general features of
such tests, as well as their strengths and limitations, were described ear-
lier. There are numerous examples of national recruiting tests, and they
cover a variety of effects of potential interest to policy makers.

For example, the Educational Assistance Test Program compared
recruiting effects for the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force of different
types and amounts of postservice educational benefits (Fernandez, 1982).
Issues of concern included the overall effect on highly qualified enlist-
ments of the incentives; the effects of the type and value of the incentive;
and the effect of differences in the value of the incentive across the Ser-
vices. The Enlistment Bonus Experiment compared the results of bonuses
differing in dollar value and term of enlistment obligations on highly
qualified enlistments and the channeling of recruits into hard-to-fill occu-
pational specialties (Polich et al., 1986). The 2+2+4 Recruiting Experiment
addressed the effects on active and reserve forces component enlistments
among highly qualified youth of a program allowing two years of active
duty plus training time followed by two years in the Selective (drilling)
reserve forces and four years in the Individual Ready Reserve in return
for enhanced postservice educational benefits (Buddin, 1991). The key
effects of interest included active enlistments, changes in job choice and
term-of-service obligation, affiliation rates into the Selective Reserve, affili-
ation rates into the same occupation held while on active duty, and the
overall impact on military man-years. The 2+2+4 test used a true experi-
mental design that included random assignment of qualifying youth to
eligibility for the program.

Another example of employing a quasi-experimental design is pro-
vided by the College First/GED Plus National Recruiting Test. These
pilot programs are currently in progress (Sellman, 1999; Orvis and
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McDonald, forthcoming). The College First program’s main purpose is to
assess the effect on highly qualified enlistments and market expansion of
an incentive allowing recruits to attend college for up to two years after
enlisting but before reporting for active duty. The analysis examines such
effects both overall and for key subgroups of the college-bound youth
market. Based on these analyses, it identifies useful changes in the pro-
gram and in recruiter missioning to support it. GED Plus was designed to
increase opportunities for and enlistments among qualifying youth with-
out traditional high school diplomas. To qualify, youth have to score in
the upper half of the AFQT distribution and pass strict screening criteria.
Youth without GED certificates have to obtain them through an attendance-
based course prior to going onto active duty. Key outcome measures
include the program’s effects on high-aptitude enlistments among youth
without traditional high school diplomas and, in particular, among His-
panic youth, who are disproportionately represented in this market; the
impact, if any, on highly qualified enlistments (market substitution); first-
term attrition rates under the program; and the cost-effectiveness of eligi-
bility for alternative enlistment incentive levels among GED Plus recruits,
including the extent to which each level is being leveraged by recruiters.

Helping policy makers choose the optimal incentives to accomplish
their objectives and obtaining reasonable estimates of the incentives’ prob-
able effects often involves the use of multiple evaluation methodologies.
We have noted such combinations in the preceding discussion. For exam-
ple, focus groups can provide a highly useful initial step in designing new
enlistment options. The main results of the groups can then be used for
follow-up assessments that provide more rigorous and generalizable
results through surveys or recruiting experiments. We also noted that
quantitative assessments linking prior survey results to actual enlistment
data can be very helpful in interpreting enlistment propensity informa-
tion collected in new surveys and in quantifying the likely enlistment
outcomes associated with alternative incentives.

As discussed earlier in this volume, econometric modeling can be
used in conjunction with experimental or quasi-experimental designs to
provide improved estimates of the potential recruiting benefits of new
options. The Enlistment Bonus Experiment, for example, used econometric
analysis to support a quasi-experimental design. The regressions con-
trolled for changes over time in economic and other conditions that could
have acted to unbalance the test’s experimental and control cells. Based
on Dertouzos’ approach, they also attempted to control for unobserved
reductions in recruiters’ effort in response to the improvement in recruit-
ing conditions under the test options and the ease of substitution of less-
well-qualified versus highly qualified recruits.
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For illustrative purposes, we conclude with an example of using the
four evaluation methodologies in combination. The Army is currently
assessing the benefits of eArmyU, an online distance learning program
allowing soldiers to pursue courses and degrees from more than 20 col-
leges and universities and approximately 100 programs, and of soldiers’
interest in modified versions of the program. The current program pro-
vides a free laptop computer to participants, up to 100 percent tuition
assistance, and a number of other benefits, such as an Internet service
provider and free books and delivery. In return, the soldier must agree to
serve for at least three years from the eArmyU enrollment point and must
complete 12 semester hours within two years of enrolling.

The evaluation is assessing participation rates in the current program
across subgroups (using econometric modeling); retention effects of the
current program (econometric modeling and focus groups with partici-
pants in the program); and likely enrollment rates and retention effects
under alternative versions of the program—some with reduced incen-
tives matched by reduced service and course completion requirements, in
order to allow more soldiers to participate within the resources available
for the program (quasi-experimental pilot test, survey of enlisted personnel,
and focus groups with participants, supervisors, and education adminis-
trators of the alternative versions of the program). The evaluation also is
assessing quality of life benefits of the current program to the soldier and
his or her family (focus groups) as well as the effects of the current pro-
gram on readiness and duty performance (focus groups).
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8

Performance Management of
Recruiters

E arlier chapters described various approaches that can be used in
an evaluation framework for decision making. Econometric, experi-
mental, qualitative, and survey approaches all have their place in

this framework. We have seen how each of these approaches has strengths
and weaknesses that play a role in determining which approach (or ap-
proaches) to use in a particular situation. Many of our examples have
focused on recruiting resources and how best to use them. For example,
we have addressed evaluation of advertising themes, the appropriate
levels of joint and Service-specific advertising, various incentives (and the
levels of incentives needed) to attract recruits, and others. In this chapter,
we focus on what Barnes, Dempsey, Knapp, Lerro, and Schroyer (1991)
refer to as “the linchpin to recruiting success”—the recruiter. Recruiter
performance management encompasses the range of issues and decisions
that face Service recruiting managers as they organize to meet their mis-
sion. We demonstrate that effective performance management requires
multiple evaluation methods.

ISSUES IN PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Service recruiting managers establish systems to select recruiters
from among the available pool of Service members, to train and develop
those new recruiters, to open recruiting offices in specific locations, to
establish production goals for each recruiter, to motivate recruiters with
reward and recognition programs, and to monitor and assess recruiter
performance. Many models and options are available for each of these
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systems, and each model or option chosen is open to evaluation. In some
cases (for example, selection of new recruiters), there are continuing
research programs to evaluate the effect of alternative programs. In other
cases (for example, the effects of recruiter reward and recognition pro-
grams), research or evaluation is rarely attempted. In still other cases (for
example, establishing recruiter goals), there is a research base for some
aspects of the program (for example, determining market size) but very
limited research on the effectiveness of alternative approaches to actually
setting goals. Given the central role that recruiter productivity plays in
the recruiting process, all aspects of recruiter performance management
should be subjected to evaluation efforts.

Performance management systems are certainly affected by the envi-
ronment in which the recruiter works. (By environment, we mean all of
the conditions that surround recruiters performing their jobs—including
the environmental conditions created by the military and those that are
broader and culturally based.) As stated in the committee’s earlier report,
the achievement of recruiting goals can be highly dependent on the eco-
nomic conditions of the time, with high unemployment rates resulting in
the easier attainment of recruiting goals. Moreover, other environmental
factors, such as well-publicized military actions, proximity to military
bases, and recruit’s acquaintance with soldiers, may have some impact on
a recruiter’s performance. Despite the importance of these environmental
factors, we have not addressed them specifically. In many cases, we rec-
ommend that researchers look for general principles that can be applied
regardless of the environmental conditions. In others, we encourage mili-
tary researchers to take environmental factors into consideration when
appropriate.

The issues we address in this chapter involve all aspects of the evalu-
ation framework introduced in Chapter 1. Our framework will guide us
to appropriate evaluation methods for a given situation or specific aspect
of performance management. Because recruiter performance management
systems including both existing and proposed new programs are con-
cerned with recruiter attitude, intentions, and behavior, multiple evaluation
methods will have a role. Thus, in evaluating performance management
systems, there will be situations in which experiments, or econometric
techniques, or qualitative techniques are most appropriate.

APPROACHES TO EVALUATION OF RECRUITER
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

In many ways, military recruiting is similar to other kinds of sales
activities in the civilian sector. While the military recruiting environment
includes many features that distinguish it from the civilian sales environ-
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ment, it is not so unusual that knowledge gained in the civilian environ-
ment should be ignored. There is a substantial body of research on perfor-
mance management of sales forces. When those research findings are
coupled with an examination of best practices used in high-performing
sales organizations, military recruiting management is presented with
numerous alternatives to current practices. In choosing among those alter-
natives, recruiting management can design and carry out studies using
the techniques described in earlier chapters.

In the remainder of this chapter, we describe some approaches that
could be considered in evaluating the effectiveness of recruiter performance
management alternatives. We review areas in which such approaches
may be productive, not to describe in detail how such evaluations should
take place. Many of the topics discussed—selection, training and develop-
ment, reward and recognition programs, and performance assessment—
have extensive research literatures that deal with many of the problems
the Services face, and the Services should seek out appropriate expertise
in designing and executing evaluations of such programs.

Recruiter Selection

The problem of selecting people who will become successful sales-
people is not unique to the military, yet there are elements of this selection
problem that are found only in the Services. One aspect of staffing the
military recruiting function that presents a substantial challenge is the
pipeline of potential recruiters from which the military chooses. The
Services have specific needs for recruiting personnel and have generally
concluded that uniformed Service personnel will be detailed into recruit-
ing positions. The pool of potential recruiters thus consists of both volun-
teers and nonvolunteers, who have already been trained in some other
military specialty and have some track record of success in that other
specialty. In some respects, then, the military may know more about its
potential recruiters than most organizations know about their candidates
for sales positions. However, organizations hiring salespeople can look
for people with previous (successful) sales experience and can assume
that the vast majority of applicants actually desire to be hired. Neither the
strategy of looking for previous experience in sales nor the assumption of
motivated applicants is available to the military.

Although the Services have traditionally used enlisted personnel
as recruiters, Congress recently mandated experimental use of civil-
ian recruiters in the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
2001. These experiments are not yet complete; however, the results of
such studies should be taken into account when selection issues are
considered.
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We have previously noted that the Services today do not always give
major weight in the recruiter selection process to a candidate’s potential
for success in a sales environment (National Research Council, 2003).
Similarly, the U.S. General Accounting Office noted that the Services typi-
cally focus on past job performance in nonrecruiting (i.e., nonsales) posi-
tions when selecting recruiters (U.S. General Accounting Office, 1998).
Thus, more efficient and effective methods for choosing specific personnel
who should be assigned as recruiters are likely to exist.

There is a substantial literature, both military and civilian, addressing
the problem of selecting people for sales occupations generally and mili-
tary recruiting positions specifically. For example, Vinchur, Schippmann,
Switzer, and Roth (1998) reviewed 97 studies of the relationship between
predictors and job performance of salespeople. They conclude that per-
sonality dimensions, tests designed specifically for predicting sales suc-
cess, individual interests, and other biographical information items are
useful in selecting people for sales occupations. Recent reviews of the
literature discuss many possible approaches that could increase the likeli-
hood of successfully selecting recruiters who will be high producers
(Penney, Horgen, and Borman, 2000; Penney, Sutton, and Borman, 2000b;
McCloy et al., 2001). Similarly, there is substantial guidance in the profes-
sional literature on appropriate ways to evaluate the effectiveness of
selection systems (American Psychological Association, 1987).

The process for determining the effectiveness of a selection procedure
is relatively straightforward and well understood. Although there are
several approaches to establishing the effectiveness selection procedures
(i.e., the extent to which a selection procedure predicts all or part of
required job performance), a common approach involves statistically relat-
ing test scores and job performance measures. Researchers begin by con-
ducting a job analysis—often employing multiple methods, such as focus
groups, interviews, and surveys—and using its results to identify the
tasks that are performed by incumbents and the knowledge, skills, abili-
ties, and other characteristics (KSAOs) necessary to perform those tasks.
They then search for existing measures (such as tests and interviews),
adapt existing measures, or develop new measures of those KSAOs. Pre-
vious research indicates that cognitive ability, various personality traits,
and vocational interests may be appropriate constructs to be measured in
recruiter selection tools. Often, a combination of such measures proves to
be the best predictor of job performance (Borman, Toquam, and Rosse,
1978). Candidate selection measures are administered to some number of
applicants for a position (or incumbents on a job), performance data are
collected after some period of time on the job, and the relationship
between performance on the measures and performance on the job is
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determined. Experimental (or quasi-experimental) designs are used to
ensure that inferences from the study can be interpreted.

Managers should be aware that they need not invest immediately in
multiple, large-scale studies that disrupt their routine processes in order
to sort through the many options that are available for selecting recruiters.
Small-scale studies can be very helpful in eliminating options or identify-
ing those options with high promise. In addition, some of the Services
have pursued this line of research extensively.

McCloy et al. (2001) provide a recent example that implements this
general approach. They focused on estimating the value of a cognitive
abilities test (in this case, the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
or ASVAB) and recruiter school grades as predictors of the quantity and
quality of recruiter productivity. Their analyses controlled for additional
factors that can affect recruiting productivity, such as the number of young
men and women in the local population and the number of high schools
in the vicinity. They then added an evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of
a particular selection approach; that is, they considered the trade-off
between the cost of implementing a selection system and the gains expe-
rienced from increased productivity if the system is implemented. McCloy
et al. concluded that adding ASVAB scores and other available demo-
graphic information is a cost-effective method for improving the selection
of Navy recruiters.

Two issues mentioned above must be addressed when carrying out
this type of selection research. First, appropriate measures of recruiter
performance are required. Choices available here illustrate the difficulty
of determining which performance measure—or measures—to use. For
example, number of contracts in some period of time might be appropri-
ate and is often used as a starting point in the process. However, markets
vary in size and propensity; thus, number of contracts is often adjusted to
consider those factors. Similarly, not all contracts are alike. Some recruits
are more desirable than others; thus, number of contracts is often quali-
fied by specifying “high-quality” contracts. Finally, number of contracts
clearly does not capture all aspects of a recruiter’s job.

Once a contract is signed, administrative requirements must be attended
to, and recruiters must continue to motivate applicants until they actually
arrive at their basic training location. For example, Borman, Hough, and
Dunnette (1976) identified eight dimensions of military recruiter perfor-
mance: (1) locating and contacting qualified prospects; (2) gaining and
maintaining rapport; (3) obtaining information from prospects; (4) sales-
manship skills; (5) establishing and maintaining good relationships in the
community; (6) providing knowledgeable and accurate information;
(7) administrative skills; and (8) supporting other recruiters and the Recruit-
ing Command. From this list, perhaps only dimensions 1 through 4 are
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being considered directly in a performance measure that is based on
number of contracts. If dimensions 5 through 8 are also important dimen-
sions of recruiter performance, then the number of contracts must be
supplemented with other performance measures. In sum, appropriate
performance measures must be carefully chosen to represent those per-
formance dimensions being targeted by the proposed selection measure.

The second issue is relatively rare in the civilian selection arena, in
which most applicants desire the job to which they are applying. Specifi-
cally, those people being considered for the job of military recruiter do
not always actually want the job. Thus, the evaluation strategy described
above will be useful for identifying measures that will help select volun-
teers who will be most productive, but those same measures may not be
as useful in selecting among nonvolunteers.

People with the KSAOs to perform the job may not have the motiva-
tion to do so in an environment in which the job is particularly difficult
and the rewards are low. Thus, the development and validation of selec-
tion procedures that identify individuals with the KSAOs to perform the
job (particularly those procedures that focus on cognitive skills) may be
inadequate if they do not identify those with the willingness to perform at
the high levels needed by the Services in a perceived low-reward environ-
ment. Thus, in addition to considering the total context of recruiter per-
formance, selection procedures must also better address the motivational
aspects of job performance. It is important to remember that the selection
problem should not be considered out of context. Military recruiting is
not just another sales job. Moreover, the environment in which recruiters
work can have a profound effect on motivation. To some extent, motiva-
tion to perform the job might be better addressed by manipulating the
reward and recognition structure as well as the work environment in
which the recruiter performs rather than by developing better selection
tools.

Recruiter Training and Development

Once recruiters are selected, they must be trained to perform their
jobs, and they must continue to be developed as they progress in their
recruiting career. As with most training requirements, there are multiple
strategies available to address the recruiter training requirement, and
there are constrained training budgets that limit the amount of time (and
thus the specific tasks) for training. As structured today, the Services offer
a combination of full-time, in-residence training along with on-the-job
training to try to ensure that recruiters have the skills required to be
successful on the job. In evaluating the overall effectiveness of training,
recruiting management must address two central issues. The first concern
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is the extent to which the training provided adequately covers the entire
recruiting job. The second concerns the effectiveness of the training given.
While not an area for research, a third issue related to effectiveness of
training that should be mentioned is accessibility of training—ensuring
that the right training is available at the right times in a recruiter’s
assignment.

Determination of training requirements typically begins with a needs
analysis that specifies what skills are required to adequately perform a
job and includes an analysis of where and how those skills might be
acquired. Processes for both steps are well documented in the profes-
sional training literature. Unless the training is directed at developing the
appropriate skills for the job, it is unlikely to be effective.

As with recruiter selection, there is a substantial professional litera-
ture addressing the issues involved in the development of recruiter train-
ing programs, both in the civilian environment and in the military. The
committee has recommended that the Services develop and implement
training systems that make maximum use of realistic practice and feed-
back (National Research Council, 2003). The Federal Advisory Committee
on Gender-Integrated Training and Related Issues (1997) also included
recommendations for improving recruiter training.

The second issue is evaluating training effectiveness. Is a specific
training approach accomplishing its goals? How effective is it compared
with alternative approaches? There is also an extensive professional lit-
erature regarding training evaluation in both the civilian environment
and the military. While Salas, Milham, and Bowers (2003) note that rigor-
ous training evaluations are rarely completed for military training courses,
that does not mean that such evaluations should not be completed or
cannot be completed. On the contrary, training evaluation is usually cited
as a critically important aspect of the instructional systems design process
used by the Services.

The need to evaluate recruiter training programs has not been
ignored. Hull and Benedict (1988) proposed an evaluation methodology
for Army recruiter training; Hull, Kleinman, Allen, and Benedict (1988)
carried out an evaluation based on that methodology. Those authors used
outcome variables that included ratings from instructors and both current
and former students. Chonko, Madden, Tanner, and Davis (1991) used a
qualitative approach to evaluate the effectiveness of the specific sales
techniques taught to Army recruiters. Kirkpatrick (1976) described four
levels of training evaluation: (1) reaction, (2) learning, (3) behavior change,
and (4) results.

When Salas et al. note the lack of rigorous training evaluations, they
are focusing on evaluations at levels 3 and 4 of the Kirkpatrick model.
Frequently, survey methods are used to determine whether trainees like
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(or dislike) a particular training course, and end-of-course tests (coupled
with tests given at the beginning of a course) determine whether trainees
increased their knowledge in a subject area. While trainee reactions and
mastery of specific knowledge are both important aspects of military
recruiter training (or sales training in general), more critical outcomes of
this training include whether or not the trainee can apply what he or she
has learned (behavior change) and whether or not the trainee becomes an
effective recruiter (results).

Appropriate evaluation of training programs often requires the use of
multiple strategies and techniques. As noted above, survey techniques
may be used as a component of training evaluation to determine trainee
and instructor reactions to the training. Surveys can determine whether
trainees liked the training, believed that the training improved their skills,
believed that the training would be applicable on their jobs, believed that
time devoted to particular tasks was appropriate, and so forth. Similarly,
surveys of trainees and their supervisors provide information useful in
guiding training course design and revision. Surveys can be used to
determine whether supervisors believe that the training syllabus includes
the proper tasks or skills that trainees need, that time devoted to particu-
lar tasks is appropriate, and so forth.

At the same time, experimental and quasi-experimental designs play
roles in evaluating whether training results in a specific behavior change
or a change in the overall effectiveness of job performance. While it may
be inconvenient or expensive to implement true experimental designs
(with treatment and control groups and random assignment to condi-
tions), preexperimental or quasi-experimental designs can provide valu-
able information in the overall evaluation of training programs (Sackett
and Mullen, 1993). Outcome measures for these studies must be carefully
chosen. We noted the Borman et al. (1976) dimensions of recruiter perfor-
mance in our discussion of recruiter selection issues. The choice of appro-
priate criteria against which to evaluate recruiter training is a similarly
complicated issue. If the eight Borman et al. dimensions are all determi-
nants of successful recruiter performance, then it follows that they are all
candidates for inclusion in the evaluation of recruiter training programs.
Choosing only a single outcome measure, such as number of new con-
tracts in some fixed period of time, as the standard for evaluating recruiter
training that covers all aspects of the recruiter job provides little informa-
tion that would be useful in improving the training course.

It is important to remember that development takes place in ways
other than formal training programs. Often, individual feedback and
coaching around certain experiences is a very effective way to shape
behavior. Experiential learning and associated coaching assume that there
are capable coaches who understand what the desired behavior is and
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who can communicate performance deficits and strategies for improve-
ment. Thus, several potentially productive activities may include the
Services studying the informal development of recruiters and identifying
ways to ensure that those who supervise recruiters possess adequate
knowledge of the recruiting process as well as coaching skills themselves.

Recruiting Office Locations

Once the Services have selected and trained recruiters, the question
arises, “Where should recruiters be located?” As with training, the answer
to this question is always constrained—by budget, by policies that dictate
combining offices from multiple Services when feasible, etc. Along with
the location of each specific office, there are also questions addressing the
number of recruiters who should be stationed in that office. Each of these
decisions is open to evaluation, with the goal of establishing the most
effective recruiting organization for a given budget, or with the goal of
minimizing the cost of obtaining a given number of recruits.

There is little systematic research on strategies for locating recruiters.
However, existing data lend themselves to econometric analyses. For
example, recruiter productivity over time should be available for existing
offices. That productivity can be modeled by such available data as size of
qualified recruiting market in the office’s geographic region, experience
levels of the recruiters assigned to that office, incentive programs (for
recruits or for recruiters) that were available at given times, and so forth.
Such analyses could guide recommendations for appropriate placement
of recruiting offices. Through econometric modeling, the Services should
minimally be able to define the relevant variables for establishing recruit-
ing locations and to consider various methods for determining optimal
staffing levels.

Recruiter Production Goals

Most sales organizations establish goals (targets or quotas) for perfor-
mance of their sales force. Many variables potentially shape these goals.
For example, some organizations take into account the “product” being
sold as well as the area in which it is sold and past demand for the
product. Some may even take into account the experience and expertise of
the salesperson. Military recruiting is no exception to this model. The
question of how best to establish recruiter goals (and the question of
whether those goals should be individual or team based) is still open.
Given that recruiting duty is often cited as an extremely stressful job—
due to the constant pressure to “make goal”—there would seem to be
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high payoff in defining the variables relevant to military recruiting goals
and evaluating the goal-setting process.

Recruiter Reward and Recognition Programs

Sales organizations generally have well-established reward and rec-
ognition programs, closely tied to performance as measured against goals.
Here as well, military recruiting organizations are little different from
their civilian sales organization counterparts (although military recruiting
organizations must contend with legal constraints against using financial
incentives for recruiters). The hallmark of many sales reward and recog-
nition programs is pay and bonuses based on sales performance. Pay for
recruiters is determined by Congress and cannot be adjusted for this job.
Because the military cannot use most types of financial incentives, the
Services rely instead on nonfinancial incentives such as plaques, watches,
rings, and military decorations in lieu of cash compensation. However,
the effectiveness of such incentives as a reward for past performance and
a subsequent motivator of future performance remains an open question.
The Federal Advisory Committee on Gender-Integrated Training and
Related Issues (1997) made a number of recommendations for changes in
recruiter incentive systems. For example, they suggest that the overall
level of recruiter incentives needs to be increased, that the Services should
make a recruiting assignment career-enhancing, and that a recruiter’s
rewards and recognition should be linked to his or her recruits’ perfor-
mance in basic training.

All of the evaluation approaches raised in this report should be con-
sidered when attempting an evaluation of these incentives. For example,
there will often be adequate existing data to support econometric analyses
of the effects of specific programs on recruiter behavior as measured by
productivity over some period of time. Asch (1990) provides such an
example. She used demographic data and varying incentive structures to
estimate effects on effort and productivity, concluding that rewards and
the timing of rewards affect the allocation of recruiter effort over time. In
the absence of existing data, experiments could be devised to determine
the effect of alternative programs on recruiter intentions (as measured by
surveys) or recruiter behavior (as measured by productivity).

In addition to evaluating the effectiveness of existing incentives, the
Services must also consider other approaches to reward and recognition.
Defining the most appropriate array of alternatives must be based on
review of the existing compensation literature and analysis of the needs
and expectation of the recruiting work force. The Services could use focus
groups and interview techniques to generate a list of alternative incen-
tives that might be expected to motivate recruiter effort and understand
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the trade-offs among them. For example, the Services may find that
recruiters are willing to accept low cash incentives if sales (i.e., recruiting
performance) are rewarded by career enhancement.

The Services could also explore the acceptability and potential incen-
tive value of various career enhancements. We note the widespread per-
ception that successful duty as a recruiter or drill instructor is necessary
for advancement to senior noncommissioned officer rank in the Marine
Corps. In addition, there have been suggestions that recruiter special duty
assignment pay—which is now based exclusively on length of time as a
recruiter—could be structured to provide an incentive for production
rather than an incentive for staying in the recruiting job.

Interestingly, there are some financial disincentives associated with
the recruiter’s job. Anecdotally, recruiters often recount the financial hard-
ships of living in areas without a substantial military presence. The lack of
services often provided on military bases and the cost of medical care are
often cited. Thus another approach to rewarding recruiters is removing
the financial disincentives.

Recruiter Performance Assessment

Answers to any of the questions raised above—from recruiter selec-
tion through recruiter reward and recognition programs—assume that
there are some measures of recruiter (or team or organizational) perfor-
mance against which alternatives can be compared. These performance
assessment measures themselves are also open to evaluation in a number
of ways.

First, the Services must define the critical aspects of the recruiter job.
The Borman et al. (1976) study defined eight dimensions of recruiter per-
formance; however, we must note that the study is almost 30 years old.
Since many things about the Services and the recruiting environment
have changed in the past 30 years, we could reasonably assume that the
recruiting task has also changed. In addition, enlisted military recruiters
are also part of their respective Services. Those dimensions of performance
associated with simply serving must also be included if the performance
assessment is intended to cover the entire job.

A second task is to assess the accuracy of the appraisal itself. Numer-
ous studies have noted that military performance measures tend toward
leniency—that is, disproportionately large numbers of individuals receive
high ratings. Similar problems exist in civilian performance appraisal sys-
tems. The use of experimental performance measures in test development
and validation work also suggests that typical measures are not adequate.
Consequently, the Services must continue to develop and employ perfor-
mance appraisal systems that provide accurate ratings of job performance.
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The military has already devoted considerable resources to the devel-
opment of performance appraisal systems. Theoretically, at least, the prob-
lem may not be with the performance appraisal system but with the
environment in which it is used. Thus, a third avenue of exploration is
studying the conditions under which performance assessments are made
and used. Because the recruiting job is so unlike other military jobs, the
Services might take the approach of developing a performance appraisal
system that is outside the routine systems used for administrative pur-
poses. Such a system might have feedback to the recruiter as its primary
purpose, rather than rating or ranking recruiters.

Another area of research the Services may find productive is to link
performance assessment to training and development options. If the
Services are able to identify specific areas of weaknesses and provide a
feedback mechanism, then follow-up suggestions for remediation will be
required to actually improve the skills of the recruiting workforce. Experi-
mental research will be necessary to identify development opportunities
that actually rectify performance deficits.

A final area of evaluation is the effectiveness of communications about
the performance appraisal system. Stating what is to be rewarded is one
step in increasing the probability that such behavior will be exhibited. If
performance expectations are greater than simply the number of con-
tracts, then that information needs to be clearly communicated to recruiters
so that they can manage their performance in light of a broader view of
performance. Similarly, comprehensible, individual feedback on perfor-
mance is another critical step in ensuring that recruiters understand their
own strengths and weaknesses and are able to target their own develop-
mental efforts appropriately.

CONCLUSIONS

In many respects, the problems of performance management faced by
the military are no different from the problems faced by private industry.
However, the environments are distinctly different, and the military faces
many restrictions to which the private sector is not subject. Because of
these environmental differences, some of the existing research from the
professional literature will be useful, some not. Ideally, the military should
undertake continuous and systematic evaluation of each aspect of perfor-
mance management individually and as a whole in order to improve
recruiter performance, relying on professional literature when possible,
undertaking its own research when necessary.

Research that considers the interactions among various factors that
affect recruiting performance is particularly needed. However, to under-
take such massive research may be both overwhelming and practically
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and economically infeasible. Nevertheless, doing nothing heightens the
likelihood of recruiting problems ranging from difficulty assessing the
more qualified candidates to expenditures disproportionate to the results
achieved. The challenge for the Services will be to establish their own
overall research frameworks, prioritize their many options, select those
research options that are most promising, and continually revise the
research plan based on findings and changes in the environment.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

The primary objective of this study is to help the Department of
Defense (DoD) improve its research on advertising and recruiting
polices. We anticipate that in the coming decade DoD will field

and test new advertising and recruiting initiatives designed to improve
the recruiting outlook and avoid the shortfalls of the last decade. In order
to discover the most promising policies, in the committee’s view DoD
needs a comprehensive research and evaluation strategy based on sound
research principles that will ensure valid, reliable, and relevant results. In
this report, we present an evaluation framework that links different types
of research questions to different research methodologies.

The framework identifies four major categories of research questions
and four broad methodological approaches. The first category of research
question asks: “What does a target audience see as attractive or unattractive
features of a program?” It is well suited to examination via qualitative
methods, such as focus groups; unstructured or open-ended surveys; and
interviews. The second category of research question asks: “What is the
effect of a program on specified attitudes or behavioral intentions?” It is
well suited to examination via surveys, experiments, and quasi-experiments.
The third category of research question asks “What is the effect of a
proposed new program on enlistment?” It is well suited to examination
via experiments and quasi-experiments. The final category of research
question asks “What is the effect of an existing program on enlistment?”
It is well suited to examination via econometric modeling.

The committee’s work during Phase I led us to conclude that there are
a number of critical problem areas or topics needing more intensive study.
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Some problems arise because of the need for ongoing, up-to-date infor-
mation that can serve as early-warning indications of potential recruiting
problems or that can point to areas in which improvements are needed.
Other problem areas are important because, in our view, they are central
to improving the overall recruiting climate. We selected six areas as the
central focus of this report. After devoting Chapter 2 to issues of theory as
a guide to effective evaluation research, Chapters 3 through 8 each exam-
ine one of the six areas. The various chapters also introduce different
methodological approaches to evaluation.

CHAPTER 2:
THEORETICAL APPROACHES

The chapter outlines a general framework for thinking about effective
program design. The first step is to identify the fundamental factors that
impact a target population’s enlistment behavior. The second step is to
derive strategies (often informationally based) to change, enhance the
effect of, or mitigate the effect of those determinants. We outlined a wide
range of variables and processes that program designers must potentially
take into account, drawing heavily on research from adolescent develop-
ment, communications, economics, psychology, and sociology. These per-
spectives set the stage for conducting the necessary research to inform
program design and program evaluation.

There are two distinct theoretical approaches to enlistment behavior:
decision theory, based primarily in psychology, and the econometric
theory of enlistment supply. While there is some overlap in these two
theoretical traditions, they have distinct approaches. Decision theory is
more highly developed for the purpose of conceptualizing and measur-
ing behaviors that affect individual decision making. Econometric theory
is more formally developed with respect to aggregate enlistment out-
comes and various exogenous influences. Accordingly, a key objective of
this chapter is to build an integrated perspective on the behavioral and
econometric approaches.

Conclusion: The role of theory is crucial to the design of interventions to
increase enlistment behavior. When enlistment programs are developed
atheoretically, they run a great risk of being ineffective.
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CHAPTER 3:
MONITORING TRENDS IN YOUTH ATTITUDES,

VALUES, AND PROPENSITY

Determinants of Propensity

The chapter proposes survey methods as the most suitable research
design for tracking changes in propensity as well as for assessing the
underlying beliefs that are related to propensity. The information gathered
in youth attitude surveys is valuable to many research studies, such as the
advertising studies proposed in Chapter 4, but it is also valuable in its
own right by providing early warning indicators of changes in the pro-
pensity for military service. The chapter reiterates a key point from the
committee’s earlier report, namely, that as propensity to enlist is the major
direct determinant of actual enlistment, increasing propensity in the youth
population should be a key objective for the military. We summarize a
model of the determinants of propensity that we laid out in the earlier
report and build an argument that research on propensity in the youth
population should measure the key determinants of propensity. We briefly
review ongoing survey efforts dealing with propensity, noting that they
do not consistently include these key determinants of propensity. We also
note a tendency for survey research dealing with propensity to make use
of research designs that do not yield complete data on individuals. If the
interest is simply documenting the proportion of respondents choosing
each alternative to a survey item, then randomly distributing items among
respondents will yield accurate results, as individual-level analysis is not
central to the research question. But when there is interest in the pattern
of relationships among variables, designs involving complete data at the
individual level are needed.

Conclusion: Previous survey research examining propensity to enlist has
not consistently measured the key classes of determinants of propensity
(i.e., attitudes, norms, and self-efficacy), nor has it consistently used
research designs permitting analysis at the individual level. This has lim-
ited the ability to test complete models of the determinants of propensity.

Recommendation: We recommend that survey research examining
propensity be designed to incorporate the key determinants of pro-
pensity and that it be designed to permit meaningful analysis at the
individual level.
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Conclusion: We also note that our model of the determinants of propen-
sity includes the role of important influencers, such as parents and peers.
One important implication of this is that the effects of interventions, such
as advertising, are not fully addressed by focusing solely on the direct
effects of the intervention on the potential recruit.

Recommendation: We recommend that evaluation efforts consider
potential effects on key influencers as well as on potential recruits,
and that efforts be made to assess such indirect effects on propensity.

A Program of Survey Research

The second part of the chapter provides a series of concrete recom-
mendations for a program of survey research, expanding on ideas set
forth in our letter report to the Department of Defense of June 2000. A
program of monitoring surveys, which have the potential to yield very
high-quality data about propensity and its determinants, is presented. We
propose a cohort-sequential design, in which samples of youth are
obtained annually in the 11th grade of school (i.e., age 16-17) and moni-
tored through the age of roughly 23. We discuss a range of issues in the
design of such a project, including information-gathering format (e.g.,
self-completed questionnaire versus telephone interview), means of
accessing the sample (e.g., school-based surveys versus random house-
hold sampling), mechanisms for follow-up surveys over time, issues in
the scheduling of surveys, and sampling strategies. We note that such a
project is a significant investment and should not be undertaken unless
the resources for a minimum of five years can be committed. We note that
a variety of options are available with the broad framework we develop.
For example, one possibility is to survey 11th graders, with annual follow-
up; another is to survey both 11th and 12th graders, with follow-up every
two years. The chapter develops the trade-off among the options, noting
that many details cannot be specified in advance.

Recommendation: We recommend that consideration be given to
undertaking a school-based survey, using a cohort sequential design,
in which students are sampled in the 11th grade and possibly the 12th
grade and regularly resurveyed until the age of 23 or 24.
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Item Content

The final section of the chapter discusses item formats for assessing
the important variables in the model of the determinants of propensity
developed in our earlier report and reiterated here. Specific examples of
item formats for effectively measuring propensity, attitude, norms, self-
efficacy, behavioral beliefs, outcomes, and open-ended queries about out-
comes and about influencers are provided.

Recommendation: We recommend that surveys dealing with pro-
pensity and its determinants assess the variables of interest using
established item formats.

CHAPTER 4:
ADVERTISING PLANNING: GENERATIVE AND

EVALUATIVE APPROACHES

In order to develop and test effective advertising themes, two types of
research designs are required. The first type of design is for the develop-
ment of preliminary but promising message strategies. This step requires
qualitative exploratory or generative research designs (focus groups, in-
depth interviewing, etc.). After promising themes are developed, the
second type of research design is necessary for testing theme awareness
and market impact. The best designs for this step are experimental and
quasi-experimental studies.

This chapter describes the stages in the development and evaluation
of an advertising campaign, discussing relevant research methods for
each phase. The chapter reviews some findings from the committee’s
earlier report, including the decline in both the proportion of youth assign-
ing high value to duty to country and in the proportion of youth who
associate the goal of duty to country with military service. We then
develop a framework for developing advertising campaigns that follows
a systematic process and builds on sound information about the value
structure of youth. That framework involves (1) tracking the competitive
environment for military recruitment to detect factors affecting youth
understanding and views of military service; (2) examination of audience
member beliefs, goals, and language; (3) development of a range of mes-
sage strategies for military recruitment, and (4) allocation of resources to
advertising message strategies.

Conclusion: There is a need for research to provide a more complete
picture of the belief and value structure of the youth population, particu-
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larly the beliefs relating to public service, duty to country, personal sacri-
fice, and concern for others. It is also helpful to study the language used
by youth as they think and speak about these issues, so that this informa-
tion can be used to develop effective messages on the topic.

Recommendation: We recommend a program of research that begins
with generative techniques to understand the concepts and language
used by youth in considering alternative courses of action (e.g., edu-
cation versus military service) and continues with survey research
that measures the full range of beliefs, attitudes, and values that
emerge as linked to these alternate courses of action.

Conclusion: Effective advertising campaigns involve a message strategy
strongly linked to beliefs and values that affect decision making. A crucial
component of the evaluation of military advertising is an examination of
its success in affecting the intended values and beliefs. Using beliefs and
values as outcome variables as well as enlistments permits a clearer under-
standing of why a given advertising campaign is or is not successful than
using enlistments alone.

Recommendation: We recommend that advertising message strate-
gies be evaluated in terms of their effects on targeted beliefs and
values. Such evaluation should make use of experimental designs in
controlled settings as well as small-scale, in-market experiments.

Recommendation: We recommend that a policy be adopted of regu-
larly developing and evaluating alternative approaches that challenge
existing message strategies.

CHAPTER 5:
DETERMINING OPTIMAL LEVELS OF ADVERTISING AND

RECRUITING RESOURCES

The chapter focuses on econometric methods, as these approaches are
most useful for assessing the optimal levels of recruiting programs and
resources. Econometric methods can be used to isolate and identify the
effects of existing resources, policies, and external factors affecting recruit-
ing outcomes as well as their costs. There is by now a relatively well-
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developed body of econometric research that has identified some of the
most important determinants of enlistment supply as well as the cost and
effectiveness of various trade-offs among different recruiting and adver-
tising resources. Estimates are based on the natural variation in key
recruiting resources and outcomes (usually aggregated) that occur over
time and across different geographic locations.

Brief overviews of two types of econometric models are provided—
models of enlistment supply and models of recruiting cost. We review
studies over the past two decades on the effects of recruiting and adver-
tising on enlistment and present summary tables comparing the various
studies. We note considerable variability in results across studies and
suggest a series of methodological features that have not been consis-
tently incorporated into the studies and thus may contribute to the
variability in results and the difficulty in giving a definitive answer to
questions about the elasticity of enlistment with respect to advertising.

Conclusion: More sophisticated methods, controlling appropriately for
factors affecting enlistment supply, both those that are directly observ-
able to the researcher and those that must be inferred, such as recruiter
effort, are necessary to obtain efficient, unbiased estimates of the effects of
recruiting resources. Moreover, more complete evaluation of the effects of
some types of resources, especially advertising content, require estima-
tion using more flexible functional forms in the econometric analysis. To
apply these methods, however, better data need to be collected and sys-
tematically maintained. The specific conclusions and recommendations
discussed below are conditional upon the availability of better data.

Recommendation: Collect and maintain better data to support the
estimation of enlistment supply functions and to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of recruiting resources.

Conclusion:  Recruiter productivity varies with experience, and hence
sudden changes in the size of the recruiting force result in declines in
average experience. Failure to incorporate recruiter experience in models
of recruiter effects may bias study results.

Recommendation: We recommend that future research on the effects
of recruiters on enlistment supply incorporate the effects of recruiter
experience.
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Conclusion: Recruiter incentives have been incorporated in supply
models via recruiters’ quotas, based on the assumption that increasing
recruiting quotas increases effort.

Recommendation: We recommend that supply models incorporate
more complete and realistic models of recruiter incentives that more
fully capture the complexities of recruiter incentives.

Conclusion: Research to date has not incorporated the effects of reserve
forces competition on active-duty recruiting.

Recommendation: We recommend that supply models incorporate
reserve forces competition for nonprior-service recruits.

Conclusion: Econometric estimates of the effects of advertising have
focused largely on expenditures of impressions (i.e., the number of
relevant individuals who see or hear the advertisement, often measured
in terms of gross rating points). Such estimates have not attempted to
measure differences in effects by specific advertising content.

Recommendation: We recommend that research attempt to evaluate
advertising in terms of thematic content in order to determine whether
advertising effects vary by content, as well as by impressions and
expenditures.

Conclusion: The functional forms (i.e., the shape of the relationship
between the recruiting incentive and enlistment) of econometric supply
models have been relatively restricted. The underlying assumptions (e.g.,
that each additional advertising dollar has the same effect regardless of
the level of total expenditure) may not be correct, and an examination of
more flexible functional forms would be fruitful.

Recommendation: We recommend that research on supply models
make use of flexible functional forms, rather than imposed functional
forms.
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CHAPTER 6:
THE TIMING AND LEVELS OF JOINT AND

SERVICE-SPECIFIC ADVERTISING

Minimum Advertising Level to Maintain Propensity

The chapter first addressed the question of whether there is a mini-
mum level of advertising necessary for a cost-effective recruiting program,
even if that advertising is not necessary to achieve contemporaneous
enlistment contract goals. Historically, when the recruiting climate is good
and recruits are plentiful, military planners tend to cut advertising bud-
gets, thereby contributing to a reduction in awareness capital and pro-
pensity levels. This may possibly set up a boom or bust cycle, in which
propensity falls, recruiting becomes more difficult, and then advertising
funds have to be restored. We present a model that describes the condi-
tions under which it would be cost-effective to advertise in the interests of
future enlistment supply and review research to date that speaks to the
issue. While extant research suggests that advertising may have effects
for only a short period of time, the data available to prior researchers are
limited for several reasons. First, they do not permit examining both
lagged effects and nonlinear effects within a time period. Second, they
focus on advertising aimed at youth at the point of the enlistment deci-
sion and do not permit examining possible supplemental advertising
approaches, such as those aimed a youth several years prior to an enlist-
ment decision, or those aimed at adult influencers, such as parents.

Conclusion: Research to date does not permit a definitive answer to the
question of the cost-effectiveness of advertising above and beyond that
which is necessary to achieve current recruiting goals.

Recommendation: We recommend a focused effort to maintain
advertising data in a systematic way for purposes of estimating a
supply curve that incorporates the potential for both time-lagged and
nonlinear advertising effects.

Recommendation: We recommend a program of research, incorpo-
rating quasi-experimental methods, to examine advertising effects over
an extended period of time.
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Levels of Joint and Service-Specific Advertising

The chapter then turns to the optimal levels of joint and Service-
specific advertising. It is our opinion that certain types of advertising
themes, such as generic themes designed to increase overall propensity,
are best done as a joint program, while advertising themes featuring spe-
cific benefits of military service are best done in the Service program.
What we do not know is what advertising fund level should be allocated
to joint programs. We note that issues of scale play a role in addressing
this issue, as certain types of advertising (e.g., television) do not appear to
have a constant effect across levels of expenditure. The larger the recruit-
ing effort and the larger the budget, the greater the potential value of a
multifaceted campaign, with some resources targeted toward providing
information about specific Services to those already with a propensity to
enlist and others targeted toward increasing propensity among those cur-
rently without it.

Recommendation: We recommend a program of research aimed at
examining the effects and cost-effectiveness of information-oriented
versus values-oriented advertising in joint and Service-specific adver-
tising programs.

CHAPTER 7:
DETERMINING OPTIMAL TYPES OF INCENTIVES

Over the years of the All-Volunteer Force, various incentives have
been developed and offered to help strengthen and shape military enlist-
ments. The effectiveness of these incentives has been addressed, and dem-
onstrated, using a variety of evaluation approaches. This chapter considers
methodological issues in determining the optimal types of enlistment
incentives for specific recruiting goals. We begin by reviewing different
types of enlistment options. Next, we consider the various types of effects
the incentives may produce, both intended and unintended, and the
related methodological issues in assessing their impact. We continue with
a brief review of the analysis methods discussed in the earlier chapters,
which is followed by a longer consideration of analytical issues applicable
to each of the evaluation approaches. Finally, drawing on each of these
areas, we conclude with a discussion of matching potential incentives and
their effects with the appropriate assessment goals and evaluation
methods.

A central message of the chapter is that each of the evaluation meth-
odologies introduced in this volume (qualitative methods, surveys, econo-
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metric models, and experiments and quasi-experiments) can play a useful
role in addressing different questions that policy makers may ask about
current or proposed incentives. The chapter offers concrete illustrations
of the research framework introduced in Chapter 1. It identifies focus
groups as of particular value in providing insight into the appeal of vari-
ous features of proposed incentives and in facilitating the discovery and
exploration of new incentive options. It identifies surveys as of particular
value in comparing the relative attractiveness of a substantial number of
incentive options. It identifies econometric methods as of particular value
when examining the effects of existing programs on actual enlistments
over time and over differing recruiting environments, providing statisti-
cal control for a wide variety of potentially confounding factors (e.g.,
geographic effects, effects of changes in the economy). It identifies experi-
mental and quasi-experimental methods as of particular value when the
question of interest is estimating the effects on enlistment of a new incen-
tive prior to full implementation.

In addition, the chapter emphasizes the value of combining approaches.
This might include, for example, the use of focus groups to help explore
and define prospective enlistment options that are then tested in large
youth market surveys or in pilot tests employing experimental designs.
Another example would be the application of econometric methods or
other analytical techniques to existing datasets in order to help interpret
survey results; for example, the other approaches could be used to derive
a metric that can be used to help translate stated enlistment intentions in
the survey into estimated enlistment rates.

The focus of the chapter is not on specific conclusions and recommen-
dations, but rather on illustrating the range of available options for evalu-
ating incentives, making a case for the linkage of research methods chosen
to the research question of interest and advocating for a combination of
research methods as appropriate.

CHAPTER 8:
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT OF RECRUITERS

This chapter shifts the focus from influence attempts aimed at the
potential recruit to examination of recruiting systems. Service recruiting
managers establish systems to select recruiters from among the available
pool of Service members, to train and develop those new recruiters, to
open recruiting offices in specific locations, to establish production goals
for each recruiter, to motivate recruiters with reward and recognition
programs, and to monitor and assess recruiter performance. Many options
are available for each of these systems, and each is open to evaluation. In
some cases (for example, selection of new recruiters), there are continuing
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research programs to evaluate the effect of alternative programs. In other
cases (for example, the effects of recruiter reward and recognition pro-
grams), research or evaluation is rarely attempted. Given the central role
that recruiter productivity plays in the recruiting process, all aspects of
recruiter performance management should be subjected to evaluation
efforts.

Recruiter Selection

There is a substantial literature, both military and civilian, addressing
the problem of selecting people for sales occupations generally and mili-
tary recruiting positions specifically. There is a long history in civilian
settings of successfully utilizing various selection techniques to identify
individuals with a high likelihood of success in sales-oriented positions.
Selection in civilian settings involves an applicant pool eager to be
selected, which is often not the case in the recruiter selection setting. It
would appear worthwhile to consider changes and enhancements in the
incentives to take on a recruiter position (e.g., links to career advance-
ment) in order to increase the pool of individuals able and willing to serve
as recruiters.

Conclusion: Given the body of research on selection for sales-oriented
positions, it is likely that there are more efficient and effective methods
than currently used for choosing those personnel who should be assigned
as recruiters.

Recommendation: We recommend continued research on the devel-
opment of effective recruiter selection strategies, in conjunction with
a consideration of career incentives for service as a recruiter.

Recruiter Training

The committee’s earlier report recommended that the Services
develop and implement training systems that make maximum use of
realistic practice and feedback. We note here the importance of evaluation
of training programs, including giving careful attention to the outcome
variables of interest.

It is important to remember that development takes place in ways
other than formal training programs. Often, individual feedback and
coaching around certain experiences are very effective ways to shape
behavior. Experiential learning and associated coaching, however, assume
that there are capable coaches who understand what the desired behavior
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is and who can communicate performance deficits and strategies for
improvement.

Recommendation: We recommend that the Services expand their
evaluation of overall training of recruiters to include the study of
other informal development opportunities. In particular, assessment
and improvement of the supervisory and coaching skills (to include
on-the-job training) of those who train recruiters may be a fruitful
approach.

Performance Goals

The question of how best to establish recruiter goals (and the question
of whether those goals should be individual or team based) is still open.
Given that recruiting duty is often cited as an extremely stressful job—
because of the constant pressure to “make goal”—there would seem to be
high payoff in defining the variables relevant to military recruiting goals
and evaluating the goal-setting process.

Recommendation: We recommend a program of research aimed at
evaluating the effects of goals on recruiter behavior and outcomes.

Recruiter Performance

Simple outcome measures (e.g., number of contracts) may be subject
to a variety of external constraints (e.g., location) and may not capture the
full range of important recruiter activities. There is a foundation of previ-
ous research on the dimensions of effective recruiter performance that
merits updating. A complete and current model of the dimensions of
recruiter performance is needed as the basis for an effective performance
evaluation system.

Recommendation: We recommend research to develop a complete
model of recruiter performance and to develop performance appraisal
instruments and feedback processes based on this model.
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see also Questionnaires, surveys
computer-assisted, 15, 145
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open-ended items, 14, 47, 49, 62, 163
school-based surveys, 3, 45, 46, 48
self-completed questionnaires, 46-47, 48,
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telephone, 15, 44, 45, 47, 123-124, 134,

135, 162
Adolescent development perspectives, 1,

19, 24, 31-32
Youth Attitude Tracking Studies (YATS),

11, 41-43, 45
Advertising, 68-90, 112-126, 163-164

see also Mass media
age factors, 38, 119
attitudes, beliefs, and intentions, general,

4-5, 68, 69, 73-89, 163-164
behavior, 18-19, 68, 77-80, 84
committee recommendations, 4-6, 35-49,

125-126, 163-164, 166
committee study at hand, methodology,

1-3, 9, 10
communication theory, 37-39

content, 4, 5, 6, 65, 75-76, 78-82, 88, 109-
110, 120, 121-123, 146, 163-164, 166

language factors, 4, 78-79, 80
costs/expenditures, 4, 73-75, 83-85, 88-

89, 92-93, 95, 100-107, 112, 113-126
decision making, 79-81, 83
econometric data/methods, 2, 90, 93-111

(passim), 113-118, 119-120
employment levels and, 81, 87-88, 113
experimental and quasi-experimental

approaches, 5, 6, 85-86, 90, 119-120
focus groups, 4, 82
gender, 38
generative and experimental

approaches, 2, 4, 12, 79-80
historical perspectives, 4, 73-74, 88-89,

112, 118, 119, 120, 123-124, 125
influencers, 76-77, 85, 87, 88, 116, 118-

119, 123-125 (passim), 128-130
(passim), 134-136 (passim), 162, 167

Internet, 12, 66, 86
interviews, 4, 79, 82
joint service

econometric analysis, 6, 96-97, 100-
104, 113, 146, 167-168

effort/expenditures, 74, 112-113, 120-
126

language factors, 4, 78-79, 80
mailings, 120
market research, 4, 5, 12
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optimal levels, 2, 5-6, 12-13, 90-126
(passim)

outcome assessments, 68, 78, 83
patriotism, 4, 78-79, 81, 88, 122
personnel qualifications, 93-95
propensity to enlist, 4, 6, 11-12, 68-69, 73-

89 (passim), 112, 122, 124-125, 163-
164

research framework, 2, 3, 4-6, 9, 10, 20
research recommendations, 4-6, 35-49,

125-126, 163-164, 166
service-specific

econometric analysis, 4, 13, 94-108, 113
effort/expenditures, 74, 112-113, 120-

126, 146, 167-168
themes, 76, 80

surveys of impact, 41, 43, 45, 64, 66-67
target audiences, 1, 4, 9, 75-77, 79, 80, 85-

86, 120, 123
theory, 18-19, 33-39
timing, 2, 5-6, 12, 93-94, 113-119, 167-168
Youth Attitude Tracking Studies (YATS),

strategies based on, 70-73 (passim),
78, 79, 85, 88

Age factors, 25
see also Adolescent development

perspectives; High school students
adults, 42, 43, 46
advertising, 38, 119; see also Influencers
survey target population sampling, 4, 43,

44, 46, 162
Armed Forces Qualification Test, 130
Attitudes, Aptitudes, and Aspirations of

American Youth, 1, 9, 19
Attitudes, beliefs, and intentions, 2, 159,

161-162
see also Decision making; Influencers;

Patriotism; Propensity to enlist;
Youth Attitude Tracking Studies;
Youth Poll

advertising, 4-5, 68, 69, 73-89, 163-164
communication theory, 38
economic theory and, 28, 29, 30
emotions, 25, 32-33
gender factors, 35, 70
mathematical model, 22, 29
monitoring, 2, 11, 40-67, 161
outcome assessments, 2, 3-4, 15, 16, 21-

22, 28, 30, 68, 70
recruiters, 29, 155-156
research framework, 2, 3, 14, 16, 20

self-concept, 31-32, 34, 121
self-efficacy, 20, 21, 24, 28, 33, 34, 41, 43,

61
surveys, 3-4, 11, 41-43, 48, 60, 61-64, 69-

73, 77-78
administration methods, respondent’s

reaction to, 47, 48-49, 52, 163
school administrators reaction to, 52, 56

theory, general, 18, 20-25, 28, 33, 34, 35-
36, 41

B

Behavioral factors
see also Attitudes, beliefs, and intentions;

Propensity to enlist; Theoretical
approaches

advertising, 18-19, 68, 77-80, 84
communication theory and, 39
economic theory and, 28, 30
research framework, 2, 3, 15, 16, 20, 161-

162
survey content, 61-62
theory, general, 18-25

Beliefs, see Attitudes, beliefs, and intentions
Bonuses, incentives, 6, 7, 13, 29, 99, 127,

128, 129, 143

C

Cohort studies, 4, 49, 53-58, 65, 162
see also Youth Attitude Tracking Studies;

Youth Poll
Monitoring the Future,  46, 47, 50
panel surveys, 48, 49, 50-51, 56, 57, 58,

91, 92, 110, 122
College education, 81

distance learning, eArmyU, 145
economic decision-making theory, 26
enlistment incentives, 6, 7, 13, 78-79, 127,

128, 129, 138, 143-144
enrollments, 1, 9, 13, 68, 88
officer training programs, 26, 71
surveys of propensity to enlist, 46

Communication theory, 37-39
see also Content analysis; Language factors

Computers and computer science
see also Internet
incentives, 35-36, 44, 53, 66, 134-135, 145
surveys, computer-assisted, 15, 145
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Content analysis
advertising, 4, 5, 6, 65, 75-76, 78-82, 88,

109-110, 120, 121-123, 146, 163-164,
166

open-ended survey questions, 14, 47, 49,
62, 163

surveys questions, general, 44, 59-67, 163
Costs and cost-benefit analysis

see also Econometric methods
advertising, costs and expenditures, 4,

73-75, 83-85, 88-89, 92-93, 95, 100-
107, 112, 113-126

emotional factors vs, 31-32
incentives, optimization, 2, 5, 6-7, 13,

127-145, 168-169
recruiter, 13, 106-107
recruiting, general, 5, 105-107
surveys, 42, 49, 52-53, 58-59, 134

Cultural factors, see also Demographic and
cultural factors

D

Decision making, 18
see also Attitudes, beliefs, and intentions;

Propensity to enlist
advertising content, 79-81, 83
economic theory, 18, 25-26
individual recruitment prospects, theory

10, 11, 14, 18, 21-33, 34
irrational, 32-33
recruiting managers, 7
recruitment policies, 2, 4

Defense Marketing Research program, 11
Defense Science Board Task Force on

Human Resources Strategy, 122
Demographic and cultural factors, 20, 25,

29
see also Age factors; Gender factors;

Social factors
ethnicity, 37, 54-55
incentives, 136
recruiter office locations, 154
recruiters, 155
survey design, 53-55 (passim), 136

Distal factors, 20, 24-25, 30-31
see also Attitudes, beliefs, and intentions;

Demographic and cultural factors;
Emotional factors; Mass media;
Patriotism

behavioral theory, 24-25, 36-37

economic theory, 29-31, 36
recruiter activity, 19, 29-30
survey content, 64-65

Duty to country, see Patriotism

E

Econometric methods, 16
see also Costs and cost-benefit analysis
advertising, 2, 5-6, 90-111 (passim), 113-

118, 119-120
committee recommendations, 5-6, 16,

164-166
experimental, 90
historical perspectives, 92, 96-104, 136
incentives, 110, 111, 133, 136-137, 139,

140, 142, 144-145, 169
personnel qualifications, 91-92, 106-107
recruiters, 91-93, 95-110 (passim), 146
recruiting, general, 2, 5-6, 90-111, 164-166
service specific, 6, 13, 92-93, 94-108, 111,

113
Economic factors, 36-37

see also College education; Costs and
best-benefit analysis; Employment
and unemployment; Incentives;
Wages and salaries

external influences on enlistment goals,
12-13, 113-115, 147

individual decision-making, theory, 18,
25-31

propensity to enlist, 25-31, 36-37, 71, 84-
85, 87-88, 113-115, 136

“satisficing”, 27, 28
survey funding, 45
utility theory, 25-29, 97-99

Educational attainment
college enrollments, 1, 9
GED, 129, 130, 143-144
recruitment targets, 9
survey questions, literacy, 47

Educational benefit incentives, 6, 7, 13, 78-
79, 143-144

distance learning, eArmyU, 145
GED, 129, 130, 143-144
job training, 8, 128-129, 132, 141, 151

Emotional factors, 25, 32-33
see also Patriotism

Employment and unemployment, 81, 87-
88, 94, 147

see also Wages and salaries
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advertising effort and, 81, 87-88, 113
individual decision theory, 26
job training, 8, 128-129, 132, 141, 151
macroeconomic factors, decision theory,

18, 30
recruiters, selection of, 7, 146, 148-151,

169, 170
Ethnicity, see Racial/ethnic groups
Experimental and quasi-experimental

approaches, 15-16, 17, 159
advertising planning, 5, 6, 85-86, 90, 119-

120
econometric approaches, 90
incentives, optimum, 2, 7, 15-16, 113,

137-139, 141, 143-144, 145, 169
recruiter training, 153
survey design, 43-44
time-series designs, 44, 45, 91, 107-108

F

Family influences
advertising to affect, 116
military surveys, attitude toward, 49
propensity to enlist, 21, 29, 76-77

Females, see Gender factors
Focus groups, 14

advertising design, 4, 82
incentives, optimal, 2, 7, 133, 134, 141,

143, 145, 167
recruiter selection, 149

Funding, surveys, 45

G

Gender factors, 35
advertising, 38
attitudes, 35, 70
propensity to enlist, 69-70, 71, 72
survey content development, 64

General Accounting Office, 149
Generative techniques

advertising research, 2, 4, 12, 79-80

H

High school students, 23, 42
see also School-based surveys
advertising, 69

propensity to enlist, 69
surveys, general, 46, 47, 49-50, 51-58, 162

 Historical perspectives, 1, 9
see also Longitudinal studies
advertising expenditures/cost-

effectiveness, 4, 73-74, 88-89, 112,
118, 119, 120, 123-124, 125

econometric studies, 92, 96-104, 136
incentives, 13, 136, 141-142
propensity to enlist, 1, 9, 12, 13, 68, 69-

72, 77-78, 87-88
recruitment goals/enlistment, 1, 9, 12,

68, 84-85, 91, 112, 147
survey scheduling, 51

I

Incentives, 5, 16, 18, 36, 41, 89, 110, 111,
129-146

bonuses, 6, 7, 13, 29, 99, 127, 128, 129, 143
data needs, 5-6
educational, 6, 7, 13, 78-79, 127, 128, 129,

138, 143-144
experimental and quasi-experimental

approaches, 2, 7, 15-16, 113, 137-
139, 141, 143-144, 145, 169

focus groups, 2, 7, 133, 134, 141, 143, 145,
167

historical perspectives, 13, 136, 141-142
influencers and, 135, 141
job training, 8, 128-129, 132, 141, 151
laptop computers, 35-36, 44, 53, 66, 134-

135, 145
optimal types, 2, 5, 6-7, 13, 127-145, 168-

169
recruiters, 5, 7, 108, 110, 144, 146, 147,

155-156, 166, 170
reserve forces, 5-6, 16, 164-166
timing, 130, 131-132, 136, 138, 139,

142(n.3)
wages, military, 128
Youth Attitude Tracking Studies,

evaluation via, 135, 141-142
Influencers, 76-77

see also Family influences; Peer
influences

advertising, 76-77, 85, 87, 88, 116, 118-
119, 123-125 (passim), 128-130
(passim), 134-136 (passim), 162, 167

incentives, 135, 141
surveys, 45, 65, 66, 67, 76-77, 135, 163
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Intelligence, recruitment standards, 9
Intentions, see Attitudes, beliefs, and

intentions; Propensity to enlist
Internet

advertising, 12, 66, 86
distance learning, eArmyU, 145
survey administration, 44, 55, 134-135

Interviews
advertising research, 4, 79, 82
focus groups, 14
in-person, 4, 14, 15, 47
telephone, 15, 44, 45, 47, 123-124, 134-

135, 162

J

Job training, 8, 128-129, 132, 141, 151
recruiters, 7-8, 151-154, 169, 170-171

Joint service actions, 2
advertising

econometric analysis, 6, 96-97, 100-
104, 113, 146, 167-168

effort/expenditures, 74, 112-113, 120-
126

timing, 2, 6, 13, 113-119, 167
propensity to enlist, 13, 112-113, 124-125

L

Language factors
see also Content analysis
advertising, 4, 78-79, 80
survey questions, 59-67

literacy, 47
Longitudinal studies

see also Cohort studies; Youth Attitude
Tracking Studies; Youth Poll

enlistment dynamics, 36
Monitoring the Future, 46
propensity to enlist, 40, 41-43
quasi-experimental design, 44

M

Magazines, see Newspapers and magazines
Mailings

advertising, 120
surveys, 50, 53-54, 55, 57, 58-59

Males, see Gender factors

Market research, 12
see also Econometric methods
advertising planning, 4, 5, 12

in-market testing, 4, 82, 86-87, 164
Mass media

see also Advertising; Internet
advertising, general, 123
as behavioral influence, 25
mailings, 50, 53-54, 55, 57, 58-59, 120
monitoring, surveys of influence, 43, 66-

67
newspaper and magazine advertising,

86, 104, 121, 123, 124
radio advertising, 66, 104, 109, 123, 124
television advertising, 66, 82, 86, 104-105,

109, 120, 123
Mathematical models

see also Econometric methods
adolescent self-concept, 32
advertising cost-effectiveness/timing,

115-118
attitude, 22, 29
communication, 38
economic factors in individual decisions,

26-27, 28-29
normative support, 23-24
self-efficacy, 24

Media, see Internet; Mass media
Minority groups, see Racial/ethnic groups
Models, see Mathematical models;

Theoretical approaches
Monitoring, 3-4, 10-11, 40-67, 161-162

see also Cohort studies; Focus groups;
Longitudinal studies; Research
methodology; Surveys

attitudes of youth, 2, 11, 40-67, 161
Monitoring the Future, 46, 47, 50, 52

N

National Defense Authorization Act, 148
Newspapers and magazines, 86, 104, 109,

121, 123, 124

O

On-line approaches, see Internet
Open-ended items, surveys, 14, 47, 49, 62,

163
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Outcome assessments, 2, 10, 15, 16, 35-36
see also Monitoring; Performance

standards; Surveys
advertising, 68, 78, 83
attitudes and intentions, 2, 3-4, 15, 16,

21-22, 28, 30, 68, 70
individual, outcome expectations, 21, 28,

30
nonspecific, 2
research framework, 2, 3, 15, 16, 20, 28,

30

P

Panel surveys, 48, 49, 50-51, 56, 57, 58, 91,
92, 110, 122

Partnership for Youth Success, 129
Patriotism

advertising, 4, 78-79, 81, 88, 122
theory of behavior, 24-25

Peer influences, 22-23, 29, 76-77
Performance standards

see also Outcome assessments
recruiter productivity, 5, 29, 34, 165, 169-

171
recruiters, general, 2, 7-8, 13, 146-158

(passim), 169-171
Pilot studies, see Experimental and quasi-

experimental approaches
Postal approaches, see Mailings
Print media, see Mailings; Newspapers and

magazines
Propensity to enlist, 3-4, 159, 161-162

see also Patriotism
advertising planning, 4, 6, 11-12, 68-69,

73-89 (passim), 112, 122, 124-125,
163-164

economic factors, 25-31, 36-37, 71, 84-85,
87-88, 113-115, 136

family influences, 21, 29, 76-77
gender factors, 69-70, 71, 72
historical perspectives, 1, 9, 12, 13, 68,

69-72, 77-78, 87-88
incentives, 2, 6, 16, 133, 134-136, 142(n.3)
intervention design, general, 33, 34
joint service recruiting, 13, 112-113, 124-

125
longitudinal studies, general, 40, 41-43
qualifications vs, 19
recruiters and, 19, 66-67, 151
reserve forces, 64

service specific recruiting, 112-113
surveys, 3, 11, 40-45, 59-67, 69-73, 77-78,

87, 88, 135-136, 162
theory, general, 19-32

Psychological factors, see Attitudes, beliefs,
and intentions; Social factors

Q

Qualifications and qualification
requirements, 5-6, 9

see also Educational attainment; Self-
efficacy

advertising effectiveness, 93-95
econometric analysis, 91-92, 106-107
incentives based on, 129-130, 138, 143-144
recruiter quotas, 91-92
recruiter selection, 7, 146, 148-151
specialists and speciality training, 128,

130-133 (passim), 138, 143, 148, 156
theory of behavior, 19-20, 34

Quality of Life Panel, 122
Quasi-experimental approaches, see

Experimental and quasi-
experimental approaches

Questionnaires, surveys, 3, 11, 44, 59-67,
162-163

see also Content analysis
open-ended items, 14, 47, 49, 62, 163
self-completed, 46-47, 48, 162
Youth Attitude Tracking Studies, 11, 47

Quotas, recruitment, 5, 6, 7, 29, 91-93
(passim), 111, 147, 154-155, 171

R

Racial/ethnic groups, 37, 54-55
Radio advertising, 66, 104, 109, 123, 124
Recruiters, 13, 34, 146-158, 169-171

attitudes of, 29, 155-156
committee recommendations, 7-8, 108-

109, 164-165, 169-171
cost factors, 5, 106-107
econometric analysis, 91-93, 95-110

(passim), 146
economic theory of decision making, 29-

30
incentives for, 5, 7, 108, 110, 144, 146,

147, 155-156, 166, 170
office locations, 154
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productivity, 5, 29, 34, 165, 169-171
propensity to enlist and, 19, 66-67, 151
quotas, 5, 6, 7, 29, 91-93 (passim), 111,

147, 154-155, 171
selection of, 7, 146, 148-151, 169, 170
standards, general, 2, 13
surveys of impact, 66-67
training of, 7-8, 151-154, 169, 170-171

Recruiting strategies, general, 29
see also Advertising; Incentives; Quotas;

Recruiters
committee recommendations, 4-6, 164-166
cost-effectiveness, 5, 105-107
econometric analysis, 2, 5-6, 90-111, 164-

166
historical perspectives, 1-2, 9
office locations, 154
optimal levels, 5-6, 12, 112, 164-166
propensity to enlist and, 19
research framework, 2, 9, 10, 14-17, 20,

29-30, 146
scale of, 5, 16, 47, 82, 85, 86-87, 104, 110,

120-126 (passim), 168
theory, decision making, 18-19, 33-39

Regression analysis, 92, 104, 133, 137, 142,
144

see also Econometric methods
Research methodology, general, 10

see also Econometric methods;
Experimental and quasi-
experimental approaches; Focus
groups; Generative techniques;
Incentives; Market research;
Mathematical models; Monitoring;
Performance standards; Pilot
studies; Surveys; Theoretical
approaches

advertising, 3-6 (passim), 10, 11-12, 20
attitudes, 2, 3, 14, 16, 20
behavioral factors, 2, 3, 15, 16, 20, 161-

162
committee study at hand, 1-3, 9-10, 14-17
incentives, 127, 130, 133-139
recruiters and recruiter programs, 146-

158
Research recommendations, 4-8, 14-17, 159-

171
advertising, 4-6, 35-49, 125-126, 163-164,

166
econometric methods, 5-6, 16, 164-166
recruiters, 7-8

Reserve forces
active-duty recruiting, competition with,

5, 13, 108-109, 166
active-duty vs reserve commitments, 13
college reserve officer training, 26, 71
economic decision-making theory, 26
incentives, 7, 129-133 (passim), 138, 143
propensity to serve, surveys, 64

Retention of enlistees, 109, 130, 131, 133,
136, 139, 142, 145

S

Sampling, 44, 45-46, 51-52, 53-58, 79, 162
School-based surveys, 3, 48, 51-59, 162

sampling, 45-46, 52-55, 162
scheduling, 51-52, 55-56

Self-completed questionnaires, 46-47, 48,
162

Self-concept, 31-32, 34, 121
Self-efficacy, 20, 21, 24, 28, 33, 34

surveys, 41, 43, 61
Service-specific actions, 2, 5-6

see also specific services
advertising, econometric analysis, 4, 13,

94-108, 113
advertising effort/expenditures, 74, 112-

113, 120-126, 146, 167-168
advertising themes, 76, 80
advertising timing, 2, 6, 113-120, 167
econometric analysis, 6, 92-93, 94-104,

111
economic decision-making theory, 26
incentives, 140, 143
job training incentives, 128-129
propensity to enlist, 112-113
recruiter performance management, 148
survey content, 63-64

Sex differences, see Gender factors
Skills, see Qualifications and qualification

requirements
Social factors, 29, 36-37

see also Demographic and cultural
factors; Family influences;
Influencers; Patriotism

family influences, 21, 29
influencers surveys, 45, 65, 66, 67, 76-77,

135, 163
normative influences, 21, 22-25, 28, 33,

34, 41, 43, 60-63
peer influence, 22-23, 29, 76-77
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surveys covering, 42, 43, 60-61
theory, 20, 21, 22-23, 25, 29, 31-32

Specialists and speciality training, 128, 130-
133 (passim), 138, 143, 148, 156

Surveys, 1, 3-4, 11, 41-67, 70, 162-163
see also Cohort studies; Questionnaires,

surveys; Sampling; School-based
surveys; Youth Attitude Tracking
Studies; Youth Poll

administration methods/venues, 3, 44,
48, 162

adolescent, 11, 41-43
adult, 43
advertising planning/impact, 41, 43, 45,

64, 66-67
attitudes, 3-4, 11, 41-43, 48, 60, 61-64, 69-

73, 77-78
college students, 46
committee recommendations, 4, 42, 45,

46, 47, 49-67, 162-163
confidentiality, 48-49, 53
content analysis, 44, 59-67, 163
cost-effectiveness, 42, 49, 52-53, 58-59, 134
demographic and cultural factors,

general, 53-55 (passim), 136
funding, 45
high school students, 46, 47, 49-50, 51-58,

162; see also School-based surveys
incentives, optimal, 2, 6, 16, 133, 134-136,

139, 141, 143-145, 169
influencers surveys, 45, 65, 66, 67, 76-77,

135, 163
language, 59-67; see also Content analysis
longitudinal, 11, 41-42
mass media influence, surveys of, 43, 66-

67
panel surveys, 48, 49, 50-51, 56, 57, 58,

91, 92, 110, 122
propensity to enlist, 3, 11, 40-45, 59-67,

69-73, 77-78, 87, 88, 135-136, 162
recruiter impact, surveys of, 66-67
self-efficacy, 41, 43, 61
social factors, 42, 43, 60-61
sponsorship (DoD or shared), 48, 56
target population sampling, 4, 43, 44, 46,

162
timing

periodicity, 11, 50-51, 55-59 (passim),
65, 87, 96-98, 136, 162

T

Target populations, 159, 160
see also Demographic and cultural

factors; Influencers; Sampling
advertising, 1, 4, 9, 75-77, 79, 80, 85-86,

120, 123
incentives, 129-130
survey sampling, 4, 43, 44, 46, 162

Telephone surveys, 15, 44, 45, 47, 123-124,
134-135, 162

Television advertising, 66, 82, 86, 104-105,
109, 120, 123

Theoretical approaches, 18-39
see also Mathematical models; Research

methodology
adolescent development perspectives, 1,

19, 24, 31-32
advertising, 18-19, 33-39
attitudes, 18, 20-25, 28, 33, 34, 35-36, 41
behavioral, 18-25
committee recommendations, 39, 160
communication theory, 37-39
economic, 18, 25-31, 32-33, 37
qualifications, personnel, 19-20, 34
self-efficacy, 20, 21, 24, 28, 33, 34, 41
social factors, general, 20, 21, 22-23, 25,

29, 31-32
surveys based on, 42

Time and timing factors
see also Longitudinal studies
advertising, 2, 5-6, 12, 93-94, 113-119,

167-168
data needs, 5-6, 111
enlistment trends, 36, 111
incentives, 130, 131-132, 136, 138, 139,

142(n.3)
job opportunities, sequential, 28
recruiter training, 151
reserve commitments, 7, 132
survey periodicity, 11, 50-51, 55-59

(passim), 65, 87, 96-98, 136, 162
survey scheduling during school year,

51-52, 55-56
television advertising, 109

U

University enrollments, see College
education
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W

Wages and salaries, 36, 94
as incentive to enlist, 128
individual decision making, 18, 28, 30

World Wide Web, see Internet

Y

Youth Attitude Tracking Studies (YATS),
11, 41-43, 45, 47, 63-64

advertising strategies based on, 70-73
(passim), 78, 79, 85, 88

incentives evaluation, 135, 141-142
questionnaire form, 11, 47

Youth Poll, 71-73, 76, 78, 79
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